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Abstract
This portfolio contains a sample of my academic, clinical and research work for the Practitioner 
Doctorate in Psychotherapeutic and Counselling Psychology at the University of Surrey. These pieces 
of work reflect my personal and professional development as a Counselling Psychologist. This 
portfolio consists of three dossiers: an academic, therapeutic and research dossier. The academic 
dossier contains three essays. The first essay discusses the phenomenology of postnatal depression, 
and considers the issue in the context of both physiological and socio-cultural factors. Implications 
for Counselling Psychologists are considered. The second essay consists of a critical reflective 
discussion of how compulsive sexual behaviour may be understood and how the counselling 
psychology knowledge base and values provide a helpful perspective in the way this phenomenon 
may be worked with therapeutically. The third essay discusses how the therapeutic relationship may 
be valued and used creatively when practicing in a cognitive behavioural therapeutic context. The 
second dossier, the therapeutic practice dossier, consists of examples of my therapeutic practice. 
Firstly, my experiences within my different placements are outlined. These placements include an 
NHS Primary Care service, an NHS Secondary Care Psychotherapy Department and an NHS Tertiary 
Care Specialist Psychological Therapies Service. Secondly, examples of my therapeutic practice are 
included in my final clinical paper. This paper offers a reflective account of how my personal 
development combines with my professional development as a Counselling Psychologist throughout 
my learning of theory, and experiences in clinical practice and supervision. In addition, in-depth 
process reports and client studies are included. The research dossier contains a review of the 
literature, a quantitative and a qualitative piece of empirical research. The literature review focuses 
on the phenomenology of embodying multiple cultural heritages and psychological implications for 
individuals and families. The quantitative research report examined the influence of interpersonal 
flexibility on the quality of social interaction and interpersonal conflict. Lastly, the qualitative 
research report investigated the implications of globalisation, modern migration and the 
phenomenology of living in multiple cultural contexts.
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introduction to the Portfolio
The purpose of this introduction is to facilitate the reader's understanding of how my academic, 
therapeutic and research experiences have contributed to my evolving identity as a Counselling 
Psychologist. It consists of some reflections on how my interest in psychology has developed 
over time. It also includes a discussion of how the pieces of work included in this portfolio were 
selected and reflect my personal and professional development.
Some reflections on why I chose to study Psychology
It is difficult to remember a time when I was not interested in psychology; I have always 
perceived, and have been told by others, that I am curious about other people and perceptive 
of their feelings. I believe that this was largely inspired by meeting a variety of different people 
during cross-cultural experiences. Indeed, I have always felt intrigued by the human psyche.
My interest in pursuing psychology as a career began when I trained to be a peer counsellor at 
school. I learned early on that the most valuable aspects of these encounters stemmed from a 
trusting, congruent peer-to-peer relationship and a compassionate ear. This engendered in me 
the value of the therapeutic relationship above any specific therapeutic technique or approach.
In addition to this experience, I worked at a summer camp for underprivileged children, often 
with domestic problems. At camp, children were encouraged to flourish within the refuge of 
clean fresh air, the abundance of nature in Northern Quebec, esteem-building activities and the 
compassionate attentiveness of staff members. During the course of the camp, I observed 
significant changes in these children as a result of the loving and free environment created by 
the staff and surroundings. Happy and soulful children emerged from behind sometimes 
defensive facades and unhelpful behaviours. I felt deeply inspired by how reaching out and 
nurturing these children could be so potent. I came to realise that all children have the 
potential for wellbeing, to form relationships, to love and be loved and how profound our early 
circumstances and experiences could be in helping or hindering us to develop these aspects.
At CEGEP in Montreal, I studied Social Sciences. This enabled rne to apply for a BSc in 
Psychology at University level. During CEGEP, I continued to dip my toe into various 
experiences related to psychology. I trained and worked for an organisation which helps elderly
individuals and those recovering from the effects of mental illness by means of companionship 
and support.
Soon after this I started a BSc in Psychology at UCL, in London. I really enjoyed my years there. 
Being taught by exceedingly enthusiastic and dedicated lecturers about their greatest passions 
and areas of interest was highly inspiring. I felt grateful for the course's strong emphasis on 
empirical methodology, cognitive neuropsychology and behaviourism, which provided me with 
a broad knowledge and a firm foundation in psychology. In addition, I spent several years 
under the supervision of Adrian Furnham, Professor of Psychology, consultant in organisational 
behaviour and management, writer and broadcaster. He stimulated my young mind to think 
critically while investigating and analysing the various possibilities of emotional intelligence and 
personality.
During my undergraduate studies, I completed an internship for the Shell Technology Enterprise 
Programme and designed a student development programme. I carried out a similar project 
the following year at the United Overseas Bank in Singapore. These experiences led me down a 
path of working for a number of companies in a similar role. Following graduation, I completed 
a graduate management development programme and worked for six years as a 
Communications Manager. Although I enjoyed these years immensely, I always knew that I 
wanted to return to study applied psychology when I felt ready.
I next began working as an Assistant Psychologist for Springfield University Hospital within St 
George's and South West London NHS Trust. Working with the Mental Health Promotion 
Advisory Service (MHPAS), my role consisted of forming part of a research team which aimed to 
make active enquiry about emotional health and to offer advice and resources to those who 
may benefit. This allowed me to develop a deeper appreciation of a large-scale research 
process, from literature review and protocol development to statistical analysis and 
publication. Our data analysis suggested that low subjective ratings of emotional health were a 
predictor for the onset of depression in the next year. Based on these findings, if low subjective 
ratings of emotional health are indeed a significant factor leading to the onset of depression, 
this would justify a preventative service at primary care level of intervention. A patient leaflet 
and self-assessment card were consequently developed.
It was during this period, while undertaking a Counselling Skills course that I came across 
counselling psychology. This field of psychology appeared to me to embrace values which I
hold as my own. I was drawn by the emphasis placed on the therapeutic relationship and 
humanistic foundations of empathy, congruence and unconditional positive regard.
My decision to undertake doctoral training in Counselling Psychology was inspired by the 
amalgamation of scientific research, multiple therapeutic models, and the emphasis on the 
therapeutic relationship in order to generate reflective scientist-practitioners. In my view, it 
represents a discipline which supports a position of genuine respect for individual expression of 
human distress in its various guises. I was also inspired by the questioning and open-minded 
approach to understanding and managing psychological distress.
Academic dossier
The academic dossier contains three essays which I wrote during the course of my training. 
Writing these essays enabled me to pull together theoretical teachings in a way which 
facilitated my clinical practice as well as fostered my continuing personal development. Each 
essay reflects an aspect of a particular client presentation or therapeutic practice, which I 
wanted to better understand at the time of writing.
In the first essay, I explored the phenomenology of postnatal depression. I chose this topic of 
lifespan development because, at the time, I was working with two young women who were 
referred by their General Practitioners for symptoms of depression following the birth of their 
children. Writing this paper helped me to increase my knowledge about the different 
perspectives of postnatal depression and therapeutic suggestions. This in turn helped me to 
address with greater confidence this phenomenology in therapeutic practice.
In the second essay, I considered some of the implications of what appeared to be popular 
terms used by psychologists following a number of allegations in the media about sex addiction. 
I was also curious about this cluster of behaviour which seemed to present a challenge in team 
meetings in the obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) clinic in which I worked. That is to say, I 
wanted to better understand how to differentiate between sexual compulsions related to OCD 
and sexual acting out behaviour which might be more appropriately referred elsewhere. In 
writing this essay, I gained a greater compassion and understanding for some of the underlying 
processes.
In the third essay, I explored the role of the therapeutic relationship in cognitive behavioural 
therapies. I was interested at this point in my training to assimilate my understanding of the 
use, role, and value of the therapeutic relationship when working in a CBT context. Writing this 
essay enabled me to critically reflect on the development of the model's use of the therapeutic 
relationship. I also feel that it helped me to integrate the two in a meaningful manner. 
Moreover, I feel it helped inspire greater creativity in my practice.
Therapeutic practice dossier
The therapeutic practice dossier contains information about my clinical practice and 
therapeutic experience that I gained during my training^ It includes a description of the 
settings in which my clinical experience was gained. Also included is information about the 
type of service, therapeutic context, clinical supervision and client population. This dossier also 
contains an account of my development as a Counselling Psychologist over the course of my 
training as well as my current therapeutic perspective. This discussion is located in my final 
clinical paper which elucidates a narrative, reflective account of how my personal development 
intertwines with my professional development as a Counselling Psychologist throughout my 
learning of theory, experiences in supervision and in practice.
Research dossier
The research dossier contains my research endeavours during my training and reflects the value 
that Counselling Psychology maintains in relation to rigorous empirical inquiry. It includes a 
review of literature, and two pieces of empirical research; one qualitative, one quantitative.
It was initially difficult to find a common thread in the many areas of research that I had an 
interest in, which would lead to one particular focus that I could further explore over the course 
of my training. My interests lay in five main areas. These included health (in particular. Chronic 
Fatigue Syndrome/ME), motivation/team dynamics, emotional intelligence, romantic 
relationships and globalisation/culture. My particular interest in the lat ter area was reinforced 
when I read a newspaper article detailing the experiences of a white female who gave birth to 
her 'mixed race' baby which resulted in a complex emotional response. I became intrigued by
 ^All identifying information relating to clients has been altered or om itted in order to maintain their 
anonymity and protect their confidentiality.
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the profound impact race and racial mixing might have on an individual, a parent and families 
as a whole. In light how this phenomenon is increasing and evolving in the context of a more 
global world, this led to me begin my research journey with the exploration of what the 
literature suggested about the experience of multiracial individuals and families.
My literature review was entitled, "What does the literature suggest about the experience of 
multiracial individuals and families?". It explored the phenomenology of embodying multiple 
races both within the family and the individual. Implications for the practice of counselling 
psychology were also considered. It became evident to me during this literature review how 
much the concept of race itself can be elusive and very much dependent upon the generation 
and environment in which one is raised. I came to recognise that the notion of race was such a 
fluid entity that the relevance and usefulness of both past and further research would soon 
become obsolete, as society and the concept of race continues to evolve and change with time. 
I therefore chose not to pursue this particular area and shifted my focus to other research 
interests.
In year two I explored my interest in emotional intelligence and interpersonal dynamics. My 
interest stemmed from my work in the private sector where, working within teams, I had 
observed with intrigue the profound impact of interpersonal styles and how they can affect 
morale, teamwork and motivation. Previous literature has suggested that interpersonal 
flexibility plays a positive role in interpersonal interactions. To this end, I embarked on a 
quantitative research project, designing a scale to measure interpersonal flexibility in order to 
investigate whether interpersonal flexibility played a significant role in interpersonal 
relationships and conflict management. This research project was titled, "The Influence of 
Interpersonal Flexibility on the Quality of Social Interaction and Interpersonal Conflict".
In my third year, I conducted a qualitative study entitled, "Globalisation, modern migration and 
the psychological implications of living in multiple cultures - a phenomenological study". I was 
interested in readings and observations of the psychological impact of globalisation. I wanted 
to better understand how counselling psychology might contribute understanding about this 
process. Specifically, I was interested in investigating the experience of living in multiple 
cultural contexts which is an increasingly common phenomenon fostered and facilitated by 
globalisation. In this research project, I explored the experience of the 'modern migrant' who 
moves to and lives within multiple cultural contexts, with the objective of enriching the 
literature on identity and globalisation with a phenomenological perspective.
Academic Dossier
Introduction to the Academic Dossier
This dossier includes three essays selected from those that were submitted during my training. 
The first essay explores the phenomenology of women who experience depression following 
the birth of their children. It challenges simplistic models of postnatal depression which place 
their emphasis upon hormonal changes experienced following birth and argues that there are 
psychological factors which have the potential play an equally significant role in triggering 
symptoms of postnatal depression. The second essay consists of a critical reflective discussion 
of how compulsive sexual behaviour may be understood and how the counselling psychology 
knowledge base and values offer a valuable perspective to the way this phenomenon may be 
understood and worked with. Lastly, the third essay discusses how the therapeutic relationship 
is valued and used by cognitive and behavioural models of therapy. That is to say, it addresses 
criticisms that the CBT approach has sustained with regard to its consideration of the 
therapeutic relationship. Suggestions for a creative approach to CBT incorporating aspects of 
the therapeutic relationship are discussed.
Essay 1
What are the common features of postnatal depression and are they related to the 
experience of birth per se? How might existing hypotheses about causation be of use 
to Counseiling Psychologists working with clients who are experiencing postnatal
depression?
Introduction
Becoming a parent is a significant life transition which may involve a profound emotional, 
physical and social upheaval (Nicholson, 1998). Motherhood is a highly social experience 
because the concept of a 'mother' has been prescribed a distinct social role within society 
(Williamson & McCutcheon, 2004). Motherhood is also a profoundly personal experience with 
regard to a woman's identity (Raphael-Leff, 1991). By giving birth to a child, a woman's life may 
change in a number of ways, including her behaviour, physical appearance, relationships and, at 
times, her future life prospects (Richards, 1990). It is often implicitly expected that mothers will 
automatically rely on maternal instincts to care for and rear their children (Stuart & O'Hara, 
1995). Indeed, the entry into motherhood is often portrayed as being a state embodied 
without protest and often with positive emotional reactions. Despite this, up to 90% of women 
who become mothers in Western society experience emotional disturbance, anxiety and 
depression during this transition (NHMRC, 2000).
Literature on this topic spans an entire century (Richards, 1990). Although the emphasis and 
focus has varied, the process whereby a woman becomes depressed after childbirth is complex. 
This essay will discuss the common features of postnatal depression. The nature and some of 
the more salient hypotheses about causation of postnatal depression will also be discussed. It 
will unfold that the meaning a mother places upon motherhood profoundly influences her 
emotional experience during this period in her life. Implications for therapeutic practice will 
then be considered.
The nature of postnatal depression
Postnatal depression is often referred to as an objective, easily identifiable phenomenon. It 
usually occurs within the first month after birth. Symptoms are often variable. They include 
spells of low mood, tearfulness, reduced attention span, irritability and sensitivity 
(Hammarback, 1985). Changes in sleep patterns and appetite may also be features 
(Hammarback, 1985). These symptoms are distinguished from the more common 'baby blues' 
because they are more severe and enduring (Hammarback, 1985). They also persist most of the 
time rather than intermittently (Hammarback, 1985).
Some medical models have asserted that physiological factors are responsible for predisposing 
women to becoming depressed after childbirth (Bewley, 1999). From these perspectives, the 
symptoms and causes of postnatal depression are often believed to be directly related to the 
physiology of childbirth. That is to say, the hormone changes that take place following labour 
are held responsible for the distress experienced by new mothers. Physiological attributions of 
postnatal depression prevail amongst numerous professionals (and lay people). These 
assertions link postnatal depression with hormonal fluctuations and premenstrual tension and 
it has been argued that postnatal depression will either cease or become more moderate once 
menstruation recurs (Hammarback, 1985).
In contrast, social science models place their emphasis on external psychosocial factors which 
act as stressors for the new mother (Stockhill, 2007). It can be argued that attributing postnatal 
depression to an irrational response to hormonal fluctuations following childbirth oversimplifies 
the profound experience of the transition into motherhood. This would not deny that 
hormonal changes impact on one's emotions -  particularly hormones which fluctuate after 
childbirth (Hammerback, 1985). For example, progesterone levels remain high during 
pregnancy and drop dramatically after childbirth (Hammerback, 1985). However there is 
evidence that progesterone levels alone do not account for the onset of postnatal depression. 
For example, women who were given progesterone to prevent changes in progesterone levels 
after childbirth experienced more severe postnatal depression than women who were not 
administered the hormone (Lawrie et al., 2002). Moreover, whilst all women experience 
hormonal changes during and after pregnancy, no difference has been found between the 
hormone levels in women who experience postnatal depression and those who do not 
(Williamson & McCutcheon, 2004). This would suggest that that there are other profound
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psychological factors which play an equally significant role in triggering symptoms of postnatal 
depression.
It could be argued that some of the differences that women experience following a birth may 
be related to the context in which they experience motherhood. Stressful life events are linked 
with the onset of depression (Raphael-Leff, 1991). Therefore, because childbirth is one such 
example of a stressful life event, it may indeed contribute to the onset of depression. 
Psychoanalytic perspectives assert that the mother's own early childhood experiences may help 
predict which pregnant mothers are likely to become depressed after giving birth. From this 
perspective, a mother's early childhood difficulties may be brought to the forefront of her 
experience when she gives birth to children of her own (Crossley, 2007). A number of 
researchers have replicated similar findings (Williamson & McCutcheon, 2004). These findings 
suggest that women with postnatal depression experienced poorer early attachments with 
their own early caregivers, as well as more negative perceptions of the amount of care they 
received from their own parents than mothers who did not experience postnatal depression 
(Cox, 1994).
Moreover, it has been asserted that any separation from one's early caregivers before the age 
of eleven, has been correlated with susceptibility to postnatal depression - particularly if these 
separations occurred in the context of a disruptive childhood such as a family break-up (Cox, 
1994). Examples of separation include being sent away to boarding school, illness or even 
being sent to stay with relatives during the birth of a new sibling, for example. In addition, 
qualitative research has reported themes of surprise at the bewilderment experienced in 
response to previously unremarkable events of early separation from their caregivers. These 
memories emerged as particularly salient for new mothers and were linked to their experiences 
of depression (Beck, 1992).
It is also worth noting the extent to which postnatal depression is a socio-cultural phenomenon 
resulting from an increasingly impoverished wider social structure (Bernazzani, 1997). For 
example, in comparison with more traditional societies in the past, there exist very few 
motherhood rituals which help to highlight the changes after childbirth and the impact these 
might have on a new mother's status, role and identity (Cox, 1994). Prior to the industrial 
revolution, most new mothers would have enjoyed the support that comes from living in 
extended families where aunts, grandmothers and other relatives would be on hand to support 
and celebrate the new family structure. In today's society, however, new mothers often do not
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benefit from the once highly regarded status of being a new mother (Stockhill, 2007). Today, 
there are fewer rituals to celebrate and honour new mothers in their endeavours -  and in our 
increasingly globalised world, young parents often make the transition into parenthood while 
living far away from their extended families (Stockhill, 2007).
Thus, from a psychological perspective, there exists a wide margin for feelings of social isolation 
in today's Western societies following childbirth. This may be particularly true for the mother; 
although males and females are increasingly perceived as equal in the workforce, after 
childhood, it becomes clearer that distinct male and female roles exist (Stockhill, 2007). For 
example, a man cannot wake up every three hours and breastfeed the new infant without 
assistance from mother (Beck, 1992). Therefore the experience of caring for a young infant can 
leave a new mother feeling socially isolated -  particularly if she has not been accustomed to 
spending long periods of time alone in the home without other adults to interact with (Beck, 
1992). Other aspects of the psychological experience of caring for an infant which are notable 
in relation to postnatal depression include the undeniable changes to a new parent's sense of 
freedom. Infants are entirely dependent upon their parents at almost all hours of the day 
(Beck, 1992). The inevitable change in the ability to be spontaneous or enjoy once familiar 
routes around shops (which may be experienced as obstacle courses after a baby is born) can 
be overwhelming changes. Furthermore, because we have evolved to associate crying with 
distress, a helpless baby's only form of communication might have a particularly profound 
impact on both parents (Beck, 1992).
The implications of ideological expectations are also important to note. Mothers often find 
little space to grieve or mourn their old status of non-motherhood (Beck, 1992). The central 
importance of what it means for a woman to be a 'mother' (and the ideology equating women 
with motherhood) make this process difficult for some women (Stockhill, 2007). Society has 
often considered themes of grief and mourning following childbirth socially unacceptable. 
Stockhill (2007) has suggested that this would be regarded as a pathological response. This 
taboo is entrenched within society so strongly that new mothers themselves frequently fail to 
acknowledge for themselves their sense of loss (Raphael-Leff, 1991). Indeed, the relationship 
between childbirth and 'loss' challenges common expectations and notions held within wider 
society which adheres to the archetypal 'joyous' stage of one's lifespan (Stockhill, 2007).
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Implications for therapeutic practice
It would be important for Counselling Psychologists to understand the world of a postnatally 
depressed client, and to acknowledge belief structures related to motherhood and loss (which 
may be experienced as paradoxical, when of course they are not). Moreover, when working 
with postnatal depression therapeutically, it would be important to both acknowledge the 
underlying emotional experience while also highlighting both the gains and losses experienced. 
That is to say, transition into motherhood involves disruption and loss to a woman's former 
sense of identity, while also affording her a new social position within society.
Each time a woman gives birth, she might lose some sense of freedom, autonomy, identity, 
relationship patterns, sense of her own body, health and comfort. In other instances a women 
may leave her job and also her sense of sexuality. Like all losses, these changes would unfold 
with a complexity that is unique to each woman. They are not permanent but pertain to the 
first stage of a transitional lifespan change (Beck, 1992). Counselling Psychologists can help 
their clients deconstruct, assimilate and acknowledge this loss and emphasise the positive 
aspects. For example, becoming a mother involves personal growth as well as the 
acknowledgement that rising to new challenges may take time.
Models of coping mechanisms in response to significant change suggest that resistance to 
change represents a fundamental feature of human psychology (Cox, 1983). In coping and 
adapting to change, we are often motivated to protect the experiences and assumptions we 
have always maintained. Our inherent inclination toward continuity of experience often means 
that when an essential thread is changed (such as after childbirth), we would be inclined to 
repair it while seeking to maintain a sense of continuity (Cox, 1983). When a woman gives birth 
to a new life, this continuity is broken on a number of levels. It can be argued that this model 
offers a compassionate understanding of postnatal depression: it is a natural grieving process 
which results from a healthy grieving process. It serves as a means of psychological re­
integration, which is often hindered by ideological beliefs related to the joyous transition to 
motherhood (Crossley, 2007).
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Conclusion
The image of the joyous new mother, who is happy, healthy and energetic, is a perception 
which continues to maintain its hold in the collective imagination of society. This essay argued 
that depression is a healthy and expected reaction to the experience of loss. As such, rather 
than pathologise the experience of postnatal depression, it may instead be understood as a 
natural reaction to the losses described in this essay. Being aware of the implications of the 
continued cultural taboo related to feeling unhappy during this life transition may lead to a 
better understanding of the processes involved. This may help practitioners and clients to 
understand these reactions as a healthy grieving reaction to loss.
It was noted that although each mother's experience of motherhood is unique and dependent 
upon a number of personal factors, individuals require support, time and space in order to 
adapt to the associated changes. It was highlighted that our changing patterns in society mean 
that motherhood is less celebrated and respected with fewer extended family members 
available for support as more and more families are geographically further apart. It was argued 
that although the manner in which mothers enter motherhood has evolved, they will continue 
to require support when coping with the likely additional burdens, responsibilities and social 
isolation.
It was argued that depression could be considered a healthy part of the process of reintegration 
following loss. That is to say, the notion that motherhood is both natural and desirable need 
not be confused with the process of taking on the associated additional burdens 
unconditionally. As such. Counselling Psychologists may assist clients who present with 
postnatal depression to understand their experience as part of a normal experience for most 
women when they become mothers. Thus, in addition to psycho-education regarding the 
impact of hormonal fluctuations following birth, a more holistic perspective would help to 
support these clients without implying that they are irrational or are experiencing a taboo 
reaction which is often ignored or unwelcome. In doing so, both parents would benefit from an 
awareness of the implications of motherhood in the context of Western society and associated 
impoverished family networks, financial struggles (and expectations), gender issues and power 
relations within the family.
Postnatal depression can be conceptualised as much a part of motherhood as antenatal classes 
and childbirth. Establishing a level of awareness of postnatal depression, an understanding of
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the symptoms, its aetiology, and how it might be best managed, may foster greater liberation. 
More specifically, it would be valuable to establish a balance between the concept that 
postnatal depression is an abnormal reaction to motherhood and accepting motherhood as it 
has traditionally been regarded. By embracing this more holistic perspective. Counselling 
Psychologists may help postnatally depressed mothers achieve a view of motherhood which is 
realistic about the exciting changes as it is about the challenges of embarking upon this new 
stage of life.
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Essay 2
Sexual Addiction and Compulsion: 
Excuse, Disease or Defence?
Introduction
The recent broadcasting of the sexual behaviour of a number of high profile celebrities has 
coincided with an increase in individuals diagnosing both themselves and their partners as 'Sex 
Addicts' (Pinsky, 2009). This problem is often labelled by professionals as Sexual Addiction (SA) 
or Sexual Compulsion (SC) and refers to the distress caused by long-term sexual acting out 
behaviour or fantasies which clients may bring to therapy. This essay will discuss what is known 
about the phenomenon of Sexual Addiction/Sexual Compulsion (SA/SC). It will also offer a 
critique consistent with the philosophy and practice of Counselling Psychology with regard to 
what may constitute a diagnosis, referring to both the socio-political context in which the labels 
emerged and why there seems to be a re-emergence of the labels today amongst both lay 
people and professionals -  including mental health professionals (Klebber, 2009). Following 
this, it will be argued that sexual acting out behaviour is a learned behaviour in which some 
clients learn to depend on sex as a means of coping with difficult feelings. The labels have the 
potential to be rooted in cultural constructions and without an awareness of these factors, 
mental health professionals may be susceptible to pathologising the behaviour and overlooking 
defences that are at the root of sexual acting out behaviour.
What we know about the definition and genesis o f SA/SC
With over 550 citations on PsychlNFO, SA is a relatively recent category of behaviour which 
uses the medical model to describe a process of addiction (Levine & Troiden, 1988). Research in 
this area began when Carnes (1983) identified in his clients progressive compulsive sexual 
behaviours akin to a process commonly found with addictions. Linked with dopamine release in 
the brain, the phenomenon was conceptualised as an addiction and labelled so. Debate about 
nomenclature is ongoing with alternative labels "Sexual Compulsion", "Sexual Impulsivity" and 
"Chronic Sexual Behaviour" also commonly used. All three labels describe an ongoing pattern of 
sexual behaviour or obsessive cognitions of a sexual nature, which cause subjective distress and 
impairment in interpersonal and/or occupational functioning (Salisbury, 2008).
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According to Schmidt et al. (1998) because of insufficient medical evidence to substantiate a 
biological basis to SA, the DSM-IV does not recognise these labels. The phenomenon is 
described under a miscellaneous diagnosis referred to as "Sexual Disorders Not Otherwise 
Specified" (Schmidt et al., 1998). Examples include:
"Distress about a pattern of repeated sexuai relationships involving a succession of 
lovers who are experienced by the individual only as things to be used",
"Compulsive fixation on an unattainable partner, compulsive masturbation, compulsive 
love relationships and compulsive sexuality in a relationship." (Schmidt et al., 1998).
SA/SC research has reported a number of findings with regard to prevalence, stating that it 
begins typically in late teens or early twenties and is chronic or intermittent (Black et al., 1997). 
While it is unclear how these estimates were made, the prevalence of SA/SC is estimated to be 
between 2 million people in the UK (Coleman et al., 2003) and between 18 and 37 million 
people in the US (Carnes, 1991). More men are referred for therapy than women (Stein et al., 
2000) and although this may represent a referral bias, what is known is that there are gender 
differences in presentation; women are more commonly referred with emotionally or 
cognitively oriented problems, whereas men's problems are predominately behavioural 
(Carnes, 1991).
A number of aetiological possibilities have been proposed for the genesis of SA/SC. Some 
theorists have suggested that it may be conceptualised as a variation of Obsessive Compulsive 
Disorder (OCD) and, as such, anxiety would play an important role. In this model it is thought 
that sexual acting out behaviour provides a temporary relief to anxiety. The resulting distress is 
believed to perpetuate a cycle of obsessive-compulsive behaviour and anxiety (Coleman, 1992). 
Others have suggested SA/SC can be conceptualised as an impulse control disorder, similar to 
gambling or kleptomania (Kafka, 2000).
Critique: issues fo r Counseiiing Psychologists
It is important to recognise the context in which research into these problems emerged. The 
label 'Sexual Addiction' originated in an era when there is likely to have been an unconscious 
attempt to pathologise forms of erotic behaviour that became acceptable during the late 1960s 
(Levine & Troiden, 1988). Examination of some of the early writing on SA reveals lists of
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common sexual practices, which were pathologised in the past (Yankelovich, 1984). It could 
therefore be argued that the diagnosis of SA/SC should not be about a type of sexual behaviour, 
but rather one's behaviour towards sex. Additionally, it could be argued that definitions of 
controlled or uncontrolled sexuality are cultural constructions which are socio-culturally specific 
(Leving & Troiden, 1988). Each culture asserts its own unique sexual script and in any given 
society, these scripts outline rules which determine what would be perceived as within 
acceptable boundaries of sexual normality. What one socio-cultural context perceives as 
abnormal does not necessarily correspond with the same connotations across socio-cultural 
contexts. These discrepancies account for the multitude of definitions of what is acceptable 
(Gregersen, 1983).
Furthermore, our current cultural context features concern about teenage pregnancy, sexually 
transmitted disease, drug use and addiction and values related to monogamous commitment 
(Goleman, 1984). In such an era, it may be that SA/SC is mentioned increasingly because of 
cultural factors (Quadland, 1985; Schwartz & Brasted, 1985) and that the socially constructed 
labels stigmatise sexual behaviours which diverge from the dominant culturally determined 
sexual standards (Gallaher, 1987; Szaz, 1980). Once again, therefore, it is important not to 
pathologise the sexual acting out behaviour but for mental health professionals to look at why 
this behaviour may be causing the client psychological distress. Furthermore, the therapist 
must seek to explore and understand the sexual acting out behaviour in the context of the 
client's value orientation, rather than their own.
There exist sound arguments why SA or SC as concepts are inappropriate. Firstly, according to 
Vesga-Lopez et al., (2007), "addiction is a 'state' of physiological dependence on a specific 
substance" (Vesga-Lopez et al., 2007 p.48). Therefore, although sexual experience may succeed 
in altering one's mood, abrupt withdrawal does not result in physiological distress (Levine & 
Troiden, 1988). It is also important to bear in mind the extent to which treatment programmes 
may be rooted in cultural constructs. The 12-step programme, for example, is currently the only 
addiction which the addict is not expected to give up on his or her drug of choice (Carnes,
1983). Being 'cured' means that sex is used in a culturally determined context -  in this case the 
12-step programme defines this context as marriage and committed relationships (Carnes, 
1983).
Barth & Kinder (1987) offered a further critique on the label 'Sexual Compulsion'. The 
difference between SC and OCD is that with a compulsion, people derive no pleasure from the
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compulsive pattern. It functions to prevent some future event or situation. Since the sexual 
behaviour with SC is intended to be an escape from anxiety rather than from some future 
event, and since the behaviour may be regarded as enjoyable, it should not be labelled as a 
compulsion (Barth & Kinder, 1987). It therefore seems more appropriate to refer to the 
phenomenon of SA/SC as sexual acting out behaviour. Rather than pathologising the behaviour, 
this places an emphasis on understanding whether the client uses sexual acting out behaviour 
as a way to reduce anxiety related to factors such as loneliness, low self esteem, poor 
interpersonal relationships or fear of intimacy. From this perspective, there are a wide variety 
of ways to minimise negative feelings such as working, praying, exercising or having sex to 
excess. A similar critique may be applied for the criteria to distinguish occupational 
commitment from "workahoiism", or religious devoutness to "religious fanaticism". It can be 
argued that these boundaries are arbitrary and potentially biased, which is why understanding 
the client in the context of their experience is crucial.
The experience o f the client
This essay argues that some individuals become accustomed to using sex as a method of coping 
with problematic issues. These clients do not possess a condition, which distinguishes them 
from 'non-addicts' or 'non-compulsives'. They present with the same internal dilemmas. 
Whether it be loneliness, low self esteem or difficulty with intimacy and interpersonal 
relationships, it is the way they have learned to cope with distress which differs.
Black et al., (1997) have summarised some phenomenological aspects of sexual acting out 
behaviour and reported that most (92%) of their participants were subjectively distressed by 
their preoccupation with sexual fantasies or behaviour and felt their thoughts or behaviour 
caused impairment affecting important relationships and work (mainly due to intrusive 
thoughts). In fact, 72% reported trying unsuccessfully to resist the behaviour, and aithough 
many felt the behaviour distracted them from other problems, most reported feeling out of 
control and had feelings of remorse. When asked what they disliked most about their problems, 
participants said they disliked its time consuming nature and feeling out of control. Other 
concerns experienced included financial aspects of the behaviour, iosing friends and betraying 
loved ones.
One participant described his experience this way:
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"...going to the strip joints in Boston's Combat Zone, peering in windows, compuisive 
masturbation, and eventuaiiy exhibitionism were not 'cheating' on my partner, i wouid spend 
spring and summer nights exhibiting myself, masturbating, drinking, peering in windows and 
gradually feeling worse". (Anonymous, 1987, p.200)
Schneider et al., (1997) proposed three indicators of the experience of sexual acting out 
behaviour:
1: Compulsivity: loss of feeling able to choose whether to stop or continue the behaviour.
2: Continuation: persistence of the behaviour in spite of interpersonal, occupational or financial 
consequences
3: Obsession: consumed by sexuai thoughts, which take up the entire day.
Considerations fo r therapy
For clients presenting with distress associated with sexual acting out behaviour, Kafka (2000) 
produced a model of three main issues, which should be addressed:
1: Understanding the influence of early life experiences: addressing attachment and other early 
life experiences.
2: Establishing a sense of control over troublesome sexual behaviours.
3: Coping with issues which present in the here and now: highlighting relevant triggers and 
using various strategies to eventually learn to respond differently to them.
In addressing developmental factors, since SA/SC can be regarded as a coping mechanism to 
alter mood to a more comfortable or dissociative stage, an important part of treatment is to 
understand the nature and function of these behaviours in order to uncover the underlying 
needs of the client (Carnes, 1998). The genesis of these problems is beiieved to be rooted in 
early developmental experiences (Schwartz, 1996; Carnes, 1983,1991) and it is conceptualised 
as difficuities with intimacy in which the client experiences problems with adequately bonding 
in intimate relationships (Schwartz, 1994).
Mahler's (1973) object relations theory has been used to provide insight into this process. Until 
the age of six years, deveiopment can be divided into three stages: Autistic, Symbiotic, and
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Separation/Individuation which is further subdivided into four sub-stages (Differentiation, 
Practicing, Rapprochement and Consoiidation). SA/SC may be regarded as a faiiure to achieve 
full object constancy and may be employed as a method of mood regulation and self-soothing.
Clients who have significant issues stemming from the Symbiotic stage may, in an effort to 
reduce tendency toward anxiety and depression, present with an increased need for soothing 
and nurturing attachments (Mahler et al., 1973). Associated with this need is an attempt to 
controi the attachment in order to manage the fear of abandonment (Schwartz & Brasted, 
1985). Problems may include multiple unsuccessful relationships, compulsive use of massage 
parlours or prostitutes and love addiction: behaviours which serve as a defence against being 
aione. In therapy, these clients may seek a symbiotic level of bonding and may quickiy develop 
an idealised dependency transference (Parker & Guest, 2005). In therapy, issues of need may 
emerge as being stronger than pathological dependence issues (Hagedorn & Juhnke, 2005).
if SA/SC manifests with predatory qualities where a victim is required in order to achieve a 
change in mood, then this behaviour may mask an underlying unconscious dependency need 
(Hagedorn & Juhnke, 2005). This difficulty may have its genesis in the transition between the 
Practicing and Rapprochement sub-stages when a child is forced to separate too quickly, 
resulting in narcissistic needs (Kohut, 2009). According to Butler & Sedall (2006), feelings of 
inferiority may be masked by efforts to rise above others and exampies of sexuai acting out 
behaviour may include multiple affairs with a component of hypersexuality and compulsive use 
of prostitutes and swinging parties. In instances where ciients are prevented from separation, 
the resulting affective instability and problems with impulse control may present as love or co­
sex addiction, which refers to a dependence upon an individual who suffers from an addiction 
(Parker & Guest, 2003). According to Butler & Sedall (2006) methods of connecting with others 
might include sexual behaviours which vioiate ones value system in order to keep the symbiotic 
bond with the sex addict partner. Chronic internal emptiness experienced when alone is likely 
to be a key theme which emerges in therapy (Butler & Sedall, 2006).
For clients who have significant issues with obsessive use of isolating activities such as use of 
voyeurism, a theme of isoiation is likely to emerge as stronger than the sexual acting out 
behaviour itself (Mahler et al., 1973). Being mindful of dissociative stages with regard to 
interpersonal contact and intellectualised behaviour may be important (Butler & Sedall, 2006). 
Therapeutic work may include generalising the therapeutic bond to other relationships and
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reducing isolation by increasing the client's social network with appropriate boundaries 
(Coleman et al., 2003).
Overall treatment goals with regards to addressing developmental factors include identifying 
and expressing one's needs which would be followed by establishing alternative ways to meet 
these needs, other than sexual acting out behaviour (Parker & Guest, 2003). Clients who 
possess narcissistic or borderline traits, who reiate to others solely as objects to meet their 
needs (Kohut, 2009) may benefit from interventions centred on mirroring and acknowledging 
empathie failures, with the goai of helping the client begin to relate to others as whole people 
rather than as objects (Parker & Guest, 2003).
To help the client gain a sense of controi over troublesome sexual acting out behaviour, Carnes 
& Adams (2002) recommend work on the deveiopment of core beliefs. Carnes' model (1991) 
outlines some characteristic core beliefs which may be held by clients with sexual acting out 
behaviour such as "no one could love me as I am", "my needs will not ever be met if I depend 
upon others". In resorting to sexual acting out behaviour to block these difficult feelings and 
thoughts, the addict's motivation may be compounded by beliefs such as: "my most important 
need is sex".
Therefore in helping ciients identify their core beliefs and the importance of their sexual acting 
out behaviour, one goal may be to identify that sexual acting out behaviour is only one of a 
myriad of means to sate longing for nurturance and improved mood (Carnes, 1991). Rather 
than controlling sexual behaviour, psychological intervention may focus on understanding the 
link between thoughts and sexual acting out behaviour. In doing so, sexual acting out behaviour 
may be reconceptualised as an emotional need. This would allow the client to respond to their 
needs with greater choice (Carnes, 1991).
With regard to here and now issues, it would follow that nurturing one's capacity for intimacy 
would be a core aspect of psychological therapy (Schwartz & Brasted, 1985). Atkinson (2005) 
supports the need for relationally focused interventions in which clients are coached to engage 
compassionately with their defences. In addition, the client may well experience a sense of grief 
as a result of ceasing their sexual acting out behaviour. It is important that they are supported 
through their grief as this may echo the original love object and therefore acceptance and 
validation of this loss may be important (Schwartz & Brasted, 1985).
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It is also worth bearing in mind the implications for therapy with a client given a iabei of SA/SC. 
Firstly, the label may collude with a client's desire to minimise responsibility for their actions 
(Peele & Brodsky, 1991). Secondly, examination of the 'addiction' may hinder an understanding 
of why a client has come to feei distressed and what they can do about difficult feelings. Finally, 
bearing in mind the therapeutic relationship, it is important that therapists are comfortable 
with both their own sexuality and discussion of many different sexual practices.
The treatment of sexual addiction is not about societal values and norms, but rather about 
assessing the way the client goes about getting his or her needs met. Revealing the core self in 
any therapeutic relationship is difficult. The clients' issues with their sense of self and self­
esteem may be closely linked with their sexuality and may be rooted in shame. Therefore, 
therapists must be able to tolerate that which the client deems intolerable.
Conclusion
This essay has summarised some of the availabie knowledge regarding ciients who experience 
distress associated with iong-term sexual acting out behaviour or fantasies. Theories relating to 
the genesis of this phenomenon were discussed by drawing on research of addiction, 
compulsion and deveiopmental models. The labels were critiqued from the perspective of the 
societal context in which they emerged and the extent to which the diagnosis may be value­
laden.
When receiving (or making) a referrai for SA, SC or another similar label. Counselling 
Psychologists may ask questions about what the term means to the individual, who has 
promoted this term and why it is gaining popularity. Therapists should reflect on their own 
questions, fears and fantasies about sexuality and associated lifestyle choices -  variants that 
have the potential to manifest in counter-transference issues. It is hoped that discussion of 
aetiological possibilities and societal cultural biases examined in this essay may help to answer 
some of these questions and encourage a fuller perspective of the client thus informing more 
effective clinicai interventions.
In conclusion, sexual acting out behaviour is a learned behaviour in which some clients become 
dependent upon sex in order to cope with difficult feelings. Sexual acting out behaviour may 
not be different from aileviating difficuit feelings through other behaviours which are valued to 
different degrees by the wider culture such as working, parenting, exercising or praying.
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Equally, sexual acting out behaviour might also be the cause of depression and anxiety 
symptoms considering the societai and cultural context in which they exist. Therefore, 
regardless of the label, and regardless of the debate surrounding the vaiidity of addiction, 
compulsion or developmentai models, some clients wiii inevitably exhibit some of these 
behaviours thus causing them distress. With regard to treatment, it is necessary for the 
therapist to understand the client in the context of their beliefs, values and current situation. It 
can be concluded that without an awareness of these factors, therapists may be susceptible to 
pathologising the behaviour and overlooking defences that are at the root of sexual acting out 
behaviour.
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Essay 3
Argument for the incorporation of the ^unreal relationship' when working within a 
cognitive behavioural therapeutic context
Introduction
The therapeutic relationship incorporates the working alliance (Greenson, 1978), the real 
relationship (Bordin, 1979) and the 'unreal' or transferential relationship (Gelso & Carter,
1985). It can be understood as "the feelings and attitudes that counselling participants have 
toward one another and the manner in which these are expressed" (Gelso & Carter, 1994, p. 
238). In spite of the fact that there exists a general consensus in therapy outcome research 
that it is the therapeutic relationship which is the determining feature to effective therapy (e.g. 
Bergin & Lambert, 1979; Luborsky, 1985) and that the therapeutic relationship is a more 
important factor in counseiiing and psychotherapy than the therapist's theoreticai orientation, 
(Cottreaux, 2004) Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) has consistently rejected the 'unreal 
relationship' and associated therapeutic relationship concepts such as repression, defences 
and transference (Clarkson, 2005). The use of these concepts to guide therapeutic 
understanding of interpersonal issues has been considered unhelpful and therapeutically 
ambiguous (Arnkoff, Victor & Glass, 1993). This essay will examine the CBT model and the 
relative lack of importance ascribed to the 'unreal' relationship. It will argue that regardless of 
whether the model is explicit about such processes, clients will continue to dispiay transference 
feelings, behaviours, and attitudes toward their therapists and that instead of ignoring it or 
dismissing the transference relationship, when it occurs naturally, there is value in observing it, 
exploring it and, where relevant, treating it. It will further argue that overlooking these factors 
has the potential to deny valuable means of facilitating psychological change. A case vignette 
will be discussed which illustrates that the existence of transference need not be denied or its 
importance dismissed in a CBT context. It is how transference is thought about and responded 
to which is significant and holds the potential to create therapeutic change. Practitioners may 
benefit from viewing transference as a sample of thoughts, feelings and behaviours which may 
be treated like any other feelings, cognitions and behaviours. In taking a richer therapeutic 
relationship into account, the collaborative relationship so fundamental to CBT is consequently 
more achievable.
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A brief overview o f CBT
Theoretically, CBT asserts that individuals are complex learning organisms (Deffenbacher, 1985) 
and probiems develop when a mismatch between 'learning history' and current environmental 
triggers occur (Beck, 1995). As such, change is brought about by "rearranging elements from 
the person-environment mismatch to create a new learning of performance conditions" 
(Deffenbacher, 1985 p. 285). In essence, change is fostered by cognition and behaviourai 
activation (Beck, 1995). In therapy, emphasis is placed on thoughts with an aim to teach the 
client a range of cognitive and behavioural skills related to collaboratively agreed goals.
Methods include the use of Dysfunctional Thought Records (DTR's) which serve to facilitate: (1) 
identification of distortions in cognition, (2) examination of evidence to either support or 
dispute beliefs, (3) development of skills to challenge unhelpful thoughts, and the development 
of alternative perspectives. As part of the process, troublesome acts are highlighted, emotions 
are identified and rated, and automatic thoughts are brought to awareness. For example, 
perfectionist and self-critical standards may be ameliorated by replacing these beliefs and 
cognitions with more realistic preferences and perceptions, and high anxiety may be treated by 
lowering autonomic arousai with targeted relaxation, and social skill deficits may be replaced 
with social competence skills (Beck, 1995)
The model has often been perceived as a technique-oriented form of therapy (Fairfax, 2008). 
Whereas in Humanistic approaches, in which the therapeutic relationship is considered the 
cornerstone of therapeutic effectiveness (Rogers, 1961), CBT models stereotypically emphasise 
'doing to' rather than 'being with'. In psychoanalytic contexts, transference is invited and its 
emergence is considered an important projection of materiai signifying the ciient is ready to do 
important work (Clarkson, 2003), whereas CBT has consistently rejected therapeutic 
relationship concepts such as repression denial and the transference relationship. Critics have 
argued that denying the 'unreal relationship' factors increases the possibility of favouring 
technique above the therapeutic relationship and other interpersonal aspects of the 
therapeutic process (Mueller, 1985). Structured sessions or manualised treatments have the 
potential to pose a number of consequences: fine grained analysis may prevent exploration of 
the big picture, outcome may be privileged over process and with an emphasis on 
symptomatology and technique, and a view of seif can be lacking (Casonguay et al., 1996).
Thus, in viewing the therapeutic relationship in a mechanistic or less centrally positioned way 
than other therapies, it can be argued that potentially powerful means of facilitating change are 
overlooked (Safran & Segal, 1990). This essay argues that in a CBT context, by taking into
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account a fuller process of the therapeutic reiationship, the model may emphasise 'doing with' 
rather than ' being with' or doing to'.
Homework: a key aspect of the CBT effectiveness, a potential to elicit transference feelings 
and resulting rifts in the therapeutic relationship?
A key aspect of what makes the CBT model effective is the discussion of, agreement on, and 
completion of homework between sessions. Firm empiricai support exists for the positive 
relationship between treatment outcome and homework completion (Corrie, 2002). Bold 
findings include statements outlining that treatment effectiveness can be predicted by the 
quality and quantity of the client's homework (Beck, 1995).
Shelton & Levy's (1981) model for the practice of CBT replicates Beck's (1971) original Cognitive 
Therapy (CT) model. Their proposition for the improvement of homework compliance is 
outlined in Table 1.
Table 1:
Propositions fo r the improvement of homework compiiance
1. The therapist should be sure that assignments contain specific detail regarding response and 
stimulus elements relevant to the desired behaviour.
2. The therapist shouid give direct skili training when necessary.
3. Compiiance should be reinforced.
4. The therapist shouid begin with small homework requests and gradually increase assignments.
5. The therapist should use cueing.
6. The therapist should have the client make a public commitment to comply.
7. The therapist should help the client develop a private commitment to comply.
8. The therapist should use cognitive and rehearsal strategies to improve success with
assignments.
9. The therapist should try to anticipate and reduce the negative effects of compliance.
10. The therapist should closely monitor compliance with as many sources as possible.
11. The therapist should use paradoxical strategies when necessary.________________________
Behaviourai Assignments and Treatment Compiiance: A handbook of Ciinicai strategies by J.L 
Sheiton and R.L Levy (1981).
From the first therapy session, a discussion of homework is recommended both at the 
beginning and end (Shelton & Levy, 1981). Non-compliance is conceptuaiized as a sign of early 
rupture in the therapeutic relationship (Beck, 1995). This essay argues that any rupture in the 
therapeutic relationship associated with the assignment of homework may be an opportunity
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to facilitate psychological change by taking into account the therapeutic relationship and more 
specifically, the transference relationship. As such, it can be argued that Shelton & Levy's (1981) 
model does not sufficiently address the crucial role the therapeutic relationship and associated 
transference factors have in determining the integration of homework into therapy. The 
following case vignette illustrates this possibility.
Homework non-compliance, the use o f self and the therapeutic relationship
Sady was referred to the ciinic in which I work with a principal diagnosis of Obsessive 
Compuisive Disorder (OCD). After four sessions, Sady's homework status could be labelled 
'homework non-compliance and this had the potential to interfere with Sady's progress. Sady 
was compliant in-session although she would return without having compieted agreed upon 
homework in spite of enthusiastic agreement and a discussion of both the potential benefits 
and practical and emotional feasibility of each exercise. I wondered what was being 
communicated by her in not returning with any homework. In this particuiar area, I feit more 
and more that I was 'therapising' rather than 'doing with'. I began to feei puiled into a role of a 
disappointed 'teacher' with her as the 'student'. Although I was aware that I was new to the 
model and still beginning to appreciate the utility of homework assignments for each session 
and each client as per the model, I was also aware that 'homework non-compliance' is belieed 
to potentialiy interfere with the collaborative reiationship and thus therapeutic process so 
fundamental to the CBT model's effectiveness. I wondered how I might be eliciting or 
encouraging 'homework non-compliance'. I also wondered whether this was a pattern for Sady 
which was playing out in our sessions. In trying to understand the importance of the 
transference phenomena, angry and blaming attributions toward authority figures were elicited 
and discussed. In discussing this with Sady, it seemed Sady began to fear that she was perhaps 
being led to do something which might cause her to feei 'set up' to disappoint another 
authority figure with her poor results, reminiscent of her formative years when she felt 
humiliated by her school teachers who demonstrated little understanding in working with her 
dyslexia. Thus, what may be labelled as 'homework non-compliance' and an associated rupture 
in the therapeutic relationship, may aiso be conceptualised as an opportunity to look to the 
dynamics of the therapeutic relationship, and in Sady's case, transference phenomena 
associated with being socialised into a therapeutic relationship that consisted of a compliant 
student exterior wishing to be a passive recipient of structured assignment. This concealed
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feelings of inadequacy and anger associated with previous, negative, humiliating experiences at 
school. Thus, the collaborative relationship, fundamental to CBT, was difficult to achieve. It is 
therefore of benefit for Counselling Psychologists to keep in mind that homework in the first 
therapy session has the potential to present an Immediate chailenge to the therapeutic 
relationship but that this challenge may present an opportunity for therapeutic change and 
understanding.
When working within a CBT context, the transference need not ai ways be as focused upon as in 
psychoanalytic contexts, however in Sady's case, introducing homework from the first session 
helped to trigger in Sady feelings about my potential role as a punitive teacher/authority figure. 
For Sady, what seemed important was not oniy her beliefs about homework, but also the 
consequent relationship dynamic which triggered transference issues. Recognising the 
reactions which belong in part to the client provides a basis for more accurate understanding.
In naming and sharing these reactions and creating a cognitive conceptualisation with the 
client, particularly when they represent unacknowledged or unmanageable feelings, helps to 
make them more acceptable. Moreover, as Layden et al., (1993) observed, while engaging in 
therapeutic work reminds therapists of their own limitations, so too does it challenge our 
clients in the same way. For some clients, learning to endure the discomfort which arises from 
negative feelings requires bravery; a change in unconscious patterns may be perceived as 
antagonistic to their psychological survival and thus, as therapists, by displaying tolerance of 
these difficult feelings. Counselling Psychologists are better positioned to communicate that 
uncomfortable emotions can be understood and worked through. This creates a rich 
opportunity to experience both the 'self and others in newer, heaithier ways. And this 
communication is possibly the most vital facultative task of 'doing with' CBT therapy.
As illustrated by Sady's case. Counselling Psychologists may benefit from being aware that one 
of the key aspects that makes CBT effective also has the potential to trigger transference 
phenomena. This can manifest in a number of ways, such as the desire to be socially accepted, 
maintaining unrelenting standards, as well as fear of failure. In Sady's case, in light of past 
experiences of humiliation and shame associated with her experiences in school, her core belief 
of inadequacy "I'm not good enough" was triggered. Bearing in mind the therapeutic dynamic, 
in discussing Sady's 'non-completion', our discussion revealed negative automatic thoughts. Her 
conditional assumptions were "If I do things perfectly, I will be accepted", "If I can't be perfect, I 
won't try at all to avoid rejection". The use of self and incorporation of the transference 
relationship helped contribute to the development of an individualized conceptualization for
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Sady (see diagram 1). In so doing, schemas, beliefs, and compensatory strategies were revealed 
which had not been previously identified. In Sady's case, it can be argued that the existence of 
the unreal relationship need not be denied or dismissed. It is how it is thought about and 
responded to, which can bring value. Shelton & Levy (1981) suggest that homework completion 
represents a key indicator of therapeutic progress. However, in Sady's case, non-completion 
also held rich potential for creating therapeutic change and positive progress.
Diagram 1:
Individualised conceptualization
Compenfoiory llrcrtegiet
-Avoidance 
- Compliance 
- Waits for direction
Relevant Childhood Data
-Raised with critical authority 
figures; humiliation by teachers
-Older brother perceived to be more 
athletic and academically successful
1 _ l
CofeBeliefft
- I'm not good enough 
- Other people are critical
Conditional Attumptiont
- If I don't do things right, people 
won't approve of me and then I'm
no good.
- If I can't be perfect, I won't try at 
all and then I won't be rejected ^
Concluding points
While CBT therapists work to establish a therapeutic rapport, increase levels of trust in the 
relationship while decreasing levels of anxiety, build an interpersonal relationship in which 
clients may openly discuss and work on their problems, a strong working alliance and moderate 
attention to unreal relationship is a valuable aspect of the therapeutic relationship in dealing 
with client problems. In order to achieve and maintain the collaborative therapeutic 
relationship so fundamental to the model, it would be important for clients to feel that their 
therapist is a hopeful, caring and positive collaborator in understanding and working with their
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difficulties. This essay has emphasised that in addition to being a careful listener, while 
sensitively tracking the client's concerns in an open manner, congruence and honesty in 
addition to the use of self and incorporation of the unreal relationship can be used to achieve 
this. As in Sady's case, traditional CBT models lack rich information related to the possibility of 
therapeutic relationship being a vehicle for corrective emotional experience (Safran & Segal, 
1990). The unreal relationship therefore need not be denied or its importance dismissed as 
Arnkoff et al., (1993) suggested when they asserted that the use of these concepts to guide 
therapeutic understanding is "considered unhelpful or therapeutically ambiguous". Indeed, 
clients will continue to display transference feelings, behaviours, and attitudes towards their 
therapists. What is important is how transference is considered and dealt with which differs in 
CBT. Transference may be viewed as a sample rather than a sign. Therefore, whereas 
psychodynamic contexts would invite transference feelings and consider its emergence as an 
important projection of material, signifying the client is ready to do important work, in CBT 
contexts, transference does not have sign qualities and is instead may be considered a sample 
of feelings, behaviours and cognitions which may be treated like other emotions, cognitions 
and behaviours. While CBT practitioners will not create an interpersonal environment in which 
transference is likely, when it occurs naturally, there is value in observing it, exploring it and, 
where relevant, treating it. In doing so. Counselling Psychologists may strive towards practicing 
within CBT contexts with a 'doing with' rather than a purely 'being with' or 'doing to' technique. 
As Wright and Davis (1994) remind us, relationship and technique are not separate domains of 
therapy but rather integrated aspects of a single process. This truth applies just as much with 
cognitive therapy as it does to more psychodynamic or humanistic ways of working with clients.
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Therapeutic Practice Dossier
Introduction to the Therapeutic Practice Dossier
This dossier contains descriptions of the three placements in which I have worked during my 
training. It includes descriptions of my work with an NHS Primary Care setting, an NHS 
Secondary Care Psychotherapy Department and an NHS Tertiary Care Specialist Psychological 
Therapies Service.
My clinical placements allowed me to learn about care pathways in the NHS, how services 
relate to one another, how referrals are conducted, and future developments in the provision 
of mental health services -  such as the stepped care approach.
Each placement allowed me to work within a different therapeutic model. In my first 
placement, I was informed by a person-centred perspective, in my second placement, a 
psychodynamic perspective and in my third placement, a cognitive behavioural approach.
In-depth process reports embedded within client studies were written at regular intervals 
during each of my clinical placements. These included digital recordings and verbatim 
transcripts of my client sessions. In addition, logbooks detailing my client work were kept. 
These included descriptions of other placement activities which contributed to my personal and 
professional development. These reports and logbooks can be located in the attachment and 
appendix of this portfolio.
This dossier also contains my Final Clinical Paper, which elucidates a narrative, reflective 
account of how my personal development intertwines with my professional development as a 
Counselling Psychologist throughout my learning of theory, experiences in supervision and in 
practice.
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Description of Clinical Placements
During my training, I worked in three different NHS settings. Within all of these settings, I 
conducted psychological assessments, wrote clinical reports and communicated with other 
professionals. I also conducted an audit of service which I presented at local and regional heads 
of service meetings. I worked as both an individual therapist and group therapist. I gave 
presentations, attended seminars, trainings, multidisciplinary team meetings and ward rounds 
-  including an observation of electroconvulsive therapy. For each of my placements, I was 
supervised on a weekly basis by qualified clinical supervisors. This was supplemented by 
weekly group supervision both at placement and at the University of Surrey. I kept regularly 
updated log books and my progress was monitored throughout with in-depth client studies and 
placement visits by professional tutors from the University of Surrey.
NHS Primary Care, Step 3 Service
In my first year of training, I undertook a placement within an NHS Primary Care Mental Health 
Service. I saw clients for individual therapy in two different GP clinics. Therapy consisted of an 
initial assessment session, followed by 6 to 9 sessions of individual therapy. I drew on Person 
Centred and CBT models of psychological therapy to inform my interventions. For each client I 
wrote assessment reports and closing reports to the referrer. I also administered CORE (Clinical 
Outcomes in Routine Evaluation) (Barkham, Evans et al. 1998) self-report outcome measures. 
These consisted of part of the clincal protocol, however it also provided me with an opportunity 
to gain valuable feedback from my clients about our sessions together.
Both clinics formed part of a large Partnership NHS Foundation Trust in the South-East of 
England. I was supervised each week by a Counsellor Specialist. Referrals were received from 
General Practitioners, the in-house Counsellor and the Practice Nurse.
The client group varied in age, gender, cultural background, socio-economic status, education 
level and presenting concerns. I worked with a number of presentations. These included 
distress associated with bereavement and anger, anxiety disorders (panic attacks, health 
anxiety, social phobia, PTSD, generalised anxiety, OCD) and depression, including Post Natal 
Depression, low self-esteem and chronic fatigue syndrome.
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On several occasions, upon discussion with both my client and my supervisor, I referred clients 
for further psychological intervention to secondary care psychology services following our 
treatment.
NHS Secondary Care, Step 4 Service: Psychotherapy Department
During my second year of training, I joined a Secondary Care NHS Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy 
team located within a Specialist Psychological Therapies Service. This service consisted of five 
departments in addition to Psychotherapy. These included Clinical Neuropsychology, Family 
Therapy, Community Health Psychology, Specialist Psychological Therapies and Community 
Health Psychology.
I worked as part of the Psychotherapy team. This team consisted of a Consultant Psychiatrist in 
Psychotherapy, three adult Psychoanalytic and Psychodynamic Psychotherapists, six honorary 
Psychotherapists, two Group Analytic Therapists, one administrative secretary and two 
Counselling Psychology trainees -myself included.
The Psychotherapy Department offered long-term psychodynamic psychotherapy for adults up 
to 65 years of age who suffer from, or are at serious risk of suffering from significant, severe 
and enduring mental health difficulties. The client group conssited of a diverse range of 
presenting difficulties. These included complex long-term disorders, borderline and other 
personality disorders, trauma (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, childhood sexual abuse) and 
early onset psychosis.
The department received referrals from various parts of the Stepped Care Model. Referrals 
were either direct (for client problems which lent themselves readily to psychoanalytic 
psychotherapy) or indirect (for clients who had been treated by a number of other services and 
through all the steps within the Stepped Care Model but who continued to experience 
psychological distress). Referrals were received from mental health professionals within the 
Trust, Primary Care teams, social services, probation services and voluntary organisations.
Clients were assessed for their suitability for psychotherapy before being placed on a waiting 
list for either 1 -2  year individual therapy or for 1 -  3 year group therapy.
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I saw my clients for individual therapy for between 28 and 32 sessions each. Concerns centred 
on emotional and physical abuse and neglect in childhood and presented itself in depression 
and interpersonal difficulties.
I was supervised by a Jungian Psychoanalyst on a weekly basis with another Counselling 
Psychology trainee. During supervision, verbatim transcripts were discussed and analysed in 
order to better understand how and why dynamics may be unfolding in the therapeutic 
relationship.
I also had the opportunity to co-facilitate a three-year analytic psychotherapy group within the 
department. This group consisted of eight clients whose presenting problems included severe 
depression, eating disorders, suicidal behaviour. Chronic Fatugue Syndrome, childhood sexual 
abuse and substance misuse. My group work was supervised by a Group Analytic 
Psychotherapist.
I had the opportunity to observe and conduct psychodynamic assessments with several 
different Psychotherapists who were each informed by different perspectives within the 
psychoanalytic framework. Each assessment involved two to three meetings each lasting fifty 
minutes. The aim of these assessments was to establish if psychotherapy was appropriate and 
if so, whether individual or group treatment (or a combination) would be most suitable. 
Following each assessment, I wrote psychodynamic reports for the client file and to the 
referrer.
I participated in weekly team meetings. These meetings consisted of clinical governance, 
business meetings and clinical meetings. Issues covered included general administrative issues. 
I also attended monthly group supervision meetings where individual therapy and group 
therapy clinical material was discussed by the whole team.
In addition, I participated in monthly journal club meetings and presented the findings from a 
psychoanalytic journal article for discussion at two of these meetings.
The department was located within the grounds of a large Psychiatric hospital which contained 
an inpatient unit. I partook in a number of multidisciplinary team meetings held by several 
different Consultant Psychiatrists. This helped me to better understand the role and 
contribution of a Psychologist within a multidisciplinary team. During team meetings, I 
observed input from the Consultant Psychiatrist, Staff Nurses, the crisis resolution and home
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treatment team, the assertive outreach team, an Occupational Therapist and a Clinical 
Psychologist.
I joined a number of ward rounds with one of the Consultant Psychiatrists at the hospital. I 
observed reviews with two inpatients. The first patient had been placed on Section 3 of the 
Mental Health Act two months prior to his review for psychosis. He had been diagnosed with 
schizophrenia. The second patient was admitted four months prior to our meeting for 
symptoms of drug-induced psychosis. She had been suffering for 7 months prior to this time 
and had been treated by the assertive outreach team before being placed on Section 3 of the 
Mental Health Act. I also observed an electroconvulsive therapy session she underwent.
In addition to these meetings, I also attended weekly lunchtime medical educational academic 
seminars involving the entire Mental Health Team at the hospital. These seminars consisted of 
presentations from guest speakers such as the medical defence union on medico-legal issues 
and case studies presented by junior doctors.
I worked with another trainee in my placement to conduct, write up and present a 
departmental audit. The purpose of this audit was to determine care pathways for patients 
referred to the service. We managed to trace one patient's NHS mental health care pathway 
back twenty years. In addition, I divided thirty randomly selected patients' care pathways into 
three groups. The first group consisted of patients referred directly from their GPs. The second 
group consisted of patients who were referred after minor interventions from other services 
(for example. Primary Care Counselling and one other supportive intervention such as a psycho- 
educational group). The third group consisted of patients with complex care pathways and 
difficulties (for example, those who had at least three referrals to different services). The 
outcome of this audit revealed that the majority of these patients were referred to a number of 
other services prior to being referred for psychotherapy. Further research could be conducted 
to investigate the outcome of the psychodynamic intervention, perhaps through patient 
interview and/or an interview with the referring GP. I presented these findings in my final year 
of training at a regional team meeting.
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NHS Tertiary Care, Step 4 Service: Speciaiist Psychologicai Therapies Clinics
I worked within two specialist clinics within this service: a Recurrent Depression and an OCD 
clinic. These clinics formed part of the Specialist Psychological Therapies Service, which was 
located within a wider service incorporating the Psychotherapy team (within which I had 
worked the previous year). Family Therapy, Neuropsychology and Community Health 
Psychology. The service received trust-wide referrals from the CMHT (Community Mental 
Health Teams), PCM HT (Primary Care Mental Health Teams) and also from General 
Practitioners.
Our multidisciplinary team was led by a Consultant Clinical Psychologist. There was also a 
Consultant Psychiatrist, a Consultant Neuropsychologist, a Clinical Psychologist, a Clinical 
Psychology trainee and my supervisor, a clinical nurse specialist and BABCP-accredited 
supervisor within the team.
Both clinics offered psychological assessments and CBT therapy which consisted of fifteen 
sessions. Review sessions were offered in some instances. I conducted assessments in the OCD 
and Recurrent Depression Clinics, observed my supervisor conducting assessments and therapy 
sessions, as well as receiving weekly individual clinical supervision.
I participated in regular team meetings. These meetings consisted of issues related to general 
administrative issues as well as recent changes within the NHS policies concerning the provision 
of psychological therapies. I also attended interdisciplinary team meetings, which included the 
other four departments within the Specialist Psychological Services. These meetings addressed 
topics which were pertinent for the overall service. I also gave a presentation on 
multiculturalism and therapy during our monthly Specialist Psychological Therapy team 
meeting.
I attended the specialist psychological services away day "Surviving and Thriving Psychological 
Therapies in the NHS" which helped me to better appreciate how the service I worked within, 
fits in alongside a number of other services within the Trust.
I partook in five educational meetings over the course of this placement which took place 
during lunchtimes. These included a 'diversity lunch', knowledge about working with the 
travelling community, a presentation on baby massage for mothers with depression by the
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parent infant mental health coordinator and a presentation from an internal staff member on 
working with depression.
I attended the Annual Trust Birthday Event where I had the opportunity to learn about a 
number of mental health services such as pain management, Asian women's health and yoga 
for health.
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Final Clinical Paper 
My Mola:
The assimilation o f customs, practices and beliefs during training
I was in the photocopy room at my placement scanning exercise sheets when Brian entered the 
room. Brian is a psychotherapist with whom I had worked in a psychodynamic context in the 
same hospital last year. He asked me how it feels to have moved from working with clients 
longer term within our Psychotherapy team to a working with clients using CBT within the 
Specialist Psychological Therapies clinics. My answer? Changing theoretical contexts has felt 
very much like the process of moving from one cultural context to another: While I may have 
been born in Toronto, then raised in France and Montreal, and now settled in the UK, this does 
not mean that I solely identify as French or British. Nor will I ever be purely Canadian again. By 
living in new countries, I have been forced to adapt to an array of culturally influenced values, 
beliefs and customs which reach far beyond the more superficial understanding achieved when 
I simply holiday aboard. Friends I have made, foods I have grown to love, and values I have 
adopted will always remain a part of me, in the same way as my immersion in person-centred, 
psychodynamic and CBT contexts will.
Allow me to cast this metaphor into something more tangible, by drawing a parallel with the 
process of creating a Mola. Molas are beautiful and intricate pieces of embroidery which the 
Kuna of Panama bring to life with an array of different colours layered one upon another.
These patterns are unique to the creator's heritage and experiences. On one side, they consist 
of a single shade of colour. Once turned over, the complex pattern of colours is revealed.
Like the creation of a Mola, 'living' within different theoretical models during my training has 
resulted in a common shared identity with my peers as a trainee Counselling Psychologist, 
which is comparable to the single shade of colour uniform side of a Mola. Yet on the other side.
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my pre-existing values, experiences and interests have further developed and intertwined to 
create the complex and wide-ranging pattern that is unique to me.
By taking you on a journey of exploration through the layers of my experiences in the different 
therapeutic 'cultures' of person-centred, psychodynamic and CBT contexts, I can then explain 
how and why the various layers, colours and threads combine to create my Mola as it exists 
today. I will also explain why, at this point in time, I feel most 'at home' working within a 
primarily CBT context. In order to protect the confidentiality of my clients, their names and 
identifying details will be changed.
The first layer  -  person-centred insights
I have become aware of the impact that growing up in a family of scientists and in cultures 
dominated by positivist and empiricist values, has had on my values. These values were further 
nurtured during my undergraduate Psychology studies at UCL, during which time I met a 
number of passionate teachers who continue to inspire me. I felt enriched and enthused by 
perspectives on human functioning and life, such as neuro-plasticity and evolutionary 
psychology. I was fascinated by how CBT can reduce activity in the orbital-frontal cortex, in the 
same way as pharmaceutical drugs. Indeed, I initially believed that psychological therapy 
involved 'doing something' to help the client.
My first weeks learning and practising person-centred therapy were characterised by a 'culture 
shock'. I had entered a world which seemed to regard positivist, empiricist perspectives on the 
human mind and behaviour as misguided. I was confronted by a different approach to 
psychology which emphasised the unique experience of each individual. I learned to value how 
the authority rests with the client rather than the practitioner. I also had the opportunity to 
challenge my pre-existing beliefs and re-consider what it meant to 'do something' to help my 
clients.
I will never forget my first client, Mrs E, who will be referred to from here on with her 
pseudonym. Eve (the interested reader may refer to the appendix of this portfolio to In- Depth 
Client Study & Process Report 1 for a more detailed account of our therapy together). After 
years of entanglement in her husband's substance misuse problems, her marriage broke down 
and she was left to raise their children alone. After years of neglect and abuse. Eve presented 
in therapy as a very drained, burdened, frightened and resentful woman. By providing a space
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in which Eve could speak openly and without goals, 'musts' or 'shoulds', I had the opportunity 
to witness the potency of therapy under these conditions.
It transpired that Eve's natural actualising tendency (Rogers, 1951) was hindered by her 
perceived conditions of worth. By embracing person-centred values, the complexity of her 
predicament was able to emerge. It emerged that Eve's conditions of worth contributed to an 
unhelpful pattern, consisting of taking responsibility for her husband's problems and 
consequently sabotaging her own well-being. She identified how her self-concept, so firmly 
entangled in her relationship with her husband, was inextricably at peril. She was able to 
reflect on and piece together her difficulties into a more coherent narrative helping her to feel 
more stable, contained in herself and begin to reflect on complex decisions.
And so it was in year one, that my pre-existing beliefs and values were turned inside out. I had 
a year to immerse myself in this new culture and experience the value of empathie 
understanding, unconditional positive regard and congruence (Rogers, 1951). It was through 
my clinical work in an NHS Primary Care Mental Health Service that I learned to value how 
these core conditions, when offered consistently, can encourage a stronger, healthier sense of 
self.
As such, the first layer of my Mola consists of learning to engage with clients in a manner which 
nurtures their actualising tendency (Rogers, 1951), as well as recognising that given sufficient 
space, clients can realise the potency of their own expertise. And so, the core fibres of my Mola 
were created. By absorbing and living within the beliefs, values and practices of the person- 
centred culture a firm foundation to my practice was laid; that of the Rogerian core conditions 
which continue to run through each subsequent layer of my Mola.
One of the most salient challenges during this period was to develop my awareness of my sense 
of self and the impact this has on my practice. Indeed, my year one viva elucidated that I 
reflected about my client, but had an impoverished perspective of myself and my own process. 
This feedback led me to reflect in a deeper and more informed manner to consider how I might 
develop this area and consequently reduce this 'blind spot'. Specifically, I learned that I had not 
previously taken sufficient account of my own experience, feelings, thoughts and values and 
how these may impact on my relationships with others. This focussed my learning on my own 
process and on becoming more self-aware and cognisant of the impact I may have on others, as 
well as the impact others have on me. This learning experience could be likened to opening my 
therapeutic toolkit and discovering a new compartment, albeit with blunt tools. That is to say,
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increasing my level of self-awareness would allow me to sharpen and use my therapeutic tools 
more effectively. It would become a process of knowing where to put the needle in my Mola to 
achieve and be more aware of the design I would be creating in subsequent layers.
The second layer -  psychodynamic insights
I now had a firm foundation to the creation of my Mola. Upon moving to a new world of 
psychodynamic insights, values and practices, I encountered the process of culture shock all 
over again. I had entered a culture in which the resolution of unconscious conflict became the 
goal. I learned this was not necessarily related to achieving symptomatic relief. Rather, to an 
understanding that the existence of primitive feelings and needs can often lead to internal 
conflict which may require conscious resolution. In my view, this illuminates why a therapist's 
compassion, acceptance and tolerance are fundamental.
As I have previously mentioned, a Mola combines a complex and varying array of threads from 
its different layers. By gaining confidence in my ability to make use of my feelings and reactions 
in response to others, I became increasingly astute in my therapeutic interventions. New 
strands were hence weaved into my Mola. In building upon the insights gained in my previous 
layer, increasing levels of self awareness allowed me to continue to develop a greater 
understanding of how and where to place my needle in the ongoing creation of my Mola.
These strands would eventually form a second layer consisting of a number of values supported 
by the psychodynamic world.
I feel fortunate to have been continually inspired by my supervisor in an NHS Secondary Care 
Psychotherapy department. Supervision helped me to develop a clearer understanding of 
myself and my clients, and encouraged me, through reflective practice, to make use of myself 
empathically with clients. Working at a process level in supervision helped me to consider the 
significance of the unconscious as it may be manifested in the therapeutic relationship in 
transference, counter-transference and projective identification (Klein, 1946). Reading 
verbatim transcripts in supervision was enlightening. It became apparent that my interventions 
had an intellectual and superficial focus. Over the course of the year, I learned to develop a 
greater confidence in using my own process to inform therapeutic intervention.
During my clinical experience I have witnessed the profound impact that poorly attuned early 
life experiences can have on how communication is interpreted between individuals in later life.
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This can subsequently lead to unhealthy relational dynamics, including that of the therapeutic 
relationship (Winnicott, 1958,1965,1971). This was evident with a client, Mrs MK, who will be 
referred to from here on with her pseudonym, Misha (the interested reader may refer to the 
appendix of this portfolio to In- Depth Client Study & Process Report 3 for a more detailed 
account of our therapy together). I attempted to work with some of her inter-subjective 
processes in the 'here and now' conception of transference which presents a past that is 
present and a present that is past (Ogden, 1994). Misha presented with longstanding 
depression, feelings of worthlessness, guilt, agitation and anxiety. These were primarily a result 
of early experiences with her father who she feared, and a critical unresponsive mother who 
was unwilling to tolerate her anger or distress in the interest of protecting the wider family. 
Throughout childhood, Misha's powerful feelings were dismissed, uncontained, and often 
ridiculed. In response, Misha learned to place great importance on being able to nurture 
herself by turning these powerful feelings inwards (Jones, 1953). This allowed her to present a 
persona of invulnerability and competence to the outside observer.
Misha sought structure, facts and advice from her therapy. The subjectivity of a psychodynamic 
therapeutic encounter triggered many of the frustrations she experienced in other 
relationships, such as her belief that others are preoccupied with their own agendas at the 
expense of her own. This contributed to her sense of anger, resentment, and loneliness, as well 
as an expectation that I might retaliate with criticism should she "step out of line". In our 
sessions I realised that my responses were experienced by Misha as either attacking (yet 
familiar) or depriving. I identified a desire in myself to be perceived as a 'good object' and 
therefore minimise any possible association as a critical abusive other. Although not initially 
expressed verbally, difficult feelings were expressed by Misha in the transference relationship. 
These were manifest in a number of ways, including through projective identification. For 
example, I began to feel some of the vulnerability and sadness which Misha had unconsciously 
expressed when she offered me her 'stories' without apparent emotion. I also learned that the 
therapeutic relationship itself has the potential to become a lively ground within which clients 
may test or maintain their attachment style.
Through gradual interpretation of Misha's material and behaviour during sessions, we were 
able to discuss how this dynamic in the here and now may relate to her past. Tolerating her 
anger helped her to assimilate painful and previously warded off emotional experiences. As the 
inter-subjective nature of our therapy became increasingly bearable overtime, we were able to 
acknowledge Misha fears and expectations that I might ridicule her or use her vulnerability to
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hurt her. She then began to trust that therapy was a place where her negative feelings could be 
validated, held and explored. This process also allowed Misha a way of being with others in 
which she could demonstrate the full spectrum of her emotional experience whilst also being 
accepted and tolerated. In addition, by serving as a 'containing function' (Bion, 1975) I learned 
the value of striving to foster a 'secure base' (Bowlby, 1988) from which we could explore her 
emotional experiences and consider the rigidity of her defences.
My stay in the psychodynamic culture led to a further evolution of my Mola. In particular, I 
learned to take into account the implications of transference and counter-transference in 
therapy, particularly in learning to better identify and use my own feelings to inform my 
therapeutic interventions. Although my Mola today is not primarily influenced by 
psychodynamic theories, I have found the concepts important to address, in particular, 
processes of unhealthy interpersonal patterns related to early dysfunctional experiences.
The third iayer -  CBT
Although I had just arrived in the CBT culture, I already felt at home.
"1/1/e have a mind, which is all the basic equipment needed to achieve wellbeing" 
(Buddhist saying).
This perspective is embraced by the cultural values of my new CBT world in which wellbeing is 
determined by how one's situation is perceived. In my work in a Tertiary Care Specialist 
Psychological Therapies Service, I had the opportunity to experiment with active cognitive 
techniques and behavioural approaches. I feel deeply grateful for having had the opportunity 
to learn from my inspiring and talented BABCP-accredited supervisor. He supported me, 
challenged me, and aided my development on both an emotional and intellectual level.
I enjoyed the climate which values a transparent, collaborative, and creative framework. I also 
enjoyed the freedom and creativity that comes from a diverse range of cognitive, emotional, 
and behavioural methods which come with an evidence-based explanatory power. I learned to 
appreciate the advantage of establishing clear therapeutic goals, and offering clients practical 
problem solving skills. In my experience, I learned another benefit of this model is that people 
who have been habituated to think, feel and act in self-defeating ways will usually need to work
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persistently hard to stay healthy (Ellis, 1973). I learned that an active and collaborative 
approach makes this process more readily achievable.
My pre-existing values drawn from psychodynamic and person-centred contexts were 
challenged. I learned to appreciate that most clients benefit from awareness of "what they do 
to upset themselves" (Ellis, 1973) and sometimes this requires psycho-education and provision 
of concrete methods to reduce disturbances (Beck, 1995). I also learned to value an approach 
which empowers clients and thus reduces their dependency needs.
I would aim to achieve this by using techniques within a framework of compassion, in which 
clients may unconditionally accept themselves regardless. For example, I believe that helping a 
socially anxious client communicate more effectively might require working towards a 
consideration of accepting themselves when communication is also ineffective.
I believe there is value in drawing on an evidence based framework, whilst also maintaining an 
openness and a flexibility to consider the presenting issues holistically using reflective practice.
For example, Mr Brown, who will be referred to from here on with his pseudonym. Jack, 
presented in the specialist OCD clinic in which I worked with obsessions related to 
contamination (the interested reader may refer to the appendix of this portfolio to In- Depth 
Client Study & Process Report 4 for a more detailed account of our therapy together). Jack's 
mother's strict religious beliefs and his father's emotional distance contributed to an early 
environment characterised by emotional control, insensitivity, incongruence and inadvertent 
deprivation. Jack was a shy and anxious as a child. This made him vulnerable to developing 
OCD, an enduring negative self-image and unrelenting standards of perfection which he 
expressed through abstinence from any potential contact contaminants, as well as any 
practices which he considered impure or amoral. His obsessions with contamination and his 
behavioural responses interfered with his ability to function which further reinforced his poor 
self-image and low self-esteem. This reflected his underlying beliefs of defectiveness, failure 
and worthlessness. Jack had become adept at reinforcing difficult feelings and painful self- 
awareness by self-punishing rituals and by narrowing his cognitive focus from affectively laden 
abstract to more concrete levels of awareness in his life. These included mental and washing 
rituals and other counter-productive safety and avoidance behaviours.
Initially, engaging Jack in a collaborative case conceptualization by relating his 'faulty appraisals' 
(Beck, 1995) to his current life difficulties and earlier life experiences helped us to foster a 
collaborative therapeutic process. This was achieved by socialising him to the CBT models
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specific to his difficulties. In doing so, this would support him to develop greater self confidence 
in being his own therapist so that he might better manage once therapy had ended (Beck,
1995).
Jack's activity schedule (Beck, 1995) highlighted themes of self-punishment and control. By 
considering his compulsions to wash and engage in punitive behavioural rituals, and by 
challenging and eliciting behavioural change using Exposure and Response Prevention exercises 
(Clark, 2004), Jack reported that this highlighted how his neutralisation strategies shielded him 
from discovering the evidence that these strategies were in fact not necessary to prevent 
contamination.
Jack demonstrated a considerable commitment, courage and determination coming to our 
service each week. Furthermore, an explicit and consistent compassionate relationship set in 
an open, flexible, empathie, non-judgemental and unconditionally positive context enabled Jack 
greater freedom to discuss his feelings of 'dirtiness' and contamination. This allowed his 
underlying feelings of guilt and shame to be heard, held and addressed. It assisted Jack to 
engage in psycho-education which he could then apply to his unhelpful conditional 
assumptions. This also helped Jack to increase his level of self-awareness -  of how his 
obsessive perfectionism, indecisiveness, doubting and personal standards interplayed with his 
ability to both work in the room and cope with life's inevitable stressors, which would 
otherwise exacerbate his symptoms. Moreover, the CBT cultural framework allowed me to 
communicate a genuine and compassionate unconditional positive acceptance, as well as 
offering Jack an opportunity to engage with a female in a different manner to that which he had 
previously experienced. This encouraged him to develop an increasingly compassionate 
attitude towards himself, and helped him to ease the grip of his harsh and punitive personal 
rules and standards.
By maintaining a sensitive approach to Jack's interpretation of his unwanted intrusive thoughts, 
images, and impulses in terms of how they threatened his core personal values, and by placing 
them within the context of his fragile view of himself, this allowed integration of Jack as a 
whole person, not just a person with OCD symptoms. This consequently facilitated the 
development of his tools for self-management. With techniques to help him become aware of 
his triggers, negative thoughts and self-punishment. Jack began to break a pattern of social 
avoidance associated with his obsessions. In this case, change was achieved not only by 
addressing complex cognitions and beliefs and how they related to Jack's early experiences and
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using behavioural interventions drawn from evidence-based protocols, but also by working with 
Jack as a whole person, maintaining an awareness of factors which manifested themselves in 
the therapeutic relationship (further details regarding Jack's therapy can be found in the 
attachment to this portfolio).
M y Mola today
At this point in time, I feel most 'at home' in a CBT cultural context. This is not to say that the 
CBT layer of my Mola has covered up and suffocated the layers below which consist of my 
person-centred and psychodynamic experiences. In contrast, just as 'global citizens' (Mayo,
2006) will never relate completely to any single culture after living in multiple cultural contexts, 
the colours I have absorbed and worked with during my training, mean that I will never 
exclusively identify as a CBT 'fundamentalist'.
The process I am describing is one which I have experienced through personal intercultural 
experiences; having lived in the UK for over 10 years and therefore integrated a number of 
different cultural values, practices and beliefs into my existing framework, it has sometimes 
been challenging to recall the distinctions that make them each unique. It has also proven 
complex when subtle cultural differences overlap but have different words to describe them 
and unwritten rules about how they may be practiced.
My openness to assimilate into different cultural contexts and my consideration of their 
different values and practices has allowed me to develop a number of frameworks within which 
to think about things. This may be likened to the process of using different language to 
describe the same concepts, evidenced in cities like Montreal, where bilingual Anglophone 
locals speak 'Frenglish', combining the words, beliefs and concepts from the French language 
that best describe what they need to articulate when speaking English. For example, the 
opportunity to have considered how the concept of 'projective identification' transpires in 
practice between two individuals will always occur to me regardless of the theoretical context I 
will find myself in. 'Translating' this concept to suit the language and culture of a different 
theoretical 'culture' would be challenging.
In other instances, concepts from previous experiences may be re-integrated into my overall 
framework, however this time, with an alternative way to describe the same concept. For 
example, I have been informed a great deal by CBT research which suggests that self-punitive
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unforgiving thoughts trigger and maintain psychological problems in the absence of a 
compassionate mind (Gilbert & Irons, 2005). To me, this may be an alternative way to 
conceptualise Freud's 'superego' (Jones, 1953), where an attentive and warm manner to 
conceptualise and work with clients allows individuals to enhance their self-compassion and 
acceptance. Likewise, I am always conscious of Roger's conceptualisation of one's conditions of 
worth when working with clients. Yet, I have since learned that these very conditions may also 
be conceptualised as 'conditional assumptions', or 'core beliefs', when related to one's 
perception of oneself in relation to another (Beck, 1995).
My personal philosophy of helping others is to minimise dependency and promote self­
empowerment. I feel CBT at its best, through its emphasis on collaboration (which I believe 
harnesses and reinforces the client's self-actualising tendency) and relapse prevention, 
empower the client to use the principles and exercises to help themselves. I have observed 
that this is a positively reinforcing process in itself. I therefore believe that there is a sufficient 
degree of flexibility to allow for the integration of my previous experiences in other contexts 
which I may practice in a more collaborative manner, akin to a 'doing with' style of relating to 
the client. I feel that this is respectful, ethical and productive, and enables me to improve upon 
a more purist 'being with' or 'doing to' style of relating.
In addition, I believe that by adhering to a structure, clients gain a sense of containment and 
focus. By relating the issues that arise in therapy with a client's goals it is possible to maintain 
realistic time constraints and keep to the client's natural cycle of change. I also feel that by 
breaking issues down into realistic goals at the outset, expectations of what is achievable can 
be more readily managed. I have noticed that this approach can also serve to positively 
reinforce progress and thus encourage further improvement after therapy has finished.
Furthermore, in my experience, the model affords a degree of flexibility with regard to client 
groups in that it accommodates a number of different individuals with varying intellectual, 
emotional and psychological resources. For example, when dealing with basic level needs 
(Maslow, 1943) such as housing problems and financial crises, I have observed that rather than 
solely offering empathy and analysis, that a collaborative problem-solving approach can be 
experienced as profoundly containing. In some cases, I have learned these conditions may only 
benefit the client once their lower needs such as safety, security and comfort have been 
fulfilled (Maslow, 1943). Moreover, I have observed that for individuals with impoverished
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psychological resources, a pragmatic and straightforward approach has proven valuable, since 
not everyone benefits from complex input (James & Barton, 2004).
I am aware that CBT values and practices have been criticised for oversimplifying problems, and 
that fine-grain analysis may prevent exploration of the bigger picture. It has been argued that 
by emphasising symptomatology and technique, a view of self may be de-prioritised and 
outcome may be privileged over process (Castonguay et al., 1996). Others argue that in CBT 
contexts, use of the therapeutic relationship is lacking (Safran & Segal, 1990). In my view CBT 
may be practiced in a flexible and creative manner. Moreover, in my view, transference may 
emerge regardless of whether conditions are deliberately created in which they would be likely 
to emerge. Clients will continue to display transference feelings and behaviours in therapy 
regardless of the therapeutic model used. I have learned that considering the emergence of 
transference as a 'sign' that the client is ready to do important work need not be necessary. 
Although I would no longer deliberately create therapeutic conditions in which transference is 
likely, when it occurs naturally, I believe there is value in observing it, exploring it, and where 
relevant, treating it like other emotions, cognitions and behaviours.
In summary, at this point in time, CBT values and practices form the centrepiece of my Mola. 
However, this centrepiece is held firmly in place by interwoven threads from the person- 
centred world. By drawing on these threads, which consist of the Rogerian core conditions of 
acceptance, genuineness and empathy, my hope is to give credence to the phenomenological 
experiences of clients and engender a therapeutic relationship which enables a transparent 
dialogue and a genuinely collaborative understanding of their problems. On top of these 
strands lie the brightly coloured and contrasting patterns of the psychodynamic perspective. 
These have helped me to recognise, manage and address any latent meaning within clients' 
non-verbal communication and narratives. Psychodynamic theory has also helped me to be 
mindful of what I might come to represent for my clients at different times in therapy and 
better understand transference and counter-transference which may emerge. By examining 
the patterns in my Mola, I feel better aware of defending against the possibility of confirming 
clients' schematic material and so by adhering to these theories when relevant, this may reduce 
as far as possible my own neurotic counter-transference material which may arise in the 
therapeutic process.
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Conclusion
In summary, 'living' within different theoretical models during my training, learning through 
supervision, client work, personal-professional development group, my engagement with 
theory and research and personal therapy are all experiences which have enabled me to 
embrace a common shared identity with my peers as a trainee Counselling Psychologist, 
comparable to the uniform side of a Mola. Through writing this paper, I have turned my Mola 
over and recounted how my personal experiences throughout training have intertwined with 
my pre-existing values and personal experiences to create the complex and wide-ranging 
pattern that is unique to me. Creating my Mola has consisted of a complex range of 
experiences which have often been exciting, sometimes daunting and always challenging. 
Challenge, change and transition are precursors to growth (Csfkszentmihàlyi, 1990). Some of 
the transitions in my training have felt smoother with neater stitches, while others have felt 
rougher, almost like a tear. Nevertheless, each layer has contributed to my evolving identity as 
a Counselling Psychologist.
More than simply 'holidaying' in different theoretical contexts, the opportunity to live within 
and practice the cultural customs of each model has enabled me to better understand how it 
feels to live and breathe these different perspectives. It is only now that I may step back, 
reflect upon which parts of my experiences remain constant regardless of context. Just as the 
experience of moving to a new country has had an impact, so too has the experience of my 
training in three different models. Certain aspects of each of these models will always remain a 
part of my values and practice. Moreover, my journey so far has allowed me to understand 
that there is never just one way to perceive the same thing.
My overall practice is to formulate and work with each client's unique needs holistically. At 
times this means simply offering empathie understanding in a person-centred way whilst being 
mindful of what is evolving in the relationship and why this might be. At other times, a 
pragmatic, solution-focused approach has been more appropriate. Moreover, I believe there is 
no advantage to working in a rigid framework. My therapeutic approach takes into account the 
client's presenting difficulty, their personality and preferences, the limitations of the 
organisational setting, and my clinical intuition. But I always endeavour to immerse myself in 
the complexity of the shared process in the specific context of the client's life.
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Above all, my values remain firmly rooted in a practice which supports what it means to be 
human, as well as a therapeutic disposition where I may engage with my clients' difficulties as a 
real person without hiding behind a mask of professional impersonality or superiority. I 
continue to gain insights from self-reflective practice through supervision and constantly strive 
to improve upon my level of self-awareness.
I realise that the world is vast and so far I have only lived within three theoretical contexts. I 
feel excited to learn more, however, writing this paper has allowed me to take stock and 
consider settling down with the roots I have at the moment and allow them to grow before 
exploring other destinations. Ultimately, although I have resonated differently within the 
different models, they all have a common interest -  that of the human mind in distress. In 
essence, as there is no single solution, I will always strive to maintain a degree of openness 
while becoming increasingly self-aware, and continuing to develop personal qualities of 
warmth, empathy, congruence and neutrality.
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Research Dossier
Introduction to the Research Dossier
This dossier contains a review of literature, a quantitative research project, and a qualitative 
research project.
The literature review was entitled, "What does the literature suggest about the experience of 
mixed race individuals and families?" explores the phenomenology of embodying multiple races 
within the family and the individual. Implications for the practice of counselling psychology are 
discussed.
In my second year I designed a scale to measure interpersonal flexibility for the investigation of 
whether interpersonal flexibility plays a significant role in interpersonal relationships and 
conflict management. This quantitative research project was entitled, "The Influence of 
Interpersonal Flexibility on the Quality of Social Interaction and Interpersonal Conflict".
In my third year, I conducted a qualitative study which was entitled "Globalisation, modern 
migration and the psychological implications of living in multiple cultures - a phenomenological 
study". I was interested in the psychological implications and impact of globalisation. I wanted 
to better understand how counselling psychology might contribute to this process with regard 
to the experience, and impact on sense of self, of living in multiple cultural contexts. In this 
research project, I explored the experience of the modern migrant who moves to and lives 
within multiple cultural contexts with the objective of enriching the literature on the 
psychological implications of globalisation and migration.
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Introduction
The term 'multiracial' poses a number of conceptual difficulties in the literature. It has been 
argued that the implications of race are largely socially constructed (Spickard, 1992), hence a 
multiracial status would entail embodying several different 'socially defined race categories'. 
These categories are associated with various stereotypes and behavioural expectations which 
pose some interesting questions in relation to the implications of race and society. Indeed, the 
existence of ethnically-mixed individuals and their families has challenged long-held beliefs 
related to the social and biological meaning of race (Root, 1992). Multiracial individuals 
challenge social perceptions of categorisation that for others, are a matter of fact (Spickard, 
1992). It has been argued that because racial differences are so rooted in visual features, this 
would hold a number of unique implications for a physically ambiguous multiracial individual 
(Spickard, 1989).
Self and group-enhancing strategies are often used when conducting inter-group and 
interpersonal social comparisons (Gregg and Sedikides, 2008). In general, individuals see 
themselves and members of their group as better than average (Hoyle, Kernis, Leary, and 
Baldwin, 1999). Multiracial individuals (who may not clearly fit into a traditional single racial 
category) have the potential to confuse the psychological and social foundations of the "us" 
versus "them" mentality. Recent literature suggests that for the most recent multiracial 
individuals living in current Western societies, embodying multiple races has become 
'fashionable' in popular media (Shih & Sanchez, 2005). The media portrays multiracial 
individuals as "more tolerant, possessing the ability to interact with diverse cultures" (Hyers & 
Suzuki-Crumly, 2004). The Observer demanded that readers "Forget Black, forget White, 
Ethnically Ambiguous is what's H o t" (Arlidge, 2004). In this, ethnically ambiguous individuals 
are referred to as a 'whole new generation'. The implication is that these individuals are 
'colour-blind'. This recent cultural development suggests that as race and the implications of 
such are rooted in societal perceptions, that earlier literature on the implications would not 
fully capture the current construction of multiracial couples, families and individuals (Kitano et 
al., 1998). From a family perspective, having a multiracial child has been described as "another 
trendy accoutrement to the white upwardly mobile lifestyle (Camper, 1994 pl65) with notions 
of the "good mix" and being a family that can profit from having the "best of both worlds" 
(Haritaworn, 2007).
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As a result of globalisation an increasing number of people move, work and study abroad. This 
has become an essential and often desirable characteristic of modern life. At the same time, 
advances in international travel enable easier immigration and sophisticated communications 
facilitate better links between countries and customs.
Traditionally, before mass migration, globalisation, and international travel became 
commonplace, multiracial families have been unheard of in many communities. Indeed, the 
unwritten cultural rules and terms for multiracial individuals and their identity are still evolving 
(Tizard & Phoenix, 1993). How might existing literature enlighten Counselling Psychologists of 
the experience of embodying several different heritages? How might this impact on the 
multiracial individual and their family? As the implications of race vary from culture to culture, 
this paper will focus on literature which illuminates the understanding of implications 
specifically concerning Western societies. Within these societies, the sociological and 
psychological experience of multiracial families and individuals will be discussed with regard to 
the notion that they have traditionally constituted a deviance from the norm of racial 
homogeneity. Following this, some consideration of therapeutic practice will be considered. 
Finally, important questions which remain to be answered will be considered in addition to 
implications for future research.
Multiracial identity
Studies conducted prior to the 1990s painted a bleak picture of the experience of multiracial 
individuals. It was suggested that these individuals would feel psychologically torn (Stonequist, 
1937), that they would have issues relating to healthy identity development (Park, 1928), that 
they would experience difficulties with adjustment, and that they would be condemned to a 
marginal existence (Teicher, 1968). Other researchers conjectured that multiracial individuals 
would suffer costs to their self-esteem as a result of the difficulties in negotiating contrasting 
cultural influences (Yoshimi, 2007). Indeed, multiracial individuals who grew up amongst 
friends with whom race was not a significant feature in their interactions, described greater 
shock when leaving their home community as adults as wider societal prejudices emerged, in 
which race took on a greater significance and necessitated a re-negotiation of their identities. If 
unprepared, it could be difficult for the multiracial individual to ascertain whether they had 
interpreted these events and interactions accurately, as well as the extent to which they
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appropriately recognised these events as prejudice. These experiences could precipitate acute 
homesickness or depression (Root, 1990).
For other multiracial individuals, choosing to join mono-racial and mono-ethnic groups (lizard 
& Phoenix, 1993) afford them an experience of immersion into a single socio-culturally defined 
category. Of course, as physical appearance plays a strong role in determining racial group 
membership, for some multiracial individuals, they may not be guaranteed acceptance within 
these single socio-culturally defined categories (Root, 1990).
It is evident that more recent empirical literature on multiracial individuals contrasts with early 
writing. The transferability of these findings for today's society is problematic for a number of 
reasons. Firstly, the majority of early research was based on clinical populations and 
consequently, these findings are unlikely to be a representative of the wider population (Root, 
2002). Furthermore, it is a complex process to distinguish between the characteristics of being 
multiracial from the implications of each separate race on its own (Spickard, 1992). Indeed, it 
follows that it may be important to refrain from conceptually grouping all multiracial individuals 
together (Shih & Sanchez, 2005). To date, studies outside the United States and Canada on 
multiracial individuals from backgrounds other than black and white have been minimal. A 
Psych INFO search reveals that the majority of articles before 2000 focused on black and white 
biracial individuals. However, this mix constitutes a relatively small number of multiracial 
individuals. Of the estimated 6,400,000 people who identified as biracial on the 2000 US 
Census, only 12 per cent of multiracial respondents identified as black/white (CensusScope, 
2005).
Research consisting of non-clinical populations suggest multiracial individuals are well-adjusted 
and self-confident (Cauce et al., 1992; Hall, 1980; Stephen, 1991). Their multicultural identity 
was suggested to play a beneficial role in their psychological well-being (Shih & Sanchez, 2005). 
Furthermore, Hyers et al., (1998) concluded that access to intercultural experience positively 
influences everyone's capacity to negotiate in cross cultural and inter-group situations (Hyers & 
Swim, 1998). For multiracial individuals, voluntary inter-group experience was found to be 
more common for individuals of multiple ethnic heritages than it is for mono-racial individuals 
(Stephan, 1992). Research conducted on multiracial children suggested that their experience 
did indeed influence their greater levels of tolerance of others. These children were found to 
be more confident in unfamiliar contexts and more cognisant of developing biases toward 
others (Alibhai-Brown, 2001). Multiracial adolescent research suggested that being multiracial
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afforded them the flexibility to fit in with more groups (Lee, 2004). Multiracial adolescents 
reported that they would benefit from a fluid identity in which they could enjoy the best 
aspects of their multiple cultures (Hall, 1980).
Overall, there are contrasting findings in existing literature. Prior to 1990 it is predominately 
cautionary with regard to the implications of embodying multiple races. This may not be 
surprising given the wider societal norms in the past. In fact, these findings contrast with 
research conducted after 1990 which suggests that the mechanisms which make race and 
culture profoundly significant are less so as time has progressed.
Contextual factors
Root (2004) examined some of the mechanisms which influence the extent to which culture 
and race would be significant. These findings are drawn from a socio-historical context. 
According to Root (2004), the experience of being multiracial varies as a function of the 
generation to which each individual belongs due to the different socio-historical contexts.
Based on data from several years of research. Root (2004) discovered that there emerged three 
distinct cohorts of multiracial individuals. Root (2004) referred to these groups as 'The Exotic', 
'The Vanguard', and 'The Biracial Baby Boomers'. As outlined in Table 1, these groups varied 
according to the extent to which they would accept the identity assigned to them by wider 
society. That is to say, whether they would align themselves to a single traditional mono- 
cultural identity, embrace a multiracial identity or whether they would generate a new identity 
entirely based on their unique circumstances.
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Table 1:
Three Cohorts and Possible identities: Socio Historical Perspective
Cohort Accept
identity
assigned
by
society
M ono-
racial
identity
M u lti­
racial
identity
New
Race
Symbolic
race
Exotic (born 
before 1960) Yes Yes No No No
Vanguard (born 
between
Yes Yes Yes No No
1960 and 1980)
Biracial Baby Boomer
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
(born after 1980)
Adapted from Public Racial identity Possible by Cohort ofRaciaiiy Mixed People: a socio- 
historical perspective (Root, 1994).
The Exotic Cohort referred to those multiracial individuals born before the 1960s. Now aged 
between fifty and seventy years old, these individuals were more likely to have grown up 
amidst the negative sentiment against interracial marriage which prevailed during that period. 
For some of these individuals, their relationships with their own parents became strained by 
the racial bigotry of the time (Root, 1990). If divorce featured in their personal histories, it was 
suggested that older themes of illicitness with regard to the relationship were evoked. 
Examples of these themes included the rape of Black African women enslaved by White 
plantation owners or Asian prostitutes serving some of the men in the US Military (Wehrly,
1996).
According to Root (1994), if women who grew up during this period seek therapy, it may be 
valuable for the Counselling Psychologist to be aware of a number of themes related to the 
client's identity resolution process, themes of empowerment, difference, self-consciousness 
and belonging; themes which they may feel more acutely than the current situation would 
warrant because of the substrate of experience around race or ethnic acceptance (Root, 1994).
For multiracial women in particular, their mixed appearance was part of their uniqueness 
(Haritaworn, 2007). They may therefore re-experience marginalization more acutely because 
of belonging and acceptance struggles that had emerged previously in their lives around racial
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and ethnic legitimacy. The experience of physical ageing was consequently described as posing 
exaggerated difficulties for multiracial women from the Exotic Cohort.
The emergence of the younger multiracial population (particularly the young adult Biracial Baby 
Boomers) might trigger feelings of grief in the Exotic Cohort for how different their cohort's 
experience may have been. Thus, the Exotic Cohort might feel marginalised due to the greater 
acceptance that the younger cohort experiences. In addition, the fact that the public and 
media deal with the young cohort of multiracial people as though they are "new" renders the 
Exotic Cohort's experience invisible in conversation, books, media, or other public discussion of 
the multiracial experience.
The second cohort in Root's study, were referred to as the 'Vanguard Cohort'. They were born 
between 1960 and 1980. Now aged in their thirties and forties, these individuals would have 
grown up in the period in which the Supreme Court repealed the anti-miscegenation laws that 
still existed in fourteen American states in 1967 (Spickard, 1989). Although these individuals 
were educated in schools which were no longer segregated, there still existed disapproval of 
intermarriage (Root, 2001) and thus the boundaries between races remained rigid but 
simultaneously more permeable. In their adult years, this generation of multiracial individuals 
would have continued to represent opposition to the racial rules of their time. Perceptions 
which challenged the illogic of race were described as lost amidst the few public forums in 
which to articulate this perception. This group were more likely to declare multiracial identities 
and this identity was fortified by their increased awareness of the cohort following them: the 
Biracial Baby Boomers (Root, 2001).
The youngest cohort, the Biracial Baby Boomers were born from 1980 onwards. They grew up 
amidst a very visible cohort of other multiracial people in school and in the media. Their sense 
of multiracial identity was not only generated within their own families and private lives, but 
also publicly by the increasing recognition of their existence and the presence of other people 
like them of various ages. Their peer groups were likely to consist of different ethnic and racial 
backgrounds for which race was not the salient organising variable for social relations (Yoshimi,
1997). Clearly, the society in which they developed their sense of self contrasted quite 
profoundly from the other two cohorts described.
Recently, it has been suggested that within this cohort, a fifth identity has emerged. This 
identity is referred to as the 'Symbolic Race' and it refers to the possibility that an individual 
acknowledges their racially mixed background, however they do not feel an attachment to their
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racial or ethnie heritage in the way the previous generations did (Root, 1997). Individuals in this 
cohort have been described as removed from the traditionally rigid rules of race (Spickard,
1989). It follows therefore that although the biracial baby boomer cohort offers a multifaceted 
approach to many aspects of identity, race is not one of them.
Interpersonal sphere
Personality stereotypes based on generalisations of racial groups also hold potential 
significance related to the experiences of multiracial individuals. For example, African women 
are stereotypically viewed as powerful while Oriental women are stereotypically expected to be 
docile and subservient (Steele & Aronson, 1995). This would hold a number of implications for 
a multiracial African and Oriental woman. It is not surprising therefore, that as a result of 
stereotyped attitudes this may present a unique challenge to the person's individuality. It has 
been suggested that the extent to which one identifies with a particular racial stereotype 
moderates the strength of the impact that stereotypes have on behaviour (Steele & Aronson,
1995). For example, women who strongly identify with stereotypical feminine traits were 
found to be more likely to under perform in mathematics than their female peers who did not 
identify as strongly with their femininity (Steele & Aronson, 1995). These findings may be 
extended to multiracial individuals. Indeed, research suggests that with a heightened 
awareness of the social construction of race, the influence of stereotyped racial traits and 
behaviour is reduced for multiracial individuals (Shih & Sanchez, 2005). Accordingly, they adopt 
fewer race-based stereotypes than mono-racial individuals (Shih & Sanchez, 2005).
Physical appearance is one of the most salient factors used in making judgements about people 
(Davis, 1991). Appearance may be used to judge how nice, trustworthy, or in the case of 
multiracial individuals, how ethnic or political one may be. A multiracial individual may not 
resemble any single ethnic group (or may resemble a number of different ethnic groups), and 
this holds a number of implications for their interpersonal sphere (Hall, 1980). Appearing 
either racially ambiguous or ubiquitous has the potential to cause uncertainty for others in that 
they may feel unable to categorise this person according to their preconceptions about racial 
groupings. As the interplay between socially perceived appearance and push-pull factors in 
social interactions influences the identity choices that people make (Parker & Song, 2001), the 
multiracial identity is likely to be constructed largely from one's external world (Katz, 1996). 
Research confirms that multiracial individuals develop their racial identity and experience of the
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world not because of some essentialist notion about the construction of race and gender, but 
because of the push and pull they experience from others about who they are (Shorter- 
Gooden, 2000). Questions such as "what are you?", "are you really Asian, Black, Hispanic, or 
White?", "are you one of us?" may be implicit questions related to multiracial individuals 
(Minnerbrook, 1996). The implication for multiracial individuals is that they may feel compelled 
to authenticate themselves (Tizard & Phoenix, 1993).
Multiracial physical ambiguity affects individuals in different ways. Some individuals do not 
enjoy looking different while others enjoy the attention that their 'exotic' look provides. 
Perceptions of physical attractiveness are diverse across cultures and ethnicities. Multiracial 
individuals may be afforded a healthier body image as a result of embodying contrasting 
cultural expectations (Hall, 1980). For example, societal body pressures may be easier to 
question when one is a half-Egyptian and half-Chinese female (Hall, 1980) and may be 
perceived in Hong Kong as overweight and yet perceived as anorexic in Egypt. As a result this 
may highlight how she may be the only one to best judge her body's appearance (Hall, 1980). 
Qualitative research has suggested that although some respondents felt they obtained the 
"best of both worlds" and felt positive about their physical features, other multiracial 
individuals have disliked their physical features for various reasons. It was suggested that one 
reason may be that it "gives away" their racial composition (Shih & Sanchez, 2005). Often, 
categories of ethnic groups establish membership according to physical features. If one does 
not fit these criteria, this may threaten one's right of membership. For example, a Korean and 
White woman living in a Korean neighbourhood may not want to divulge the White side of her 
heritage (Shih & Sanchez, 2005). Thus, mixed features affect how multiracial individuals are 
perceived and accepted by society. They may be judged as belonging or not belonging to an 
ethnic group on the basis of their physical appearance. Exclusion from a group due to 
attributes over which one has no control can lead to frustration, anger and sadness (Root,
1992).
Family
Traditional socio-cultural attitudes have articulated disapproval and concern related to 
multiracial unions (Hall, 1980). Racial stereotypes may further complicate matters. For 
example, powerful emotions have been described in relation to Black female and White male 
unions (Root, 2001). It was suggested that this stemmed from notions of the Black slave trade
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in the United States, Beliefs about sexual prowess and ownership on behalf of the male were 
suggested stereotypes (Root, 1990).
Regarding perceptions of cross cultural relationships, Fujino (1996) concluded that these have 
changed as a function of generation. Newly immigrated individuals were found to be more 
opposed to multiracial marriages than second generation immigrants (Fujino, 1996). This was 
understood in the context of how individuals are inclined to find safety and comfort in what is 
familiar to them. As such, maintaining access to one's home culture would be more important 
to first generation immigrants and consequently would influence their perception of cross 
cultural partnership (Fujino, 1996). However the strength of this feeling would not fully explain 
the incidences described in research of cutting ties with family members who choose a marital 
partner from a race different from their own (Fujino, 1996). This would likely be rooted in 
socio-cultural factors related to beliefs regarding how the multiracial couple and their children 
would be treated by others (Hall, 1980).
As gender roles are absorbed from cultural scripts, these represent another factor of relevance. 
They would have implications from emotive issues such as how children are raised to smaller 
everyday issues which may contribute unique stresses in an interracial partnership (Kitano et 
al., 1998). In other instances, Kitano et al., (1998) described how the Korean women in her 
study had hoped to feel liberated from the traditional docile, doting Oriental wife expectations 
by marrying a White man. Some of her participants described surprise when their white male 
partners did indeed expect this stereotypical docile Asian wife who would take care of his needs 
while he worked full-time (Kitano et al., 1998). Clearly, there are a number of culturally 
influenced values and customs which would be factors of consideration for traditionalists - 
amongst these is the care of their elderly parents. Kitano et al., (1998) found that whereas the 
Asian-Americans were raised to care for their ageing parents, often living with or near them, 
this was often discrepant to other cultures who cope with these issues differently.
However, although multiracial partnerships pose unique issues related to cultural differences, 
potential language barriers and discrimination from outside their union, the inherent challenges 
of mixing multiple cultures into one romantic union, has been shown to overall solidify 
multiracial unions. Indeed, these couples were reported to have stronger relationships as a 
result of the unique experiences they endure (Kitano et al., 1998, Hall, 1980). This was 
explained in the context of needing to negotiate and grapple with these issues within the 
couple, outside the couple and within the wider extended families, which consequently meant
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that they may have an easier time navigating through the inevitable day-to-day struggles 
common to any marriage (Kitano et al., 1998). It follows that in treating multiracial couples, 
there would be value in looking at how couples negotiate cultural differences rather than 
focusing on the differences themselves (Root, 2001). Indeed, gaining an understanding of 
clients' cultural backgrounds might lead to a better understanding of the couples' different 
communication styles (Kitano et al., 1998). Of course, it would still be important for the 
Counselling Psychologist to be aware of their own cultural orientation, outside their own class 
and cultural group, so that differences could be worked with rather than focusing on 
assumptions about superior styles of communication or ways of being.
Research suggests that racial differences often go unacknowledged in multiracial families. In 
fact, the meaning of race within multiracial families becomes an irrelevant construct (Killian, 
2001). It follows that when a multiracial child is raised in a family which consists of members of 
(what society would view) as disparate racial groups, who get along and accept the biracial child 
for who they are, they learn a fundamental lesson about the importance of race. That is to say, 
in matters of love and family, race does not matter. Having access to both Black and White 
family members and witnessing positive interactions among them had a profound effect on 
Gillem & Thompson's (2004) research participants. Gillem & Thompson (2004) concluded that 
when a multiracial child experiences the intimacy which exists between a parent and a child, 
this child is exposed, at a profound level, to fundamental truths about human nature and race. 
These notions would be projected into subsequent interactions. The intellectualization, 
minimization and externalisation described by Killian (2001) could be understood as valuable 
defence mechanisms for multiracial individuals in depersonalising any negative feedback they 
might be exposed to in order to better distance themselves from potential societal focus on 
racial differences.
It is worth noting, however, that this perspective holds a number of less favourable 
implications. For example, such multiracial children may not be equipped with sufficient 
socialisation about the wider societal perceptions of race to provide them with tools to 
navigate potential intrusive challenges to their racial identity. Root (2001) outlined this 
psychological process which results within multiracial families and referred to 'colour-blind' and 
'minimization of race' perspectives. These refer to an outlook in which the importance of race is 
unrecognised.
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There has been some research into the impact of the multiracial child on the mono-racial 
parent. It has been suggested that we live in an era in which having a multiracial child is 
"another trendy accoutrement to the White upwardly mobile lifestyle" (Camper, 1994, p.165).
In fact, notions even exist of the so-called "good mix" (Haritaworn, 2007). However, 
psychological research suggests that there are a number of processes which make this process 
complex. For example, little boys and girls grow up assuming that their children will look and 
be "just like them". Companies manufacture dolls which match an array of the world's races. It 
has been suggested that this holds significance for mono-racial parents who give birth to 
children that do not resemble either parent due to multiracial union (Killian, 2001). Although 
this experience occurs to some extent with racially homogenous couples, the significance lies in 
the extent to which physical resemblance or difference holds societal implications.
White individuals in Western society usually represent the majority of the population, so it 
follows that the experience of being questioned on the basis of the colour of their skin or being 
expected to define themselves through race or ethnicity is uncommon (Mahoney, 1997). In 
contrast, race frequently becomes the most salient criterion for the White population as a way 
of defining non-White, minority group (Stephan, 1992). It follows that if a White woman, 
having rarely defined herself as being 'White' or having not previously experienced the world 
according to race, gives birth to a multiracial child, then this might highlight the socio-cultural 
importance of race for the first time.
Understanding the nature and range of the resulting emotions experienced by multiracial 
families may hold important implications for Counselling Psychology. Ambert (2001) has shed 
light on the effect of the multiracial child on mothers by analysing the experiences of two 
interracial sets of mothers and daughters. Both mothers were found to become race-conscious 
in response to their children. The White mother became more aware of her own race after 
adopting an Indian child and witnessing others' reactions. The 'ethnic-minority' mother 
developed a heightened awareness of race after her White daughter entered primary school.
The White mother attempted to protect her multiracial daughter because of her visible 
minority status while the dark mother protected her daughter from her own visible minority 
status. The visibly minority mother, on the other hand, felt rejected by her own flesh and 
blood. At times this mother resented her child's rejection of her race. She reported that in 
spite of the financial struggle to complete her education to provide her daughter with books, 
ballet and other White, middle-class Western features, she had also given her daughter the 
ammunition to reject her (Ambert, 2001).
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Killian (2002) argued that regardless of how egalitarian or anti-racist parents' opinions are, they 
may still bear 'cultural baggage' which comes with being White in a Western society. The 
implications suggested were that unconscious attitudes and beliefs might be conveyed in very 
subtle ways as part of the everyday interactions which make up family life. In other instances, 
being multiracial has been said to invite unique challenges which parents may not personally 
encounter (Killian, 2001, 2002). Turner (2007) accounted for this suggestion in descriptions of 
"I love my mixed-race baby but why does she feel so alien?" (Daily Mail 11.07.07). Her mixed 
White and Asian baby girl provoked an unanticipated range of emotions:
"I fe lt protective, worried, ashamed, and guilty ail at once", "i am frightened of others' 
reactions to her, as well as my own. I didn't think o f myself as racist and yet my 
daughter has shown me a side of myself with which ifeei deeply uncomfortable", "i am 
now the mother of a mixed-race child.... this is a role fo r which I am utterly unprepared". 
(Lowri Turner, Daily Mail, 11 July 2007).
As a White mother of a multiracial child having been raised in a predominantly White world, ' 
Turner (2007) described the process outlined by Killian (2001) of acknowledging, perhaps for 
the first time, that she was "White" and the unanticipated importance this held for her in her 
new world.
The phenotype multiracial child has also been described as a relevant factor in relation to 
parent-child bonding. Ono (2000) suggested that qualities of the parent-child relationships 
were associated with the offspring's physical features and ethnic identification. Ono (2000) 
surveyed biracial Japanese/European-American adults about their relationships with their 
parents in their last year of high school. Parental behaviours were reported to vary as a 
function of the extent to which adolescents resembled their Japanese or European-American 
parent. Significant correlations were found between respondents' racial appearance, their 
ethnic identity, and their bond with their parents. The more the offspring looked like and 
identified with their Japanese parent, the more closeness, care-giving, and controlling 
behaviours they reported receiving from their parents.
However, as the relationship between a biracial child and their parents is inevitably complex 
(particularly during adolescence), making sweeping generalisations about the relationship of 
parents and biracial children is likely to be premature. Nonetheless, some research suggests 
that separation-individuation issues with parents may be heightened for some biracial children
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(Cauce et al., 1992). Conflicts over independence may occur early as biracial children come to 
terms with their inherent difference from their parents (Cauce et al., 1992). On the other 
hand, some parents may be overprotective of their biracial children and attempt to guard them 
from societal pressures which could lead to a heightened dependency in the child (Cauce et al., 
1992).
Implications fo r Counselling Psychologists
Research suggests that, while many presenting problems may be connected with multiracial 
identity, multiracial individuals are no more or less healthily adjusted than racially homogonous 
individuals (Gibbs & Hines, 1992). Although multiracial heritage is not likely to be the primary 
reason for seeking therapy, some unique features of treating this population may be drawn 
from this review of literature.
Situational identity refers to the ability to identify differently in different situations. For 
multiracial individuals who may embody several different cultures from birth, this may refer to 
the ability to adjust to, and move in and out of different cultural environments (Root, 1997). An 
example of this may be a mixed Chinese-Hispanic individual living in the United States who 
develops the ability to relate snugly within the Chinese and Hispanic cultures but also within 
White American culture. There is a distinction between "situational ethnicity" (Root, 1996) and 
lack of permanent self-identification. From a therapeutic perspective, the therapist may 
benefit from being mindful of the impact situational identity has on the therapeutic process.
The client may be inclined to shift or "water different sets of roots" at different times (Root,
1996). Consciously and unconsciously, multiracial individuals may code switch in therapy, 
identifying themselves in ways that are very comfortable and aligned with the therapist and 
then shifting into a different cultural or ethnic set of behaviours or expressions at other times. 
According to Root (1996) some multiracial individuals may have needed to learn to adapt their 
racial ambiguity to assess persons with whom they interacted (Root, 1996). In therapy, the 
therapist may mistakenly assume this behaviour to be coy or flirtatious. However, it is often a 
survival skill used to assess the social environment and search for cues of danger. It may also 
signal a reliance on physical attractiveness and racial stereotypes to create distance, safety or 
acceptance. The individual who uses this may not feel safe and this issue needs to be 
processed (Root, 1996). Thus, therapeutically, for all multiracial individuals irrespective of race 
relations or physical appearance "the multiracial person has to learn to establish a consistent
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internal identity that resides within him or herself and is not necessarily reflected back in the 
environment" (Root, 1996, p.467).
Just as researchers curious about the experience of multiracial individuals and their families 
were subject to the same presumptions and societal prejudices that existed in the period in 
which their research was conducted, this same process holds implications for Counselling 
Psychologists, whose assumptions may be rooted within their own historical period which has 
engineered their construction of race. A reflective practice would help Counselling 
Psychologists ethically manage themes of racial identity process if it surfaces in therapy. Root 
(1996) suggested that some therapists may be challenged, particularly if they have grown up 
with notions of upholding a racial order. In these instances, these therapists were described as 
feeling appalled on a personal and political level that some clients were not upholding racial 
order (Root, 1996).
For multiracial therapists, implications have also been described. For example, they may 
experience a 'cohort gap' when treating a multiracial client from a younger generation (Root,
1990). The way the therapist arrived at their identity may be significantly impacted by the 
socio-political factors unique to his or her generation and this may be a critical factor in the 
therapeutic relationship (Wehrly et al., 1999).
With regard to the cultural stereotypes discussed above, the therapist may benefit from an 
awareness of his or her assumptions regarding racial identity and racial rules. For many 
multiracial individuals, wearing their hair differently or donning different styles of clothing may 
change their ethnic appearance. This illustrates how race is socially and contextually 
constructed; the client may not be as confused as their therapist.
Summary, implications and future research
Early research on the phenomenology of multiracial individuals and families conducted before 
the 1990s painted a bleak picture of the potential for these individuals and their families to 
develop a healthy emotional life, identity and self-esteem. Early findings suggested that 
multiracial individuals would be associated with identity development problems and a marginal 
existence. Subsequent research has suggested that early conclusions in the field were subject 
to a number of methodological flaws which made these findings difficult to apply to the wider 
population. Examples include samples used (that is to say, clinical versus non-clinical), the
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ability to distinguish the effect of being multiracial from the effect of each race alone, and 
emphasis in research on Black and White interracial families. Studies on biracial individuals 
from backgrounds other than Black and White populations outside of the United States have 
been minimal.
The existing literature does suggest that the experience of multiracial individuals is profoundly 
associated with the socio-historical perspective of the time. Research regarding generational 
cohorts of multiracial individuals depicted an evolution of the multiracial experience over time. 
That is to say, the experience of being multiracial varied depending on which period in social 
history the individual was born and raised.
Indeed, the language used in much of the research (for example, concepts such as 'the 
subordinate race') have suggested that presumptions and conclusions drawn in early research 
were also likely to have been rooted in expectations and societal prejudices in the period in 
which this research was conducted.
What is less clear within multiracial psychology is the experience of the multiracial child on their 
parents. Understanding the nature and range of emotions experienced by multiracial families 
may hold important implications for Counselling Psychology. Research suggests that race varies 
in significance for multiracial families. However, it is less well understood what a new parent 
experiences during infancy or their experience of raising their multiracial child. Since a parent's 
sense of self, their feelings and expectations about the child subtly influence their responses, an 
understanding of a parent's attitude towards their child is crucial to the child's development 
(Walkerdine, 1985). If early childhood experiences are central to the development of racial 
attitudes and identity, and if all White people display some measure of ethnocentric behaviour 
and attitudes, is it important to understand the extent to which interracial children may be 
given negative self images by White parents? This question is one which has not been 
researched to date and may prove fruitful for future research.
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Personal Reflections
When I read the newspaper article "I love my Multiracial Baby but Why Does She Feel So Alien 
to me?" I became intrigued by the notion of race and its implications - 1 began to reflect upon 
whether perhaps I too had grown up minimising the importance and significance of race. I 
became curious about whether I have been somewhat shielded from prejudice remarks when 
in the presence of others because of assumptions drawn about my own ethnically ambiguous 
physical appearance -  that perhaps I might be offended, that I value open-mindedness, or that 
it may not be worth attempting to 'bond' with me by putting down other groups, for example. 
This led to my curiosity about what the literature had to say about the experience of multiracial 
families and individuals, who embody multiple racial categories from birth.
My experience of the research process, and writing about the themes and findings which have 
been published felt rather disorienting. It became evident to me how much hypotheses 
articulated in research were rooted within the period of history the papers were published -  
with previously acceptable terms such as 'subordinate race'. I was raised in the 1980s in a 
country which embraces the term "a mari usque ad mare ("From Sea to Sea"). This is Canada's 
motto. I was taught that this referred to the beauty of a number of different people and 
cultures living from sea to sea. Year after year, the importance of learning about 'tolerance' in 
school meant that the shame associated with being 'un-PC' was potent. As a result, I found it 
challenging to articulate findings about something which exists, but which I have not personally 
grown up acknowledging.
Perhaps of greater importance, my earliest experiences regarding the race were taught to me 
by my immediate family. Upon reflection, the significance of race was greatly unacknowledged. 
However, I am aware that my background will have undoubtedly influenced my experience of 
this research process. My parents met and married after attending the same University in 
Canada. My mother is Canadian with Irish and English ancestry. My father is Chinese, however 
he was not born in China. He was born in the Caribbean. Although he looks Chinese, he speaks 
with a mixed British, Canadian accent with a hint of Caribbean warmth. I have learned valuable 
lessons from my father such as the fact that although we may have preconceptions about an 
individual before we meet them, in this day and age, they are just as likely to surprise us. My 
mother continues to be fascinated by other cultures and embraces both Caribbean and Chinese 
food and customs in particular. For me, being multiracial has provided me with a mixture of 
experiences. On the one hand, being multiracial has meant that there is an abundance of
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culture at family gatherings. Family weddings are celebrations of a variety of English, North 
American, Caribbean and Chinese customs and traditions.
Up until this point, I had not given extensive thought about my life from a race perspective, and 
as a result, my engagement with the research process meant that I encountered a number of 
assertions which are disparate to my own rather. I experienced this as somewhat taxing. On 
occasions, I felt very much like I have been validating viewpoints, to which I myself did not 
relate. Likewise, some of the positive findings felt very awkward to write about because it felt 
like self-flattery. Considering these two factors, during this research process I have realised 
that the concept of race is highly contextualised and dependent upon a number of factors 
including culture, place and time of birth, and the societal attitudes of the time. It also became 
apparent to me during the course of this review how much the concept of race is elusive and 
such a fluid entity that the relevance and usefulness of both past and future research will 
evolve as rapidly as society evolves and changes with time.
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Appendix I 
Literature Searches
Literature searches included thefoliowing key words:
Mixed race, biracial ethnicity, mixed race offspring, biracial offspring, parental relationships 
biracial ethnic identity, mixed race family, mixed race identity, biracial identity, multiracial 
identity, multiracial therapy.
The following online databases were used to find pertinent journal articles, reviews and books 
on the topic: PsychlNFO, PsychArticles, PsyBooks and OSHROM.
I also used the internet with the same key words to get a perspective of what the general public 
had access to and to see how the topic was reflected in the media.
I also used books provided by the University of Surrey. Pertinent papers which were not 
available at the University of Surrey Library were ordered via interlibrary loan or obtained from 
the British Library. Once these articles were received, I then identified the most cited papers 
and books. I took notes on these and also went back to the original source. This way I was able 
to identify the author's perspective and contrast this with the original source. In addition, I was 
able to ensure that I was able to express parts of the research that the author may not have 
pursued.
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Appendix II
Journal Submission Guidelines
Journal o f Cross Cultural Psychology
UlTURAL
lOCY X
For over th ree  decades th e  Journal o f Cross-Cultural Psychology has served as a leading Interdisciplinary fo rum  fo r  
psychologists, sociologists and educators w ho study how cultural differences In developm ental, social and 
educational experiences affect Individual behavior.
Com prehensive Coverage - Six Times a Year!
You can depend on the Journal o f Cross-Cultural Psychology to  provide you w ith  the latest em pirical research - six 
tim es a year - on to day’s Im portant cross-cultural Issues, Including Individualism •  self-enhancem ent • acculturation  
•  changing fam ily values •  ethnic group comparisons • gender differences •  personality
Regular Features
Each volum e of th e  Journal o f Cross-Cultural Psychology Includes the fo llow ing regular features: Review articles o f 
previous cross-cultural research; Theoretical and em pirical papers th a t suggest new  orientations fo r fu ture research; 
and book reviews help readers determ ine which publications will be most useful to  th e ir  teaching and research.
Them atic Discussions
The Journal o f Cross-Cultural Psychology occasionally supplem ents Its broad coverage w ith  single-them ed Special 
Issues and Special Sections dedicated to  topics o f particular Interest. Previous them atic  discussions Include Culture 
and the Self, Culture and Risk, The Generallzablllty o f Social Psychological Laws and Theories Across Cultures, and  
Television In the Developing W orld.
Manuscript Submission Guidelines:
The Journal o f  Cross-Cultural Psychology (JCCP) publishes m aterial In fo ur categories: (1) regular, unsolicited 
manuscripts, (2) brief reports, (3) special Issues, and (4) book reviews. Sum m ary details of each category are as 
follows:
1. Regular, Unsolicited M anuscripts. This \sJCCP's m ain emphasis.
M anuscripts should be subm itted electronically to  http ://m c.m anu scrip tcen tra l.co m /iccp . Authors will be required to  
set up an online account on th e  SageTrack system pow ered by ScholarOne. Manuscripts will be sent out
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anonymously fo r editoria l evaluation. Obtaining permission fo r any quoted or reprinted m ateria l th a t requires 
permission Is th e  responsibility o f th e  author. Submission of a manuscript Implies com m itm ent to  publish In the  
journal. Authors subm itting manuscripts to  the  journal should not sim ultaneously subm it th em  to  an oth er journal, 
nor should manuscripts have been published elsewhere In substantially sim ilar fo rm  or w ith substantially similar 
content. Authors In doubt about w h at constitutes prior publication should consult th e  Editor.
M anuscript length should norm ally be 15 to  35 double-spaced, typ ew ritten  pages. Longer papers w ill be considered  
and published If th ey m eet th e  above criteria. The American Psychological Association's Publication M anua l (5 th  ed.) 
should be fo llow ed w hen preparing manuscripts. Manuscripts are reviewed by the Editorial Advisory Board. A llow  up 
to  3 m onths fo r a publication decision and up to  1 year fo r publication.
2. Brief Reports. Accepted Brief Reports should be no m ore than 10 double-spaced m anuscript pages long. Including 
title  page, references and any tables. Further Inform ation can be obtained from  the Editor, David
M atsum oto  (dm(5>sfsu.edu).
3. Special Issues. An Im portant part o f veep's publication policy Is th e  periodic publication o f special Issues or special 
sections o f regular Issues. C urrent needs, em erging trends, and readership Interest guide th e  publication o f m aterial 
In this category. Ideas o r suggestions fo r special Issues or special sections should be discussed w ith  Senior Editor, 
W alte r J. Lonner. His address Is; Center fo r Cross-Cultural Research, D epartm ent o f Psychology, W estern W ashington  
University, Bellingham, W ashington USA 98 225-908 9 , w a lt.lo n n er@ w w u .ed u .
Language Polishing
Authors w ho w an t to  refine the  use o f English In th e ir manuscripts m ight consider utilizing th e  services o f SRI, a non- 
afflllated com pany th a t offers professional editing services to  authors o f journal articles In the  areas o f science, 
technology, m edicine or th e  social sciences. SRI specializes In editing and correcting English-language m anuscripts 
w ritten  by authors w ith  a prim ary language o ther than  English. Visit h ttp ://w w w .p ro f-ed ltln g .co m  fo r m ore  
Inform ation about SRI's Professional Editing Services, pricing, and tu rn -around tim es, or to  obtain a free  quote or  
subm it a m anuscript fo r language polishing.
(Extracted from
http://www.uk.saaeDub.com/iournalsProdDesc.nav?Drodld=Journal200947&crossReaion=eur)
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The Influence of Interpersonal Flexibility on the 
Quality of Social Interaction and Conflict Management
The presence of interpersonal flexibility has been linked with the ability to adapt behaviour in 
accordance with situational demands, and also with psychological adjustment. Compulsive use 
of inappropriate and inflexible behavioural responses has been associated with maladjustment. 
This study sought to expand these assertions by investigating interpersonal flexibility in conflict 
management. Interpersonal theory was used in order to understand the nature of conflict and 
flexibility, and Situational Judgement Test methodology was adopted and modified in order to 
create a measure of flexibility in conflict management style. The results indicated that although 
traits related to relationship quality and conflict were found, flexibility in conflict management 
style is not associated with better relationships or less interpersonal conflict. These results 
therefore suggest that flexibility in conflict management may not be related to psychological 
adjustment. It may be that behavioural variability in conflict management may be perceived as 
behavioural inconsistency. This may be consequently associated with unfavourable 
interpersonal traits such as a weakness of character. It is suggested that perhaps greater 
flexibility in conflict management is only adaptive until a certain point, beyond which it is 
experienced as inconsistent. Future research may help to ascertain whether this flexibility is a 
relevant part of interpersonal flexibility. A more sensitive measure or a different study design, 
such a longitudinal field design, may be used. This would allow observer ratings to be 
incorporated in order to get a measure of interpersonal flexibility in conflict management which 
may be inextricably linked to the effects of pressure and stress over time.
Introduction
Good interpersonal relationships are critical for both physical and psychological wellbeing. 
Empirical literature has asserted the pivotal role they play in personal development, identity, 
productivity, career success and life satisfaction (Johnson & Johnson, 1989). In contrast, poor 
interpersonal relationships contribute to lower life expectancy (Cobb, 1976) and are associated 
with anxiety and depression (Johnson, 1997).
Interpersonal relationships can be both enriching and a source of strain. Whilst conflict in some 
form or another is inevitable (Putnam, 1994), the degree of damage this has on a relationship is
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uncertain and has been a subject of debate (Amason, 1996; Janssen et a!., 1999). Interpersonal 
conflict may range from minor disagreements to emotional and physical assault, and may be 
overt (for example rudeness) or covert (for example malicious rumours) (Spector & Jex, 1998). 
Conflict has been shown to contribute to Increased stress, hostility, anxiety and depression 
(Hackman & Morris, 1975; Spector & Jex, 1998). Poor conflict management skills Interfere not 
only with social cohesion but also with one's sense of morale, life satisfaction and self efficacy 
(Schwenk & Cosier, 1993; Levine & Moreland, 1990).
Rahim & Magner (1995) have suggested that there are five ways of managing Interpersonal 
conflict, some of which are associated with Interpersonal functioning. For example, dominating 
behaviour, which consists of aggressive forceful ness In order to win one's position, has been 
associated with poor Interpersonal relationships because this behaviour falls to take Into 
account the experience of the other (Rahim & Magner, 1995). Other studies confirm the link 
between Interpersonal conflict and dominant behaviour (Putnam, 1992). Research has 
suggested that Individuals who tend to be assertive and compromising are better at managing 
Interpersonal conflict and enjoy better quality relationships (Thomas, 1992). Likewise, 
responding to conflict with an integrating solution which consists of demonstrating concern for 
oneself In addition to others, has been shown to be most related to the reduction of 
Interpersonal conflict and contribution to quality relationships (Sandy et al., 2000). There Is 
mixed support for the Impact of conflict avoidance on relationship quality. Some studies have 
suggested that conflict avoidance Is adaptive and can even reaffirm already effective 
relationships In collectivist societies such as China due to their relationship oriented values 
(Tjosvold & Sun, 2002). However In Western population samples, conflict avoidance has been 
shown to hinder positive relationships (Nemeth & Straw, 1989). In contrast to the Eastern 
societies. In the West, conflict avoidance Is reported to be undesirable In every context (Evan, 
1965).
Fortunately, none of these behaviours are fixed or static. For example, behaviourists (Skinner, 
1991) suggest that conflict avoidance Is a result of negative reinforcement where conflict has 
come to be associated with past rejection (such as being given the 'silent treatment' or even 
abandonment). As such, conflict avoidance may be understood as learned, and therefore may 
be unlearned. Psychodynamic theories offers similar perspectives; securely attached 
Individuals, who In their early years of development have absorbed messages that their needs 
will be taken seriously, will be more resilient and creative during conflict and enjoy better 
quality relationships (Bateman et al., 2000). However, this perspective also holds that
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insecurely attached individuals who absorb messages from a young age that their needs will not 
be met, are not equipped to survive the inherent difficulties of conflict. These individuals may 
therefore prefer to cope with difficulty by avoidance. Indeed, psychotherapeutic Interventions 
may be focused on nurturing the ability to tolerate the risk of Interpersonal conflict (Sandy et 
al., 2000).
Given the Importance of good relationships at work for one's psychological well-being, the aim 
of this study Is to better understand an unexplored factor that may be associated with 
relationship quality. Specifically, this research focuses on flexibility In conflict management and 
the ability to adapt to conflict by employing a wide range of Interpersonal response styles.
The present study focuses on Interpersonal relationships within a workplace context. Previous 
empirical research has demonstrated the crucial role workplace relationships play In 
maintaining psychological well being. Moreover, there Is evidence to suggest that psychological 
and physical wellbeing are significantly determined by positive social Interactions and good 
Interpersonal relationships In the workplace (Furnham, 1990). Given that most adults work for 
a significant proportion of their lives. Interacting with a wide variety of personalities, 
understanding Interpersonal relationships In the work context holds Important Implications for 
the field of Counselling Psychology.
Prior to exploring how flexibility In response to conflict can be an adaptive social skill. It Is 
necessary to understand how conflict may arise In the first Instance. From this perspective, a 
brief discussion of Interpersonal Theory can be useful. Interpersonal theory has had Input from 
a number of domains Including psychotherapy (Andrews, 1991; Beler & Young, 1984; Benjamin, 
1993; Hurley, 1990; Kelsler, 1988,1992; Soldz et. al. 1993; Strupp & Binder, 1984) social 
psychology (Moskowlstz, 1994; Buss et al., 1987; Gifford, 1991) and personality research 
(Horrowltz & Vltkus, 1986; Kelsler, 1982,1983; Orford, 1986; Wiggins, 1979; Carson, 1969). The 
Theory proposes that all social Interaction can be characterised In terms of the behaviours 
depicted In the Interpersonal circumplex model (IPC). This model has been supported by 
several decades of psychological research (Carson, 1969; Foa, 1961; Kelsler, 1982,1983; Leary, 
1957; Sullivan, 1953; Wiggins, 1982). The IPC model describes social Interactions as 
negotiations In overt behaviour (Gurtman, 1992). The dimensions of Interpersonal behaviour 
depicted by the IPC model are shown In Figure 1.
Interpersonal Theory assumes that Individuals Influence each other reciprocally and thus social 
Interactions either Invite or elicit particular reactions from another lndlvldual(Carson, 1969). In
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essence, the Theory describes how, in any relationship, one person's behaviour (for example, 
dominance) may naturally elicit the opposite behaviour in another (for example, 
submissiveness). If the responder resists this natural reaction (for example, dominance + 
dominance) tension is created and this can lead to conflict.
Some theories explain interpersonal tendencies by means of personal traits. That is to say, how 
one behaves or interacts is due to particular character traits. In contrast. Interpersonal Theory 
suggests that whilst tendencies are rooted in personality traits, they are not static. Individuals 
have a large variety of interpersonal behaviours and therefore a deeper understanding of 
personal traits associated with flexibility, interpersonal conflict and interactions may be of 
benefit to psychologists.
Figure 1. The 1982 Interpersonal Circle (Kiesler, 1983)
According to Leary (1957), such a simplistic perspective on traits which are static, would ignore 
the individual's ability to adapt according to need. As such, personal characteristics may be 
more appropriately conceptualised as abilities rather than traits, in that an individual's 
tendency to respond in a certain way is a function of the context in which they find themselves.
An example of this is an individual who is reluctant to dominate a colleague in the presence of
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their manager. This individual may be capable of a dominant response, but is not motivated to 
enact this response. However this same individual who scores highly on dominating would not 
also score highly on nurturing. As such, an understanding of this person's interpersonal 
flexibility and their ability to adapt their behaviour according to need is neglected.
Conflict management is complex. The influence of interpersonal styles on conflict has been 
examined in previous literature (Rahim, 1983). Flexibility research suggests that conflict 
management styles may be limited in their ability to predict positive interpersonal relationships 
and that the ability to be flexible in accordance with situational demands may be an important 
factor which has been overlooked (Leary, 1957). Leary (1957) defined interpersonal flexibility 
as the degree to which an individual can utilise a variety of interpersonal behaviours in 
response to situational context. Personality theorists have cited interpersonal flexibility as 
adaptive behaviour and as a crucial component of a healthy personality (see review by Scott, 
1968). However, in the literature it seems there is little consensus on how the tendency to vary 
one's behaviour in any given situation is related to psychological adjustment and positive 
interpersonal relationships. Few investigators have researched the influence of interpersonal 
flexibility on the occurrence of conflict and relationship quality, and currently, the concept of 
flexibility remains elusive. Emotion theorists (Barrett & Gross; 2001, Bonanno, 2001) have 
noted that psychological adjustment is positively influenced not by whether one expresses or 
suppresses emotional expression per se, but whether they have the ability to do so flexibly and 
in accordance with situational context. Thus, the extent to which an individual may employ a 
range of interpersonal behaviours in any given situation, and the degree of their interpersonal 
flexibility or rigidity is a concept that is potentially important in understanding interpersonal 
relationship quality. However
"The concept has not been well defined in the psychological literature and thus, flexibility
is difficult to measure, predict and teach effectively" (Pulakos et al., 2000 p.612).
Psychotherapy theorists have asserted that individuals who experience pervasive interpersonal 
problems tend to exhibit a restricted range of interpersonal behaviours (Keisler, 1982). Due to 
the fundamental importance of interpersonal relations have within both workplace 
environments and an individual's wider life, a greater understanding of interpersonal flexibility 
may help psychologists to understand and nurture this ability. Indeed, research has suggested 
that individuals who are adept at demonstrating flexibility in response to a variety of individuals 
and interactions enjoy greater relationship quality (Block, 1961). Moreover, in psychotherapy
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treatment, the therapist's goal is often to increase the range of the client's interpersonal 
behaviour (Carson, 1969). This study sought to explore the hypothesis that an individual 
possesses more than one dominant mode of interpersonal behaviour and that interpersonal 
flexibility is equally important in understanding the ability to develop and nurture healthy 
relationships. Given that flexibility is a quality that can be learned rather than being genetic, an 
understanding of the connection between interpersonal flexibility and relationship quality 
could potentially inform psychologists in both clinical practice and workplace training.
The present study
The aim of this research project was to expand upon past research both methodologically and 
theoretically. Situational Judgement Test (SJT) literature (Schmit & Ryan, 1992) and Attribution 
Theory (Heider, 1958) were referred to in designing the flexibility measure used in this study. 
One of the first areas of investigation was to examine whether flexibility in conflict 
management could be measured by adapting the SJT methodology. SJTs are a type of 
psychological test which present the participant with a hypothetical but realistic scenario 
(Schmit & Ryan, 1992). Participants are asked to identify an appropriate response, generally in 
a multiple choice format (Hoare et al., 1998). Like other SJTs, the situations designed for this 
study would use tailor-made situations and as such, the situations were designed to depict 
tension eliciting and conflict provoking social situations in a generic work place. The method of 
SJTs has will be adapted in this study by adding new contextual information for the participant 
to respond to. A flexibility score could then be calculated by whether participants change their 
responses in accordance with the new context.
Situational judgement tests are typically designed to tap into multiple constructs (Schmidt & 
Ryan, 1992). As previously discussed, a number of traits have been associated with conflict 
management and relationship quality. Relationship quality is helped by assertive and 
compromising behaviour and hindered by conflict avoidance and dominance (Putnam & Roloff, 
1992; Schmidt & Ryan, 1992; Nemeth & Straw, 1989; Evan, 1965; Schwenk & Cosier, 1993; 
Levine & Moreland, 1990). As such, the constructs measured by the SJTs in this study were 
avoidance, assertiveness, compromise and dominance.
Attribution Theory is concerned with how an individual understands their world. According to 
Heider (1958), individuals yearn to make sense of interpersonal events by attributing them to
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characteristics of the environment or to the other individuars disposition. Thus, in order to 
cope and maintain a sense of control, individuals attribute a number of explanations or causes 
to explain the behaviour of others (Heider, 1958). These attributions are classified as either 
internal or external (Sparkman et al., 1980).
Consistency, that is to say, the degree to which one exhibits the same behaviour on different 
occasions, and distinctiveness, that is to say, the degree to which one exhibits different 
behaviours with different people or the same behaviours with the same people, play an 
important part in the behavioural response of others (Kelley, 1967, as cited in Sparkman et al., 
1980). There is a three stage process underlying attribution. Firstly, individuals perceive the 
other's behaviour. Secondly, a judgement takes place; deliberateness is determined and a 
judgment on whether the other's behaviour was performed intentionally or not is made. 
Finally, an attribution is made. If it is inferred that the other's behaviour was forced, the cause 
is attributed to the situation. If it is interred that the other's behaviour was not forced, the 
cause is attributed to the behaviour (Kelley, 1967, as cited in Sparkman et al., 1980). In this 
study, three pieces of additional information were systematically varied throughout the 
situational judgement vignettes in order to vary whether the behaviour was attributable to the 
situation or the individual.
The researcher was also interested in examining (1) the association between flexibility in 
conflict management and relationship quality in a workplace setting (2) the association 
between flexibility in conflict management and occurrence of conflict in a workplace setting. 
After considering the theoretical and empirical findings discussed above, two hypotheses were 
proposed:
Hypothesis One - Greater flexibility in conflict management is associated less conflict.
Hypothesis Two - Greater flexibility in conflict management is associated with better 
relationship quality.
An alternative hypothesis was also explored - that it is not high or low scorers of flexibility who 
fare best, but rather that it is those who have moderate flexibility scores, who may be less 
reactive to situations and more coherent in their interpersonal responses, have better 
relationship quality.
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Method
Participants
This study collected data from 116 participants. I l l  of these participants consisted of working 
adults from private and public sector organisations from the UK and Canada and 5 were 
postgraduate business and management students from a British University. The majority of 
participants were female (64% female, 36% male). The mean age of the participants 
represented in this study was 42 years old (SD=14.3); the youngest participant being 19 years 
and the oldest participant being 77 years of age. The sample consisted of 48% individuals with 
managerial responsibility and 52% without managerial responsibility. 85% of the sample was 
White, 7% Asian, 4% Afro Caribbean and 6% 'Other'. Most participants reported that they had 
obtained higher level education qualifications. 83% of participants reported they had 
undergraduate or postgraduate degrees.
Design
The correlational design consisted of six variables: flexibility in conflict management, 
relationship quality, conflict, interpersonal conflict management style, personality, and self­
esteem.
Measures
Demographic information
Relevant demographic information was obtained by asking participants to report their age, 
gender, education level and managerial responsibility.
Flexibility
An exploratory measure was created by writing four vignettes depicting social situations which 
may elicit conflict according to the methodology of Situational Judgement Tests. The vignettes 
were written to represent potential everyday problem situations which might take place in a 
work setting. Care was taken to ensure they would not be industry specific. Instructions 
encouraged participants to imagine themselves in the described situation and select how likely 
they would be to endorse each of the four response styles. Participants were asked to imagine 
themselves in the situations and on a 7-point Likert scale, to rate how likely they were to use
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one of four responses from 1 (I would never respond like this) to 7 (I would always respond like 
this).
The four response styles measured were Avoidance, Compromising, Assertiveness and 
Dominating. Avoidance was defined as withdrawing from conflict, sidestepping and ignoring 
conflict situations. Assertiveness was defined as acting to get what one wants or 
communicating what one wants in a way that respects the rights and feelings of other people. 
Compromising was defined as being open to settling differences by each party making 
concessions. Lastly, Dominating was defined as aggressive forcefulness in order to win one's 
position.
The flexibility measure was designed as an exploratory method of measuring//ex/M/ty in 
conflict management by providing a measure of the extent to which participants adjusted their 
responses in accordance with contextual factors. The researcher's primary interest was to 
investigate the relationship between flexibility in conflict management and relationship quality. 
In order to do so, the researcher needed to compute the scores for Flexibility. This was done by 
calculating whether participants adapted their responses in accordance with situational factors. 
Participants were asked to respond to a situation. They were then given additional information 
about the difficult person in question and asked to choose how they might respond in light of 
the new information.
Each of the four vignettes designed contained three systematically varied pieces of additional 
information in order to prompt participants to consider their original response style. The 
information that was varied pertained to:
(1) Social context (for example, "Sam is a trainee student" or "because of organisational 
restructuring, Pat has been forced to temporarily manage two people's jobs)
(2) Information about the other person (for example, "Pat has been competing with you" or 
"Rob tends to become defensive when challenged)
(3) Patterns of behaviour (for example, "This resistance has happened before several times"/
Each situation involved a problem with a work colleague. In order to avoid conveying to 
participants that they should change their original response, instructions suggested the 
following: "in some cases it might be worth changing your response and in other cases, it might
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not be worth changing your response". Participants were asked to respond to each of the 4 
vignettes as honestly as possible.
Conflict coping style
The SJT in this study provided a measure of a general tendency to endorse one of four 
interpersonal behaviours in response to conflict. The four response behaviours measured 
across the flexibility scale consisted of (and were labelled) Tendency to Avoid Conflict (AvoidC), 
Tendency to be Assertive (Assertiveness), Tendency to Compromise (Compromising) and 
Tendency to be Dominating (Dominating).
Cronbach alpha of above .70 were obtained for each sub factor and are displayed in Table 1. 
This suggested that they were tapping a reliable measure of tendency to endorse each 
behavioural response.
Conflict management style
Avoidant and Integrating response styles to conflict were measured using the Rahim 
Organizational Conflict Inventory (1983). The two labels are described as follows: Integrating 
refers to a concern for oneself in addition to others when involved in conflict (Rahim & Magner, 
1995). The construct is concerned with collaboration between individuals, openness, exchange 
of information, and attention to difference in order to reach a mutually agreeable solution for 
all individuals involved (Rahim & Magner, 1995). Avoidant involves minimal concern for oneself 
in addition to the others when involved in conflict. The construct is concerned with
"Withdrawal, passing the buck, sidestepping or see no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil 
situations" (Rahim & Magner, 1995 p.465).
The internal consistency for these subscales ranged from.65 to .80 (Rahim, 1983). The two 
subscales consisted of a Likert scale with answers on a seven-point scale from strongly disagree 
to strongly agree. Participants were asked to rate how much the statements represent them.
An example of the Integrating subscale is "I try to investigate an issue with my colleagues to 
find a solution acceptable to us". An example of the Avo/c/ont subscale is "I try to keep my 
disagreement with my colleagues to myself in order to avoid hard feelings".
As shown in Table 1, the internal consistency for this scale using the measure with participants 
in this study was .85 for Integrating and .83 for Avoidant.
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Relationship quality
Relationship quality was measured using the Job Satisfaction Survey (JSS) (Spector, 1985) which 
measures quality of relationships and job satisfaction at work. The co-workers subscale was 
chosen to measure positive and negative features of working relationships with co-workers and 
supervisors. The co-workers subscale has a reported coefficient alpha of .60 (Spector, 1985).
The subscale was adapted to include additional items in order to obtain a more robust measure 
of Relationship Quality. Two separate relationship quality variables were calculated from this 
subscale; one for colleagues {RQ Colleagues) and one for supervisory relationships {RQ 
Supervisor).
As depicted in Table 1, using the sample in this study, the internal consistency for RQ 
Colleagues was .81 and for RQ Supervisor, .87.
Questions included items such as "I enjoy my co-workers". Additional items added to reflect 
relationship quality included statements such as "I have warm relationships with colleagues at 
work", and negatively loading items included questions such as "I do not enjoy working with my 
colleagues". Participants responded to the items on a scale ranging from 1 (Disagree very 
much) to 7 (Agree very much). Ratings were based on how true participants felt each 
statement was for them when comparing themselves to other employees of similar rank and 
experience.
Personality
Personality was measured using the Ten Item Personality Inventory which assesses the Big 5 
personality dimensions using two items per personality dimension (Gosling et al., 2003). The 
10-item inventory asks participants to rate themselves on the degree to which the traits 
describe them by responding on a 7-point Likert scale. The subscales measured in this study 
were Extraversion, Agreeableness and Openness to experience.
The reported internal reliability of the extraversion subscale in this study was .71, for openness, 
.21 and for agreeableness, .41. Although inferior to standard multi-item personality 
instruments, the TIPI has a reported high level of test-retest reliability and convergence with 
Big-Five measurements. This test was chosen on the basis that personality is not a primary 
topic of interest in this study and therefore, a short measure would be necessary in order to 
diminish the potential of participant boredom effect when filling in the entire questionnaire. An 
example item for trait Agreeob/eness is "Critical, quarrelsome".
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Self-esteem
Self-esteem was measured using the Rosenberg Self-Esteem scale (1965). The scale consists of 
10 items answered on a 4-point scale; — from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree". Example 
items include "I wish I could have more respect for myself' and "I am able to do things as well 
as most other people". The internal consistency in this study was .86 as depicted in Table 1.
Conflict
Conflict was measured using the Network of Relationship Inventory (NRI) (Furman, 1996). The 
'conflict and antagonism' sub factor was chosen and adapted to the workplace by replacing the 
word "friend" with "colleague" and removing certain words that may not apply as much to the 
workplace as to relationships with friends. For example the question "How much do you and 
your friends disagree and quarrel" was adapted to read "How much do you and your colleagues 
disagree". Participants were asked to indicate how true each statement was for them, 
comparing themselves to other employees of similar rank and experience. The responses were 
recorded on a 7-point Likert scale from "Not at All" to "Extremely Often". The internal 
consistency for this scale using participants in this study was .86 (as shown in Table 1).
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Table 1: Internal consistency (alpha) of variables used in this study
M easure V ariab le C ronbach
A lpha
N um ber o f 
Item s
Situational Judgement Test Avoidance .87 16
Situational Judgement Test Assertive .84 16
Situational Judgement Test Compromising .86 16
Situational Judgement Test Dominating .90 16
ROC I-II Integrating .85 7
ROC I-II Avoiding .83 7
JSS RQ Colleague .81 10
JSS RQ Supervisor .87 4
NRI Conflict .86 6
Note: Situational Judgement Test = Exploratory Situational Judgement Tests designed for this study; R O C I-II = Rahim  
Organisational Conflict Inventory-11; JSS  = Spector Job Satisfaction Survey; N R I = Network o f Relationships Inventory
Procedure
Participants from the United Kingdom and Canada were contacted via an email sent to work 
email addresses within both private and public sector workplaces. An additional email was sent 
to final-year management students at a British University. Participants were informed that 
research was being conducted by a doctoral student running an online study on managing 
challenging social situations in the workplace. The word flexibility was not used in the brief in 
order to avoid suggesting to participants that this was the task. It was suggested that 
participants might be interested in participating to consider how they would deal with similar 
challenges at work. A chance to win a £30 prize draw was also offered to participants who 
entered their email address.
Participants were informed that the study would take approximately 15 minutes to complete or 
up to an hour if it was used as a self-reflection exercise. It was also suggested that they might 
find it useful to discuss their responses with colleagues, and to pass the questionnaire on to 
others to complete.
Participants clicked on a web link to access the questionnaire and were asked to give consent 
according to the guidelines recommended by the University of Surrey (the appendix contains 
full details of informed consent). Individuals who agreed to participate read and confirmed 
their informed consent online before being given access to the questionnaire. Participants 
were offered the opportunity to obtain generalised results of the study. Contact details of the 
researchers were made available on the questionnaire.
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In order to measure flexibility, the researcher wanted to measure whether participants changed 
their answers in response to additional information about the person or context. Flexibility was 
measured by awarding participants a score o f+1 if they moved in the direction expected prior 
to administering the questionnaire. If participants moved their response (but in the opposite 
direction to that which was expected) participants were penalised with a -1 score. No 
movement was awarded a score of 0. The scores were added up for each participant in order 
to obtain an average score of flexibility for each participant.
A second method of calculating Flexibility {Flexibility 2) was conducted by calculating the total 
movement made by each participant rather than by breaking up the construct into +1, 0 and -1 
scores.
Results
A Pearson's correlation analysis was employed to examine the relationships between the 
following variables: Flexibility in Conflict Management (calculated using multiple methods as 
discussed in the methods section of this report), three relationship quality variables 
(Relationship Quality with Supervisor, Relationship Quality with Colleagues), a measure of 
tendency to experience Conflict, two styles of handling interpersonal conflict (Integrating, 
Avoiding), three personality traits (Extraversion, Openness and Agreeableness) and Self-Esteem. 
Incomplete questionnaires were eliminated from the analysis.
Descriptives:
Mean scores were calculated for each of the scales. The results are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2
Descriptive statistics of variables measured in the online questionnaire.
Variable # Items Minimum Maximum Mean SD
Avoidance 16 1 7
3.92 1.04
Assertiveness 16 2 7
4.96 0.84
Compromising 16 2 7
5.09 0.85
Dominating 16 1 5
2,92 1.04
Avoiding 7 9 49 31.99 8.60
Integrating 7 26 49 41.90 5.31
RQ Colleagues 10 3 7 5.90 0.73
RQ Supervisor 4 2 7 6.09 1.06
RQ Overall 16 16 72 33.04 11.08
Conflict 6 6 34 15.42 4.54
Self-Esteem 10 11 32 23.40 4.66
Extraversion 2 2 14 9.68 3.07
Openness 2 7 14 11.22 2.06
Agreeableness 2 5 14 11.59 2.06
Descriptive statistics were calculated for the Flexibility scores. The Flexibility scores were 
approximately normally distributed. The minimum Flexibility score was 1 and the maximum 
Flexibility score was 30. With a mean score of 15.52 (SD=6), the histogram suggested that fewer 
people scored highly or lowly on Flexibility. The results can be seen in the histogram depicted in 
Graph 1.
Graph 1:
Distribution of Flexibility Scores
Distribution of Total Flexibllty Scores
to 00 20.ÛÜ 30 00
TOTAL FLEXIBILITY
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The mean scores for each of the components of the Flexibility Scale, AvoidC Flexibility, 
Assertiveness Flexibility, Compromising Flexibility and Dominating Flexibility were calculated. 
The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3
Descriptive statistics for component scores of fiexMity 
Descriptive Statistics: Separate Flexibility Scores
Mean Std. Deviation N
Avoidance
Flexibility 1.65 3.55 116
Assertive
Flexibility 2.60 4.55 116
Compromising
Flexibility
0.93 4.61 116
Dominating
Flexibility
4.12 5.53 116
•  Statistical analysis and data
Exploratory analyses were conducted in order to determine whether the component flexibility 
scores were normally distributed in order to satisfy parametric assumption. Normal Q-Q plots 
depicted a near normal distribution for each of the variables measured.
In computing the Flexibility score, ambiguous items were excluded from further analysis. The 
majority of participants changed their responses in the expected direction of change, or did not 
change their response (that is to say, no flexibility demonstrated). In other cases, when there 
was no clear movement in flexibility between the items, the researcher re-examined the 
flexibility scale and the expected direction of hypothesis. Analysis of direction of movement 
which resulted in frequency distribution of scores which were approximately equally divided 
between positive, negative, and no movement choices were considered ambiguous. These 
items were removed from further analysis of the flexibility score. For example, in situation 1 
upon learning that Rob had accumulated 20 years of experience, it was expected that this 
information might add some weight to his assertion that his figures did not need to be checked. 
However, it might also be that some people always work out the figures themselves because 
they are conscientious and they want to know for sure. Perhaps this may not be a measure of
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conflict avoidance but alternatively, may be measuring one's level of contentiousness. A total 
of eighteen items were considered ambiguous and removed from the flexibility score.
In order to explore whether flexibility may be demonstrated within response styles but not 
across Dominant, Assertive, Compromising and AvoidC, a separate flexibility score was 
calculated for each of the four response tendencies.
In addition, the possibility of a non-linear relationship between flexibility and relationship 
quality was explored. In order to achieve this, flexibility scores were divided into three groups 
in order to get a measure for high, medium and low scorers. The researcher was interested in 
understanding whether mean scorers fared the best in relationship quality and experience of 
conflict with others.
Inferential statistics
Pearson's correlations between all the variables measured are displayed in Table 4.
Table 4:
Correlation of variables measured
fsteasure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1. RQ Supervisor
2, RQ Colleagues .5 2 "
3. Conflict -.4 5 " -.5 2 "
4. Self Esteem -.14 -.11 .09
5. Integrating .2 7 " .5 0 " -.16 .08
6. Avoiding -.24* -.28** .02 .08 -.21*
7. Agreeableness .3 0 " .36** -.35** .05 .65*’ -.05
8. Openness -.05 -.03 .08 -.13 .16 -.22* .13
9. Extraversion .14 .2 8 " .00 -.19* .21* -.21* .13 .25**
Note: RQ Smervisa = Rela^onship Qua^îy with St/perv/sar; RQ Cdleagues = Relatbnship CHjaSty with CoSeagues
Integrating was found to be positively related to relationship quality whereas Avoidant was 
negatively related to relationship quality; a significant positive correlation was found between 
RQ Supervisor and Integrating (r=.27, p<.01), and RQ Colleagues and Integrating (r=.50, p<.01). 
A significant negative correlation was found between Avoidant and RQ Supervisor (r=-.24, 
p<.01) and Avoidant and RQ Colleagues (r=-.29, p<.01).
I l l
Incidence of conflict was negatively associated with relationship quality; a significant negative 
correlation was found between both relationship quality variables and Conflict with the 
correlation between Conflict and RQ Overall being (r=-.62, p<.01), Conflict and RQ Colleague 
(r=-.52, p<.01), and Conflict and RQ Supervisor (r=-.45, p<.01).
An additional Pearson's correlation analysis was conducted to gain further insight into the 
interpersonal conflict management styles measured by the flexibility scale and Relationship 
Quality.
Table 5 displays this correlation matrix.
Table 5:
Correlation of relationship quality with exploratory coping style variables
Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1, RQ Supervisor
2. RQ Colleagues .5 2 "
3. Conflict -.4 5" -.52**
4. Avoidance -.19* -.15 .07
5. Assertiveness .29** .18 -.08 -.02
8. Compromising -.13 -.16 -.05 .06 .65**
7. Dominating .11 .08 -.01 ,06 .24** .02
Note: RQ Sup&viscr =  Rela^onshlp Qua^ty witt) Supervisor; RQ Colleagues =  R^atbr^h ip  QuaSty witti CoSeagues
The results from the Pearson's Correlation Analysis revealed that Assert/Veness was positively 
associated with Relationship Quality and AvoidC was negatively associated with Relationship 
Quality; a significant negative correlation was found between AvoidC as measured by the 
flexibility scale and RQ Supervisor (r=-.19, p<.01), and a significant positive correlation was 
found between Assertiveness and RQ Supervisor (r=.29, p<.01). No significant relationship was 
found between Assertiveness and RQ Colleagues (r=.18, ns).
Compromising and Dominating, measured by the flexibility scale, did not correlate with Conflict 
or any of the Relationship QW/ty variables; both Compromising and RQ Supervisor/Colleagues 
(r=-.13, ns/r=.16, ns) and Dominating and RQ Supervisor/Colleague (r= -.ll, ns/-.08, ns) were not 
significantly correlated.
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In order to gain further insight into the four measures obtained from the flexibility measure and 
how it correlates with the Rahim Organisational Conflict Inventory, a correlation analysis was 
conducted between the Flexibility scale constructs of AvoidC, Assertiveness, Compromising and 
Dominating with Integrating and Avoiding. It was expected that Integrating would correlate 
with Compromising and that AvoidC would correlate with Avoiding. The results of the Pearson's 
Correlation analysis between the components of the Flexibility Scale and Personality are shown 
in Table 6.
Table 6:
Correlation between Flexibility Scale Components, Rahim Conflict Management St^'le Components, 
Personality and Self-Esteem
Measure Avoid Asser Comp Dom
Integrating -.13 .35*’ .33** -.16
Avoiding .2 4 " -.18 -.04 .06
Agreeableness -.13 .12 .20* -.26**
Openness .03 .17 .16 .11
Extraversion .03 .13 .22* -.04
Note: A vd d  = Ava'dance as measured by the exporatory SJT, Asser = Assmiveness as measured by the expiaatory SJT, 
Conw  = Conwomising as measured by the exp^aatory SJT, Dom = Dominance as measured by the explœaîory SJT.
As expected, the Pearson's Correlation analysis revealed a significant positive relationship 
between AvoidC (as measured by the Flexibility Scale) and Avoidant (as measured by Rahim 
Conflict Management Scale), (r=.24, p<.01). In addition, a significant positive relationship was 
found between Compromising (as measured by the Flexibility Scale) and Integrating (as 
measured by Rahim Conflict Management Scale), (r=.33, p<.01).
A Pearson's correlation analysis was used to examine the main hypothesis. The relationship 
between flexibility in conflict management, conflict management style as measured by the 
Rahim Organisational Conflict Inventory and by the Situational Judgement Tests, and 
relationship quality are displayed in Table 7.
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Table 7
Correlation matrix of flexibility scores, relationship quality conflict & conflict management style
M easure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1. Flexibility
2. Flexibility 2 24**
3. RQ Colleagues -.17 -.12
4. RQ Supervisor -.14 -.08 .52**
5. Integrating -.23* -.09 .50** .27**
6. Avoiding .19* .08 .29** -.26* -.21*
7. Avoidance .39** .66** -.15 -.08 -.16 .09
8. Assertiveness .28** .33** .07 .06 .14 .05 .14
9. Compromising .32 .60** -.02 -.11 -.17 -.02 .34** -.12
lO.Dominating .37** .70** -.05 .06 -.08 .09 .29 -.01 .24
Note: Correlation Is significant at the 0.01 level (2 tailed). *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
No significant correlations were found between either of the flexibility scores and relationship 
quality. However, Integrating was significantly negatively correlated with Flexibility! (r=-.23, 
p<.05) and Avoidance was positively correlated with Flexibility 1 (r=.39, p<.01). Additionally, 
Dominating (r=.37, p<.01) and Assertiveness (r=.28, p<.01) were positively correlated with 
Flexibility 1.
Component Flexibility scores were correlated with Relationship Quality. The results were 
calculated using Pearson's Correlation analysis and are displayed in Table 8.
Table 8:
Correlations of component flexibility scores and relationship quality
A vo idan ce
Flexib ility
A ssertiveness
Flexib ility
C om prom ising
Flexib ility
D om inating
Flexib ility
RQ
Supervisor
-.12 -.09 -.11 -.04
RQ
Colleagues
-.18 .12 -.18 -.05
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No significant correlations between the component flexibility scores and relationship quality 
were found.
The results of the Pearson's correlation analysis between low medium and high scorers of 
Flexibility and Relationship Quality and Conflict are displayed in Table 9.
Table 9:
Correlations and Descriptive Statistics o f low, medium and high interpersonal flexibility, 
relationship quality and conflict
Flexib ility
S core
M ean (and
S tandard
D eviation)
RQ C olleagues RQ S up erv iso r C on flic t
Low  (n=42) -1 .68
(S D =4.68)
.08 .21 .10
M edium  (n=40) 6.02
(S D =1.82)
-.13 .13 .19
High (n=34) 19.71
(S D =10.04)
-.15 -.30 .18
The Pearson correlation analysis did not demonstrate a significant relationship between low, 
medium or high scorers on the flexibility score and relationship quality, or tendency to 
experience conflict.
Discussion
This study was designed to extend past research on interpersonal relationships and conflict 
management. Specifically, it was concerned with research which has suggested that flexibility 
in conflict management may offer key insights into understanding interpersonal relations, and 
that it is central to a healthy personality (Scott, 1968). It sought to investigate the possibility 
that conflict management styles measured as static traits may be limited in their ability to 
predict positive interpersonal relationships. Two hypotheses were explored. The first was that 
the ability to adjust behaviour in accordance with situational context or interpersonal situations 
may be positively associated with relationship quality. The second was that flexibility in conflict 
management style may be associated with fewer incidences of conflict with others.
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Flexibility was evaluated using an exploratory measure both designed for, and used for the first 
time in this study. As such, flexibility was calculated in a number of different ways (as discussed 
in the method section of this report). The results of this study did not support the hypothesis, 
drawn from personality theorists who cite flexibility as being central to a healthy personality, 
and that higher levels of flexibility in conflict management are associated with better 
interpersonal relations.
The second hypothesis, drawn from behaviourism, psychodynamic and interpersonal theory 
referred to research on behavioural rigidity which suggests that individuals who experience 
pervasive interpersonal problems tend to exhibit a restricted range of interpersonal behaviours 
and experience more conflict with others (Keisler, 1992). Again, the results did not support 
these statements or the hypothesis that greater flexibility is associated with less conflict. In 
previous research, conflict avoidance has been associated with poorer relationships. In the 
present study, as relationship was found between conflict avoidance and relationships -  
however, an inverse relationship was found. Conflict avoidance was associated with poorer 
relationships but not poorer levels of flexibility. In fact, conflict avoidance was associated with 
greater interpersonal flexibility.
Similarly, previous research has asserted that individuals who poses integrating response styles 
to conflict with better interpersonal relationships. These finding were replicated in this study, 
where integrating was associated with better relationships. However, integrating and better 
relationships were not associated with greater levels of interpersonal flexibility. Instead, 
greater flexibility scores were associated with lower levels of integrating and poorer 
relationships.
With regard to the exploratory flexibility measure designed for this study, avoidance was found 
to be associated with conflict avoidance scores (measured by the exploratory SJTs designed for 
this study). Likewise integrating (measured by the ROCI-II) was associated with compromising 
(measured by the exploratory SJTs). The fact that both avoidance scores were negatively 
associated with relationship quality and both compromising and integrating scores were 
positively related with relationship quality supports empirical research and further adds weight 
to the suggestion that interpersonal flexibility is not significantly associated with conflict or 
positive interpersonal relationships.
Overall, the results of this study would suggest a number of possibilities. Firstly, they suggest 
that that there is no single dimension of flexibility in conflict management. Although
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personality theorists cite flexibility as being central to the healthy personality (Scott, 1968) the 
present results suggest that perhaps interpersonal flexibility does not apply to flexibility in 
conflict management. Further research could ascertain whether flexibility in conflict 
management is associated with unfavourable interpersonal incoherence or to a weakness of 
character. An alternative perspective which takes into account both the assertions made by 
previous researchers and the results of the present study would be that increasing flexibility is 
adaptive only up until a point, after which one may be experienced as insincere, inconsistent or 
neither one nor the other. This would suggest that a more coherent conflict management style 
is more effective. Further research may ascertain what these appropriate levels of flexibility 
may be because although the analysis did not fund support for a positive relationship between 
flexibility and conflict management, nor did they indicate a negative relationship.
In evaluating this research, a number of limitations may be highlighted. Firstly, a number of 
challenges inherent in short-term investigations severely limited the explanatory power of this 
report. Due to time constraints, conducting a pilot study on the flexibility measure was not 
feasible. A pilot study may have aided the development of a more effective and focused 
questionnaire in exploring the hypotheses without the need to eliminate a number of items 
considered during the analysis as ambiguous. It could therefore be premature to assume that 
flexibility in conflict management does not have an important impact on the occurrence of 
conflict and on relationship quality. Secondly, the flexibility measure in this study relied upon 
participants' self-report. It may be that a self-report online questionnaire is limited in its 
robustness in measuring this construct and that an alternative design may offer a more precise 
measure of the variables of interest in this study. It is possible that previous questions affected 
the emotions of participants and as a result, their subsequent responses may have been 
overshadowed by one single new piece of information. Moreover, the questionnaire itself was 
complex and required a degree of reflection to complete. Therefore, rather than ask 
participants to decide how they might respond by providing them with four response styles at a 
time, it may be less taxing to ask participants about how they might change a single response 
style across a number of situations. As such, the self-report measure used in this study may 
have yielded different results due to a less taxing method of self-report.
Additionally, it is possible that a laboratory study may potentially eliminate any boredom that 
accompanies filling in self-report questionnaires and would allow for the addition of peer and 
observer ratings. Due to financial and time constraints it was not feasible to incorporate 
observer and peer ratings into the design of this study. Future research could include observer
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ratings of behaviour and peer ratings of the participants' flexibility. This would allow flexibility 
to be measured as experienced by others. However by their nature, observer ratings are not 
always suitable for measuring complex behaviour or subtle changes. Thus, these ratings may 
be a more appropriate measure of behavioural rigidity than behavioural flexibility. That is to 
say, perceiving flexibility in another's behaviour may be less obvious than perceiving another's 
rigidity because of the irritation that may result through such interactions. Furthermore, it may 
be easier to recall irritation that results from working with someone who insists on endorsing 
domineering behaviours all the time than the more subtle negotiations made during instances 
of flexibility in conflict management style.
When making attributions, some individuals tend to focus on internal factors while others tend 
to focus on situational factors. It was not possible, due to the time limitations inherent in this 
study, for these differences in perceptual style to be measured. That is to say, it is possible that 
some individuals are more sensitive to situational changes and more flexible in their perceptual 
patterns than individuals who focus on internal factors. For example, it might be that the 
construct of flexibility is tapping into something else such as reactivity. The association found 
between dominating and assertive support this possibility. As an exploratory measure, 
assertive responses may have been attributed to bossy and aggressive response behaviour. 
Future research could attempt to control for this variation in attribution style, perhaps by 
employing a qualitative approach, which would allow these subtle differences to be captured 
by "making sense of and interpreting this phenomenon in terms of the meanings people bring 
to them" (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994).
A further limitation includes the impact of stress and emotive factors inherent in conflict 
situations. It may be that flexibility cannot be adequately measured without a consideration of 
the influence that stress may exert on a situation. Furthermore, self-report measures are 
limited in that they may only tap into theoretical decisions and therefore they may only be 
measuring what participants believe they should do rather than what they would actually do in 
a given emotive situation. Collecting data over time using a longitudinal field investigation 
might enable a measure of flexibility which is not simply a theoretical assumption of what one 
might do.
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Conclusion and summary
Interpersonal flexibility is understood as an ability to adapt behaviour in accordance with 
situational demands and changing interpersonal situations (Leary, 1957). Personality theorists 
have asserted that this ability is directly related to psychological adjustment (Scott, 1968) and 
that maladjustment involves rigidity in interpersonal apparatus and compulsive use of 
inappropriate and inflexible behavioural responses (Leary, 1957). Thus, flexibility literature 
asserts that adjustment is determined by levels of interpersonal flexibility appropriate to the 
situation or context. With regards to the implications for Counselling Psychologists, therapeutic 
interventions are often intended to nurture a range of interpersonal behaviour (Carson, 1969). 
The present study sought to expand these assertions by investigating interpersonal flexibility 
specifically in conflict management. In doing so, interpersonal theory was used to understand 
the nature of conflict and flexibility, and Situational Judgement Test methodology was adopted 
and modified to create a measure of flexibility in conflict management style. Analyses were 
focused on measuring flexibility and its relationship to conflict and relationship quality. The 
results indicated that although the traits related to relationship quality and conflict were found, 
that flexibility in conflict management style is not associated with better relationships or less 
interpersonal conflict. These results suggest that flexibility in conflict management may not be 
significantly related to psychological adjustment. It may be that behavioural variability in 
conflict management is perceived as incoherent behaviour by others and that it is associated 
with a weakness of character. Perhaps greater levels of flexibility in conflict management are 
adaptive only up until a certain point after which one is experienced as incoherent. Future 
research may help to ascertain whether flexibility in conflict management is a relevant aspect 
of interpersonal flexibility. A more sensitive flexibility measure may be used or a different 
study design adopted. For example, a longitudinal field design where observer ratings are also 
incorporated would give a measure of flexibility in conflict management which may be 
inextricably linked to the effects of pressure and stress over time.
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Personal Reflections
I have been interested in emotional intelligence since my undergraduate studies. During this 
time, I worked closely with Professor Adrian Furnham and some of his PhD students conducting 
research on personality and emotional intelligence, what it is, how it might be measured and 
how it related to happiness, performance and personality. I was interested in the subject area 
because I felt excited to be able to understand, measure and promote this human intelligence. 
Indeed, I have always thought that emotional intelligence is like an intangible energy which is 
produced between people when they interact, which is difficult to capture and understand. By 
the same token, its fundamental importance in all areas of our lives inspired me to want to 
know more. Above all, I liked its dynamic properties; that unlike personality or IQ, emotional 
intelligence can be nurtured.
During my experience as a communications manager for a number of different organisations, 
my fascination with the dynamics that occurred beneath the 'words' exchanged in work 
interactions developed. When I came across literature on interpersonal flexibility, I was 
interested in piecing together the puzzle of interpersonal interactions much like adding a new 
tool to conceptualise the complexity of human interaction. Specifically, I am interested in the 
aspect of interpersonal interactions that can be helped which, as a trainee Counselling 
Psychologist, would help me to empower others. As emotional intelligence is an ability that can 
be learned and nurtured, I feel it is an exciting area.
Pursuing research in the field of interpersonal flexibility has paralleled my own personal and 
professional development. That is to say, I have become aware of my own tendency to resort 
to black and white thinking with regard to 'right' and 'wrong' ways to approach situations. It 
has been satisfying to research something which has hypothesised that there is no right way 
and that instead, it is about gauging each situation. Specifically in this case, research has 
suggested that it would not be a case of always dodging conflict, or being more assertive.
Designing the flexibility measure for the purpose of this research was another exercise which 
fostered both my personal and professional development. Certainly, establishing the direction 
of flexibility was often a challenge. Discussion of the situational judgement tests with 
colleagues was an exercise which highlighted my own 'faulty assumptions' as well as an 
inclination to accommodate others. For example, it was often difficult to decide which 
behavioural responses could be construed as 'flexible', and more importantly, more effective in 
the long run. For example, in situation 1 ,1 had considered that if Rob tended to become
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defensive when challenged, people would respond by being less likely to stand their ground 
and explain where the mistakes were -  perhaps believing that there would be little point in 
attempting to penetrate a closed disposition. Personal reflection and discussions with 
colleagues helped me to consider the extent to which my approach to defensive individuals 
might be rooted in personality factors and previous experiences with defensive individuals. 
Clearly, there were a number of possibilities - defensive Rob could shut down and close his 
receptiveness if confronted meaning that standing one's ground would be a relatively pointless 
exercise and that perhaps a warmer less accusatory stance may prove more effective. 
Alternatively, standing one's ground could also be construed as maintaining one's personal 
convictions, boundaries and interpersonal style. It was a challenge to decide which responses 
would equate to greater interpersonal flexibility. As a Counselling Psychology trainee currently 
grappling with psychodynamic theories and theoretical approach, I became aware of the 
temptation to reflect -  to the point of rumination on the vast array of subtle interpersonal 
responses which could result from a single vignette. For example, could going over the figures 
with Rob be construed as trying to accommodate him and giving in to his defensiveness?
Would colluding with his behaviour and glossing over the possibility that he did it wrong be a 
realistic and satisfactory longer term solution? That is to say, it seems equally likely that most 
people would not in fact bother going over the figures with Rob because the sense of 
responsibility that comes from managing others' eccentricities would be unappealing. Overall, 
the vignette design process challenged me to critically reflect on what the conflict and conflict 
management entailed while balancing this process with the impact my current theoretical 
training might have.
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Appendix 1 
Participant consent form and questionnaire
UPWFRSlTYOr
SURREY
Relationships at Work Questionnaire
INFORMED CONSENT
This qwe*iionnalir« rocwses on coding strategies used during difficult social 
situations. I t  is hoped th a t  tjy be tte r  unoerstandirtg the psychology  
underlying these responses, the factors which contnbute to good 
relationships can be b e tte r  understood.
Please complete the qwestiannisire all in one go because if you close it down 
you will mot he able to access your previous answers. You are free to 
withdraw from the study at any time. The questionnaire should ta%e you 
between 10 and IS  minutes to complete .
AM personal data rela t lnp to volunteers is held  and processed In the  
strictest confidence, and in accordance with (h e  Data Protection Act (1 996 ) .
I f  you have any question'- about this study or would like fu rther  information  
please contact Laura turn »n the Department o f  Psychology at the university  
of Surrey at l.ium & sor.rev..au.uA You can also contact Dr. Paulo Lopes,
Senior Lecturer in  Psychology at the University of Surrey at 
D, I o n n giS s » r.fev . a c. u k .
fo r  gencraUsed results feedback please enter your email  address below;
(OAtfni:
I  have read and understood the above s ta tem en t  and confirm th at  1 would 
like to participate,  
r  Yes
r  No
Next I
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jéÈftSer;
A rc  y o u  m a le  o r  fe m a le ?  
r  Male
r  f ema le
V/hat was your age on your last birthday? 
Please write in the box below;
ethnic WSfttity; 
r  White r  A s ia n
Caacasfan
r  Afro- r  Other :a th n it i iy _ 4 _ o th o r  !Caribbean------------ ,-----
jeautetio^ n^;
P le a s e  t ic k  (he b o x  w h ic b  b e s t  m a tc h e s  y o u r  h ig h e s t  l e v e l  o f  e d u c a t io n ;  
r  GCSt-s or équivalent 
C  A - le v d s  o r  c q u iv a lo n t  
r  Undergraduate Degree
r  Posteraduate Degree 
C Vocatkinal Qaaiifiratian
^ Other }fducat'o o f F ^ ......
•n^ îiriBÇcrlai ;
Do YOU manage or supervise anyone at work? 
r  Yes
r  No
Nexl I
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;perî JS;
Im a g in e  yo urself in the fo ur tricky social situations which fo llow , S om e exam p le  
responses w ill be listed. P lease choose th e  response th a t  is c lo ses t to th e  one  
you w ould  h ave.
T h e re  a re  no r ig h t or w rong an sw ers  so please respond h o n e s tly  w ith  w h a t you  
w ould  probab ly do ra th e r  th an  w ith  w h a t you th in k  should do, Y o u r responses  
will be tre a te d  confidentially.
Nsxt I
1DD%
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Situation 1 of 4
¥o* gr« due to a metumg wth yaur msf sge* be*pro (ho cub «f day i« ditoSS. wttkly safforwaoce dsu.
Rob. yovr toM eague o^usi seoO you tt i*s e  tigurcs each week, Voo haw» fh o tk e d  ta w *  o f th e s e  fiçu fes  and m ey  con 'i 
«18** «êOise' Vao »Sk lo ]ust» fy  his num bers but he argue* w ith  you end insists the fig u re s  » ,*  r ig h t and tt ia t h *  h#( aireidy th s tb e d .
How lik e ly  w o u ld  you be to use each of th e  four d if fe re n t responses?
i‘H ««•!#;
;
1 Response
!.1 wwW ttv*r > 1 w6wW very 
I W-fKly fiâî'ontf 1 Ifk# th«»
} w«ulo rarely reipona llkt 
this
3 would
respond like This
1 iKOuld olTen ] would very I t wo#d rejpood reiaond like ; pfTen respond i like this »D the • (his ! Ilk* tWi I tins*
1:3 would5 work out
I the
i calculeUofis 
i myself >
L‘.w.*a?-',t?Æ^.îJ jytj *gnd_rl ; f
12: t would 
1 sttnd mv 
1 ground end
* exaleln
• wliit the 
, mistakes 
I a re end
!
e.«inets<e<ty |».!ll**rld.ri; f< X<« <*),««»•<-<<«<« »««« <
!
i
I sèfréOt (tie
I figures
3^; 3 would go over thefigures' '"I ^; wim Ret I
■ t 'IU ’j r i l î . r î :  f" ■ ïir ltO r 'd .iJ : f* l  ^SlH*snd ,r J ; C
«: { would I i
to® Rob It I . i
ils his job ! i!(oea(« ; I i
right end
i (Mat n i I i i !
f  ;Jit5«g«.S_»*l “ îjiuagna.ra; “I ;*(l|j|ria.,ra: I ! ;«ilUori.«.r*; r" . 1 
■work to ihis j ; i= man«0er 
ÔUhlBSS Î  iI goi o I
‘ revision i
; ASAP j
•i
(Mkcacae 3 QMS
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Y ou w lî l  n o w  b e  g iv e n  m o re  in fo r m a t io n  e b o u t  R ob .
In  s o m e  c a s e s  it m ig h t  be w o r th  c h a n g in g  y o u r  r e s p o n s e  a n d  in  o t h e r  c a s e s  
i t  m a y  n o t .  A g a in , th e r e  are  no  f ig h t  o r  w ro n g  a n s w e r s .
Next
0%C523 100%
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New Information;
Rob hô5 been working for your employer for 20 years, is friends with several senior  
managers and is a respected member of the team.
P rfv io u i J flfo m a y e n ; Vou tfw# fd hâre » m tyttins  wrh r i fu '  m ifts ifs f  th it t r tÿ  v f  l i ' f  tfry  r« ^icast weekly
piir/»rm.ince Oji<j y®u"' ccWe^ffi/t flivsr yeu ihtsts f^piirej ujirh w ««*. rou ftayu cn*4i4d some cf rhutse (i^urtf 9 it»‘ 
(her tfûii’l  eiiétu’ sen it' rnti « 9  friw fo Ms nui^btfs t>ut he trÿvet  wnf? you «drf rh« Apurp; a * *  n p lii  ;»rtn f*a i  «y«Û* à/fùdciy cftdcireÿ.
How would you respond now?
J I 3 W»«W irtn Î . 1 3  «»Mîd ■ 1 would »*ry i I wosid fHpfîOd'«espon»# * I would n*T«, f»«*ry ,»,.p»nd ; wuuW wrWy i ! t weuld «fç«n oil*» rtip«fid I «k« thi* *U Ih»
I  m p s n d  ( I k *  SW* ? # * .*  I S i i  | f*»punss llk #  th i#  | rupeod 3 l» t  T * i *  ■ » * ijm i« 4  i l k *  ( k iy  ‘ I l k *  lh< t , rsm *
; S ’ I wdula i I I I ; - I
*ti* ! ;jiîl ijMUi _ri ! ” . .rij "  r i  -$,u„,iui.ri - ' ; ii«i*pn»i ,j ■ T !iiu**noi , i,: r ' ' f
I i i ; ' !
I: f WOülld I : I I - ;riamd toy J , i - - : :gtpund And : i i«yplalo i ■ I ; \ I :
«ïllSJ.*-»» j /J* ' . fillip,l<! ,.i; f! ,y! > ; ;J0 UJ-idl _ l J ; r ;«.! (4IÇ..4J.-J ; f l  (*{.,«1 r
:*re and , : , , ' i !
-«rk Rod to 1 ! : ]
«atr*<-l «h*
Apures
iîUvtoule ; I I I i ; I
fl*uf*S I <l'«visridl ,rj- <■ 1 -Sit Jiçridl «■]; t -SII:«d'ldl.,J: I" I t ‘ ‘StTSiUriat.rS; T! ;tltl »p«idl .fj; 3" ,,!*)< ]; C
Wit.» Rob I I I .; ; j I
* r  t would ! : I • !
' mil Rob II I i I !
• Is »ls Job j ; ; I ! j
ito set u ! S i I ;
: tlgdl and i ! i | | I
; t h » t r i i
'ra fw lw u  j }.«|it*d 't*1 ,r.fÎ  3 ;^ ;S*'1*'>»»^ «I f  | *i»11**<•««.M ;  f j  :« ,iia y id i,*# ;  C i C , (W ij ip w d i. .* ;  f l  jswtti'Mrs ' t * i  C
work 10 hi* 
msnaper•OrtlSsJ I
pet arevision
Asar
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New Information;
T tifs  i *  n o t  th e  f i r s t  t i m e  y o u  h a v e  h a d  th is  p r o b le m  w i t h  R o b  a n d  h is  f i g u r e s .
P rerlou* Inform atlofi: T'ou ere dae to  Oive « murrmg wjfft y tu f m «wÿér #»/b/p rnr «ifa  « / une rfay ,ro davsr 
perrsroijnre detj «o&, youf ccHeeffiie ntusr *e/id yoti rnese riju /es t i c h  fsiu  nave efKvried  rcnjc cf Weie f ifu 'o s  and  
fheit trcinlf (neie le m e ’ roo  a i t  n,'m ro justify ni$ ncmapr; Out He irp u ei m tf i you and iesi*!s in e  Apure» «re n jftr  end re«t fte na* afrgaitr rneefw.
How would you respond now?
U'. ....
, Reipcft»»
Î  : J vroutc 
w«fk eut
i celeuUfMsfli 
: tny»*3f
Î  : I wawid 
-StanO my 
prdund and 
«»(>*« In 
whm the
#»k Rob (d icarrect rh* riscfei
i wevtd s*»er I f**e,y »«»*,, ritpsite II*» »«!» I
w»«l«
i« tiy i« »  i 1 e a e ia  «Tren  
lî«« II,»» j rerpend iik * »*i»
;
I iPuW ««rV 1 w»»te reipcna *♦»»" fe»»«ria «ik» !«•» i«l (h« 
H*» »»,.» , tim»
»ew e»»wwr w»—We , j »*~»»«»v»uM.*e»ee»w,**M* J yit-7«s»«9»»« iisw»*»»»»*» |
j3: t weuld J j
>'4t r wautr 
, ««Il «oa H;w a#*f*a
i «O p«« H 1 right and 
! «»UÎ I ’ll 
j t*k«  hs»; ter* lean
■ work to hlï 
{manager
. t in ie îï I  
•g e l a 
I revitlor»
■ ASAP
B sn?:!
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New Information;
Roi} tends to become defensive when challenged.
Previoi#* Iflfo rïn ïlion ï You arp dur to  Aa/y » mpetnig «;j*i your manager frefare me eno o-' t>>e tfay ro tjituss  
p*f(oriii4r><a dafa Aeb, paur myM aend r«u Ajirres each week, you neve eftemetf aome t>f <fte.»e f/j«r»a and
fftey d a rtt maSe senso' You as* hfm ra /osttty  fiir no m b w  Out he »r$ues w ith rOu and  WWW r«e Apures are r/g n t and m»r He 
H as a f re a d r  trs e c te d
How would you respond now?
I I I weel« »»(*
RejpOBJC i I «Ià«*0 n«»«, ! r«f«!yi ftjpaae *(»« (his ; »>ii* ims
t ;  I would <
work out      I ............... ..........
. rrtytelf
2; t woaSd 
' staM m* 
and
 ! ___
: what lt»a 
jflrliialai
I ask Sot) to 
correct the 
|f)g»r«*
13! t woafd 
; with Rob
. 4 ! 1 would
■ tell Rot) II 
I *s his job  
110 9*1 It
j right and 
i ttiat t i t
■ taka hit
■ «areJ» »»
< work to his
t WOels , 1  weuld >«rr j t w**W respoii*
»«m»*»n*s I I wause »fi«n , »rt«e resseiha i isi* ih«i ini ih« 
f*eh« Ilk* tai» ! rSiprft* I)*» thlr , Itk* rhi* i tl*k*
'"îEîâ^C'iü
I J
i !' I ■ ...............
iîîiiKiîîÀ?; ^
unless t  
gal «
r*vl*ian
1  i
Î!iK%XwL'3 ^
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S itu a tio n  2 o f 4
Veil*- jn s n a g ü ï p laces an unrÊé1î4l,iî dem bnp on you» t im e . You d e (« g a ta  som e o f th «5 a m k  la  y o u r lo h p r d in s te j-  
i h t y  r o s if t  t m  respoftcJ by m a k in g  you fe e l like  y o u 're  o fflo a d in g  re ih e r  thsn  d e le g e t in g . M th e  w o rk  pfsesn't 
g e l d o n e , (h e  reS.por»sibiiiiy fo H *  o« vfror s h o u ld e r» , n o t th e irs . You fee! pressured  by y o u r  m a n ag e r and  
d is re s p ec te d  ty  y o u r te a m .
H o w  n ice ly  w o u ld  y o u  b e  to  u s e  e a c h  o f  th e  fo u r  d i f fe r e n t  re s p o n s e s ?
i : i t  wouiU
i B . 3 would never , |. would very | 1 wculd rarely ! »om «n»es  ? I would aft»ri
iKBsponsB reipaisd like ; rarely respond ■ respond I I * *  ; reiaenrt hke , respond like
{ (his like this I th*s ; this i th is
I moulu
I wo»ilo uery respond (Ike
often respond this «U the  
use this (WO
ft i l îo r iu .r t ;  f“ ; !sit JpYia^f I ; C | -S itZg 'ld .n  ; t" iSitJpM O.il ; T  j
, I  i 1 wc Id
' n o t do  :
■«nyth lns . 5      ! ........ ............... ..  .......... ...........
would accept : !t>ijp«ij,ii* r  r  I :,itpg,,u. ri ; c
th a t (h a y  w ill i    i      | .....................
, met dd (h e  I |
. trutro w o rk . \ [ |
; 2 ; I would i I
ekpiain why | | j
; tm p o o a it*  #od  I I L*.‘.LI?.‘.L?.ï.!Îs “" j  i '^ 1 "^1 iA '.lf lv A '? .!
i w hy If  he ed s  Iitobedone, |
f |» S> «4-
. 3 :  ( w ou ld  try  I i |
I to reacfi » 1 \ i
I c o m p ro m ise  | i î
lE S ZE ; "-iEEEZïl ' ' iE E S i
I with them to I : ;
; g o t th e  w o rk  i \ |
{turn#.   I , J.. ... __
14 : 1 w o u ld  ! i !
I r e m lh d th e w  I | t
I th a t Î  e m  th e  i * i
' boss a n d  th a t  l ^
: If  th e  i -'Cdmseeuence» | |
jre fu s o Y  fo il on | ^
: my s h o u td o rs  j 
T o d a y , th e  
: consogucnCBS f 
for th e m  w ill 
be  w o rs e  Im 
fu tu re .
!si«2griU_ra;
*•*» «ysi-sOeSi*»*»
• tn îtrn s .ra 5  f” '; I" •: |« *tïg iM a„f*;
r*U ïa n ù „ rs ; f" |
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You will now be g iven more information about your teem .
In some cases It m igh t be worth  changing your response and In o t h e r  cases  
It may not. A gain, th ere  are  no r igh t  or  wrong answers.
Next
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New Inform ation:
This resistance from  your team  has happened severa l tim es before.
Provtow* iBfer«fiat(ofti ruui" m a n a ç tt pface» an  ur>f{*f,s(iT d rm sn a  on ro u r  \m e . vcu d e ’oçate  som e  a / Auk woi'li re peer 
Siih»r<ffha<0i M fy  r e s m  oncf fosp o n tf ttr maiUn-g fC!</ fe t (  Are yei/'rc a/Uaacling ra th e r th tn  d e fe gg ting  f f  th e  w e rt doesn't 
g et d m e , re s p o ft i i ix / it r  fans en y o u r shoutders, eat rfiiV/s. raw reef p resso/ed ùy /o u r  m a n ag e r gnd d is re ip e a e d  t y  
your fe»fn
How w ould you respond now?
; R«»ponie
i : w««iw i {
J k,e»l« n«v«f t »*«»d very s ; wawW r tre y  ? *9tn*utn«» I wpufd e ftt«  I vr»ul« rrry  s 1 »«»(« rtita n d  
r«j»»nd iikf ; r i it iy  rtsfonO } r tip o rs  nk« • ,»tper.s itk» rttaena #k« ' »riK! «ejpond '> ilk* s»*» *u  th*
' "  ' ‘ «»!f tftll : Ilk# TM* ; n # *I*» I  ih u
i! I waeW 
net de
would s c trp t  I •S i(î9»tat.,3; r* Î ;jn2gi«»s.>t: r* ! ; i i îïiï« ê j_ « i : I"; f  i Ik iù ç i- id t .n ;  r'g r
no! 00 t h t  
entra work.
2: t would 
o n pi a In why
ImSJnan, amdl ' i
why It n««d*  
to  b« d o n *.
3 :1  would try  
to  reach »  
comoroinite
h y ^ o t k i n a * ™ I : » : i t ONa i . , i :  r  i 2 g » e t _ û :  1 ^ ^
with them  to  , ; i ,
ge t th e  w ork  ' ’
Id ;  J would  
rem ind them  
th a t I  a *  ttio i 
hesa and th a t  
i t  the
co n jeo tien ce*
;iii2çna J.rt;
; t il î# r î4 3 .r î;  C
is,iitriat_r3i ~
refusal fa ll *m I ^
, my shoulders j 
i today, the ; 
Ic o e s eo w e h te » i 
I for them  win j 
! he w orse in 
I fu ture.
e
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New Inform allon:
one of the  key te am  m em bers is In ta lks  ab o u t w o rk in g  fo r a c o m p e tin g  te a m . You 
suspect he may be in te n tio n a lly  trying to  pu t you In com prom ising p o s itio n s .
in fo rm a tio n  : You"- m anape/ j»5*ce» an u /irf j j i j i i f  titmam} en rOur V m t row de Jrja te  corn* of tbrs w e/* fo your 
m t P t d in t e i .  r»ey res>»« aao rCjpoBtf by makfnp you tee ! M e  you'V* efffeashng ear/ter than O efe ga tie g  l (  th e  w e fk tiees-ny 
gal Éfuoa, thé  r» ip«n<tib>uiy fah * t>n yo ur «HouWam. "oc tftarrj Kau reel prt>*»ura<r fry y o u t m a m tg e f and d ia re s fie c te v ' fry 
yeer team.
H ow w oulp you resp ond  now?
;nasp«n*t
J ; I would hot do 
froyMimg, 1 would aocogt 
th » t thoy w ill 
mot do the  
extrfr w ork.
1 w««10 nruei 
r*»yo»u lit#  
this
I WfUtO very 
»»r«fr r«sas>r.ij 
lit»  this
i wobi# rare», 
respond like 
this
t wpwW 
rtllpo^ff » * r
t would of MU 
r iic o n d  like
____  this_______
1 would very 
often  respond 
like iW t
f *rs«i# resoofld 
Hke ths» eU the 
time
;S!lÎ4r<aj_ rl ; ' r ! -iilJOr ta? r t  ; C
I ........................
titJy d i rl r
;SiS%prid*_«:; ' ÎK i îS - là î . r ï  r
1
•ÎH 2 8» id î.rJ i r  1
?i I  would 
esfpialR why 
th« U
Impartomt «otf 
why i t  meed» 
te  be dome, j
13; J would try  |
Jto react! » I 
I compromise J 
I w ith my team  Iiby working | !?.**..1 ...........
wi'.h them  to  I I
I get the work
iViasnaïIVji"; r*| |M’ïçrlôT.r'j! *" ;s’i’l 5r7 i'tsT_<’ii'[ T ; j5,sje.'ici..jl r ,  ;ï,ù;''lo ;l7 i'î (~
4 : I would
tb i t  I sm the  
t»fr:s and th a t 
If the
consequences 
o f the ir 
refusal fa ll on 
m y shoulders  
today , the  
Jconsequence* , 
for them  w ill Î 
th e  w orse in  ! 
I fu tu re. I
;5 itS «ria ï.i3 ;' D ) -S ir le r .e l.lJ ; <~
;»i1?çrn)!.fi ; I  ; ' ;S(tJ3i(03.r<; « I ; « j ;l.|tigria  J .i*  • r
New
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New Inform ation:
Your te am  helped you th rough a d iffic u lt period th e  week before  w h e n  you needed tim e  
o ff to d e a l w ith  a personal prob lem .
PrevJou* tn form B lîon ; Yfruf p H c e i no u e r t t i i i t t i  d v tn /n c  <nr ypur rimy, k w  d W rja f*  s«»nc o f tn h  ffto-rA to  ycur
Sufry-rrfirtaieS. They ' è m i  9f>d re ip P h d  h /  m aking you r» H  r«tr yawV* fri'WgpiJt.Tg W h o f  rfr/n d o M ^ a t in j.  I t  the work ttoesny  tfit ofurev t#i« responiiSuiity fihi on yod' AiPwW#/*, ncl tttnrt.. Ÿ&» téèl pfOdSkffdd hy yout maftager and dfsreipeited by
How w o u ld  you respond now?
Rrsp»i5s«
J «4U »ll !
t wBttJd n rv tf 1 wewld vtry  * t wouid rrrtly  { sgmtiSmM t wswid of(«n 5 t iv*ul« r* ry  
r«ffs*n« Ilk# r t r t ir  rtspoHd | r#fpa»d llk t | rtsp«nd Ilk# m p «n d  Hk# | elri«« yaspand 
n il* II*» tnsj I tl» * iw t ; « II*  i Ilk# «ÎMS
jts lw d w ld  !
Iw l He I
|a flïtb U iç . I  ; —  .............  ....... ............... . ..... - .................. ....................  ..................... ............ .......
I WOUW accept | i (H Î5 rtCf1 _>» • r  iM Z g n a l. r | :  r  I !ntjçri<l3^rl ' ^  j T  ; ;»uJi>rl*3 r i I T , :#irjgri«3^i 1 j d
I not do the {
le x tra  wocSf. i
• f” , *4« mU},, > » • "  ) jin  }ÿ<i « J ,.,} ; r  I r * l ) ;  r
t motfa («tpend 
like mis »M th t 
tins#
l i t :  would ' : ; I : i
*c » jls ln  why s ; { i :
iwswtsmt and| ^
.w hy  S« need» j ' ' : :
i 10 U# deme.
3 1 t would try  
Id  reach a 
tojrspromlse j 
with my team  
by wdrkipg  
with (hem  («  
get (he w ork | 
doae,
4 : ( would 
rcrtiind them  
(h»t T sm the  
boss and th a t  
If  the
consequences
fa ll Oh j *~ | jZ 'î}  ^ | i j  ^
my shoulders  
today, the  
consequences  
for them  will 
be w orse *n 
future.
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Situation 3 of 4
Yftu’ve moved te « e e «  le » #  Vtnhm. your organisât ion voi»‘vc been asked to  m ake a p re sc n ta tln n  eng there li 
very litt le  tim e to  çatH er the necessary Inform ation . Because of th is , y sur m anager has asked you t« draw on the  
support o f a colleague, Sam, who win be «hie to provide the neoessarv bstkground in fo rm ation  y o u  need Yey 
realise that 5 am 1» wrtfihaldiisg inform ation and beam  to  feel th a t Sam is being com pettlfve . W orse, Sam has 
tùmol#«ne(l to ycur new teem m ales ebout fiow you've been too  dem anding.
How Mkety w ould  you be to use each o f th e  four d iffe re n t responses?
15 Jgngl
i Î I would never : I weutd very > I would rarely ; sametime wfi»i«4 o ft tr  i ] woula very ? res»on<} iik*
!R.Bspt>nsc i reap one hkt I rarely respond : rtspernl l i t *  > respond nke ■ nspond lli.e J often respond I this all IH»
! I m il ■ Ilk* IMS ! this I this ? this I |(»e this \ tim *
I I ;  ] would |us t I I ;
I and try  to do ? js'tJorid.rt ; f  , î t i t J î 'ib . ' t  : '  I :s>tJ5'<4.rJ- >
I w ithout SBfb. {_ Î I
12: I  would i I I
propose a s  | i
I work plan w ith | 1
clear tHyfïloi» ; |l*f ! ; i
I tespob slbil Itlea , . . . .  1 |
,abd deadlines . iisiapna.rSi r  s tMi-gMii,,?; r  ; r
 ^f  îRëth tssic ‘  ^'«*»:<»« '«'«WY*» 5 «•*-«•»• » I «vewS»-*
lan d  ge t Sam  I
: to  e fttie r |
'p ropose  I
Schanges or «
! agree . \
' 31 ) would te ll ’
‘ Sam th a t t 
would take  on 
- som e
|* ‘'.?5,''d-r J: f ;  îY it îo n ô .r li  D %*i;3«rlO,r3| f
' adOlttonal !work but 
I would freed  
: Input lo r  some 
jkey  p a n s .
4 :1  would
expose Sam'S 
I lack of 
I coopération  
land gobdw lll sto
! frr» n *p e m # n t.
S'îiçrid.'J; c; jt'ijp'ig.rj: f  , f  s ; I"
» ’ ï:»<t35Tlÿ,*'4Î " I  ^ ( I « j Çf »d, r« * j f"
Nex(
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•S lU e x il:
You w il l  now be g iv e n  m ore  in fo r m a t io n  a b o u t  S a m .
1rs so m e cases It m ig h t  be w o rth  c b a n g in g  y o u r  re s p o n s e  a n d  in o th e r  ca se ! 
it  m ay  n o t. A g a in , th e re  a re  no r ig h t  o r w ro n g  a n s w e rs .
Next I
100%
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New Intorinatlopn
Sam applied for the position you gained and was rejected. You suspect that Sam may be 
tryîng to create an unhealthy learn dynamic to undermine your a b ility  to manage.
ereirloui* Vbu Vp pneuof} to a new f w n  wir»i« yfri/r argpjiJwWgn, rou've t«e«  â ïk » a  fe fr jk c  a pretgsfar/pa
oitd ttiere fs very Jmte tim e  to  gsithof t M  M t w a r r  in tP fm a M n  Beeauih o f  this, ypvr m anjG cr as iéd  you to  dram pit 
if ie  Sb'ppcrf c f a cchpaeue, Sam, who win ba afrJ* to  pravide fh *  m c c s s tfy  hkri-prtyuritt M p ’-mgHon ytiu n r rd .  You rpaUsp tnai 
S ttit is withhold ing in fo tm a iih it an ti begin to  feel th a t Sam u  frewij (o m p e tit iy r  lYorsc, Sam has cem daioed  to ypur npw  
t i ’im m a t t f  abPvt rtpw ycp's'C been fso {temsmt,<n.j.
How would you respond now?
IRes0«flS« J wouW e-îVjr ; r w9U»C vsrt I m *M  ta rtly  ' isrtitWBi»* : t w?viii *ft#« t wtmie «»rv: fjjpo»* I*, ; Uftly r«p34!l ; Itn rfjsonü ük* fttpsne Ilk* : efunthi» j l«* »n Ihli i «hi* «ni» tut* i«i»
.1 : 1  wfrul-d jw ri : j ,
fhX%i4Ml i'HBïiïiZi *"jüS D j] ''iBüEjïiT'Ii ''|E(5EAü ^
wKhoTil Sam , ' ' i I i
I 2: t would 
, pecpoie a 
S work plan wlîh  i dear dfvuion 
of
f«*p#n»lî»îl«An 
and deadlines  
for each task  
and get Sam 
to either 
propose 
tfeançes or
_ J _  ....
üEiSC'ïi
I tall3; 1 would
; Sam th a n
I would take on | ; j
aodiuonal > .fs'i f"‘ iiTTiAii'lv»! f", ii’rijVldiTi-j'f f~
wc5k hut , ------- ----— I —  ......
would need 
input far some 
key parts.
4 : 1
expose Sam's
jcocperatlflfl Î îsuTôVIëT**! A : :iVo.j"ie j "m ] r
and goodwill , ............ ........ ..
to I :
management. ;
1 would retpon* 
like this an ths
I" à N. « ,
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New leformatien;
A colleague has told you Sam has never been a good team player and that this Is not 
unusual behaviour.
PreviOVy m foYin»ii»p: YOw v«- m ÿ /è i!  tà  ÿ o u k  H im  tt ifh m  y v v r o rg in is if to n ,  YO'V'H bevn a s k rà  te  ma*» a p fe s e n iitrc n  
in s  tlfs re  is y e rr h H H  tim e  18 gam er the ftexcM rrr m fsrm oU m . O ecaust o f  rnis. your m tn a ç e f h is  Askga ypw fo graw vn 
the tup p o rt t if  i  Sam, whn  wW t>* te p ra r it fr  the  iwrt-KStsry buekgfpana m firm g tto n  you ne tt!. You ' c i f l i t  tha t
Ssni fS »itti*iotd>n$ iatormoteoa and tiegxi to  H e ! that Sam is being com petitive  Worse, Sam t in t  tp m p iim e tf to  you' rrei* 
teaanmafe: abovt haw  yeuVe been tsio cemaniSing
How would you respond now?
I
|Rrig»ni8
I «eu»d 1 !
I H«vie n«v«>- I v#!"» > : wt>8ie rartiy ! «ameltitir» 1 W8»ld olttn >: 1 would v tfy  ’ I would tMpood
f « » p o * a  I l k #  i n p o s d  H *»  i » f ( « o  r e i p r n d  i I f*»  i h u  a l l  i » »  
m i *  t n « j  i »!*» I t i S  j l l m t
raspond ilk# ; rarffy r#spuwd | rtlpewd Iik# 
»hr« lut» »»« i (h»«
i l : ]  wovtd ju r i  
get on wîtti «  
land try  to  do 
the best I can 
Hllhoul Sopi.
.fS I r  . j r  ■«.■tjBtc«l3,,fS; • j •sliJprlt J ,r l :  • | ' • ■stiSijridî.ti ; C | : | . i r ; t id i . i i  ; r
2: I would 
propoje a
jwBrle plan with 
ît lé è r  division 
lot
. a n d  d e a d l i n e :  I • i M î d f * d î . / 3 ; f  i ; « t i 3 s t ' # î , ' ï i  <" j : m ï » < i i i J „ f î :  “ i •» i« 3p r i » J , , t r ;  '  s ' « « J s t t a ï . t î î  '  ; » n 3p f i « 2 . i 2 : '  i : >c t 3 } t t i 2 _ , ï ;  "
iand get Sam 
î to  c ither 
«propose : change* Of 
I agree.
;v i3 v " * f  t . ' r " i  ;»’ i3 v . » t ) î , r j ‘ Y" j '»»  j ï  A ;  r  I :» fi3 o iio 2 _ '3 : f  { ;« * iâ jita r_ t  3 !
13:1 would leSI 
I San» that t 
i would take on ;
i some : ......... .......
i»Od«t«0'n»l : ;jitJuf.uï..tJ
' work tint , - --------------- ----------------
) would need
input for some ! ; I I
i key parts, ( I „  ' ! I
[ * :  I would I ' f i I i !
expose S»m's i j | | |
jto  J ; ! I I !
i ménagement. ; | ; :
1 73T CT
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New Information:
Sara ts a student tra in ee .
P rtv lo w i in fo rm ation : rco Ve (fiskcrf fs a m w  r«*m  wJfhm your e rg a n is tt/a rt ys«v« Own «f kctf fg msve a preifrtfpAoii 
and (fid /e  ,< vcry M fH  f/m e  ro g tfh e r  the n t c t i s i f y  m rp m u td n  t e t a n ic  o f tfi/s. yo u r manager h a s  tske a  you h> d f iw  on 
Ihc XMppori c f  a coM w gi/f, S#m, who wfY be oMe to  prayido fhi» /lycé i/a ry  bjîtG round m fa rm a tio rf you need. You reahye  iJiat 
Sa«3 is  wUhfid liim g ihformai<on and t-cs>n to  fee t if>ai Sam  U fromg com pet'ttye  Worse. Ssm M t  compiA>a«is to ycur new  
Hè<nmât«s about how you've been teo tfemaifaitig
How w ould you respond now?
,R«p«Wt . - . . . .  I wdusd very ! 1 erouid »eepd*B; rftpond like ■ re rely rtepd<ie : resp«n« ne» tike r»»pond I lk ,  ; efie» rtjpaoii [ tike ths» *11 tn*
like «a f like WÜJ
1 I would JdSI j ; ; I ! I
; i a S I  r | a : 5 ,u  r ...giwZ!:: H; .
! wahBut Sam.
;»*IS»-»d3.r3f C.
12: t  would ;. •
propose » > t
I work plan w ith I
( l '# r  elvhrlon >
of I
te » ï» fl*(W itie »  ......— . .—  „
«flS CeBOtln*.» !„,s#M d) n !  l ia i i r .o )  « :) clîÔ’T ’É^Cfî tBSk. I * * "" e w « «" 0 J
|«nd get Sam \
to  c ith er i
«pregBte I ; :
,e:h»njtsor I . ; i I { !
.»srec. ! ; i I . : i
3: 1 wow Id te ll I | i j i I
Sam th a t J « ) > I
I would take  on ’ ■ ' * ; |
l iS 'Z ' | :s t ia 5 i ■‘ I s i p s a r l i i s s a  r ie s s m i n i - s iS i  '• la s ic s  H a e s  -
i would need I ; ; : ; ;
(input for some I '. | I !
(key peris . I ; i ! I j
[ditwcWd I Î f ! ; I
le x ^ s o  Sam ’s i î i ; [ ! j
I ' S s i s s  n s s ^ s  a s s h s s  n i g s s i  '■mseïss '■ js is s i  r \ \ s s B  r
to
; m anagement.
0%B '. Uw» lOd»
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situation 4 of 4
YouVc tû t  a rftceiifta aaa t«u« tioçs. J r t  a « ifu s q u » . t'a i, ttom  another %*tm. Site »<)« yav
iu t t  urgtinisy «ntU * ycu to Iw lg  hot solv» a ptohlem . YiSnVt w o h o # td  to provide oosistance te  her team Cut 
(t ilt proplem does not d irectly  concern voo and does not jeem  very urgent You p g # .t out («at yew'r» in ih t  
r%iddle of sam etwso and suggesi ta a t she p :k  SBfuconc e ïie . Sr.e Bismisses ysof (omcern*. end respond» t>y 
ssfinq (hat your other w er* ks yoef pro6*em,. mot hers. You reel (h is  is ruoo pnd titepprooriste.
How likely would you be to us© each of the four d iffe ren t responsea?
•tiseçiie?
I I 3 «rptiie »iv#r : I K»»tl Ï* t»  , S wevil r«r*ly i tPHsrllmit» : t «rsui* siten i I anulm >*rj
I irspe ;e  ! lit# ; t t r u l f  rmpone • ryuytne I t i  , rtnpand Hkt ■: r,»f*aiiii lix* ! ilte ii rtttave
:«iU;i»t. i !  ! I ; :»iï«yim.. I3Ï r 'tiMs-’;e..,rfi ;nnyiicl„<t:. ' I tsu«5t'tî.,.fti r :  rtii«s«i(i,ii;:
i l :  t
; WCiiid 
iin terrupt 
;«rmy M'ork 
1(0 help 
'Mer.
I
• would 
te ll li*r  !(«#( 1
castiot 
;tnte"up-t 
■ my work 
unless 
tt ifre  IK
:goud i i
rtoson
; and ask i
; her to  ,
( explain »
I (he i !
I ju r y w y .   ^  ^   j . ..„
I):) I ' '
! w titf ld ' 1 !
{ ten tier î i; wputd try ! i
; to wrap | i
; doing j i
' earlw r SB ’ I
1 iMtrt Î  j .
' can help '■ ' ■
'  h e r . ;
14:1 ? I
' would - !
tell her : ; i
! to Cbir 
! hack 
on i«
1 She'S 
j iM rn td
I mannerg.
lf«fI» t »ti the
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You will now be given more information about Pat.
In some coses it might fee worth changing your response and m o th er  costs  
it may not, Agsin, there ore no r ight or wrong answers.
Next
100%
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New Information;
Th i* Î*  not the firs t tim e  Pal has done th i* .
P fC v W v #  l» rB r*» .» llon :, r o u V s  p r t p i U n ÿ  ( o i  a t i m e  a n d  y o u r  p * p r r  r i n g ; .  I t ' s  *  r? # i'» # ? v e  f » r  W m  f r n o m f  f f r ræ .  
jS  jj f i y j i  s r«  y r t t n t f y  neeOf r t v  sc h t f f  t ie r tm e y  e pe e iM rn . y p u 't t  s u fp c s e t)  !» fea -npe  cssttj-nce K  hc> ccfrim b u t
rk i*  tfucs- «or d . f ro r ly  concern  you r o j  dees no t »( U'*'. v « .y  v rg u n i,  You ÿ^ Uv-Oï v v i f f t# r  youVo hi r *e  rnJYtfM p t
iO P rp lfiing  a • t . j S i r j f  :W !  « î»  s u m ttff ig  o u r  St>t tr« m (*S M  / b u t  a o iu p tn  a «d  cesaondv hy w y i r g  tjx * t yp n r
tir.tiM  w o f i »* y e u f  ( s - t o ù / e < v ,  r m  l i e n  K w  f t t i  i'«<s *s rw fc  and • .«■ w te jsn  a r r .
: ; s I w««tï ; iI w«-jto ,»v«r I I MMW »«ry : 3 «»iS4 »»rfiv < i»i*t.t«r«i I vsvlo efnr I vtvu >«■•* ! I »0«i|
rcT«aro£- Ÿik.v i ■rC;tv eeapamd hki rcaaionaS fik> ’ remMnd ilk* Cffr# # iwenkir,/ III
ImWM'upt
r h *f- ^
Ï
ith»t * 
rinnot 
jn .e .r .p t  
: my work 
WP:BH
* «trygoad
reosqn
i l i a  a » t  
her to
yvplatn•«fi*
urgenty.
J: I 
VI Quid 
,t«« (5«r ]: wouW try 
I #  w ra p  
: ù p  whit 
J was 
: doing
»o
th#t J 
:c»rt help 
: be».
?,l.'*?!!v.,'?,[ * I it''?.?,'**.'.i.’,?,! I M; i(! »^3: I ^  1 *” i rn*y»t<i ,» î '  f"! ii 'iv o iw i.ft ; f
! ; i ‘ ‘
I : ;vMvv>.J i . .J; ^  I ;»‘l , 'J  i, ‘ I t j iriKyricl.rJ! r  Î -'■3 :
|4; J
■tell kCT 
ito r*il ib»«k ; eixe 
t in 's  
lea rn **
mjnnartt
r  i * j F i I r
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New Information:
Because of organisational res ttoc lu ring , Pal has been forced to te m p o ra rily  m anage 
two people's Jobs in order (o keep her position.
P r « v ( c « t  în ! e »  w * t * o n !  Vow 'fC  f i t t p m i i ÿ  fa» *  I t iv p f in g  y p w  p n a n r  r . w j f .  f t  y  j  C B 'i'«JÿuO  f « (  O r-m  i r t u j f r p t  i r o m  
S f *  fê i’à  y ù u  S M  u f g y f iH y  r * r * «  ynw  fti t ie /p  W r  ycJap » .vofrU pm  Y c p ' r t  tu e p e s c a  I *  p 'C Y id w  9SJ>.V«C«- fp  n p r  t c 9 «r b u r  
JAW p/owem* etOM «»r a i t / r t t y  t o n t f fn  »vp and  e $ rr »»?r rne-’w y pry i,/gtynt ypu b v i fh c t  ypvVe »4 /ft« (ratfo'.if >j-' 
«ne* s u g g e s t  r h j r  s h e  us» fP fifO W  y li#  f.ftt' tA nnitym  ynt,-/' r t f n t y r i  e n d  r e s p c n d t  p y  n y n g  rrta! y b u t  
oMirr w ff* IS yci'f gro&irm. mo: vùu fw i ih H  r» r u d e  ««if in«F3r«inare
How would you respond now?
L.
, r  I
« pi 
'.my v o rk
h »f,
: I  Wquld < j
Î I  w puM  n » v » r I  w «uld  » *» y  t  w*v>w r»r»»y . I w puld  eJxert i J M cvrp v « f«
i risBpnd s(»f r»riiy «15 » » r**r»na r,»-« . rpisnnd h*« prt*n r«xp»r,(t
! IM J »:»* i# » j th is. Ï T»t« S th i*  11», th i*
T j  j * ' l * | r i4 î _ r 3 "  r i jj« *4 flr ld  J .  f  s • '  Î r I ; r^ ■ •* (I*a r|d  }.,,r 3 ! '  j ■;,lt*d<'t.l?, r |  ; •T f
3 wpulfl r»spph* i 
l . i ,  IMS ell thx , 
lim * i
(«II h tr
that I
tennci
; iM errupt
! mv worn
there It
J very
i te e ie r
;en<! ask
** p l ii«
«roenry
• r  i " j  j , . j ;  r^  , r , , 4 q r ,d 2 . , 3 ! ”  ; !Sit*p< V J . * 2 1 ‘ i |< i« « J « » > .r 2 ;  T  , J  s f
wpullf
I tetJ her I
j K«uJd try
to  w,»p! hfi vfhet trr-fwyrtue c a riB l.rS :i t  w t i
Oelrs
earlier jo
tha t 1
can fcel»
vfg«ia
tell her
to  call «Util «M»
i she's
I1*»roec
myrtfiér»
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New lo forw etro n;
Pat is com peting w ith  you for » prom otion and you suspoct that sh e may be trying to 
put you In aw kw ard  positions.
P ftv low * rnformstloiis: you’re erecarWg fo r *  fnee ilnç  »n(f yotfr phjjmi* rjnss. rr’ji » m h'eagur Par ftnm  a n c th rr  i#*m  
Sab le 'fs  r e v  ifl<s u fg m n iy  iieeOs y o u  fo  >mr t a r r #  a p fa a ie m . ro u 'fP  s u p f ib s n i  la  p fv v t f fe  g f / i t i n c e  r r  h e r te a m  fru r 
(brs p r c h i e m  <1«I4S * .y i» ( r iy  < » r iru rn  rP i. i a 4  P B i t i  n o !  »**■«! u é f r  « 'rp râ r  Y o u  p t n n t  fr#rf fR jiS you 'i-p  m ( f t *  m / P d f e  « I  
somythioff a-Pd suggrjr rhuJ «he as* someeup t-i**p She O ism/ises  y»ur ronrem  end re s p a n ttt ft, rftal y»ui-tWAée ÿ* your pfàb/iYO. hùf béi'I- Viiu fÿyi ffrrS *( rudB tâpgpîàpfiaté-
How would you respond now?
R#$ÿOft*o
\, I 
I would mifirrupt
my wfrfK 
te  n#ip 
' her.
I •otaia 
**»poft£i »(K*
I WguM vTft, Î I r i 'l ly
t i f i h  moofto s itsoowO bk*
«tkff Chi» 1 ih ii
I Vr*wN) I } iwcii-ltf v«ry
I »« liSt* ttfl'fjp r»ip'4««
fthi> thv.'s I i«*i
# ♦ , * « » . _ : S»« ,,#«»>• MtV»»»»»» j >,v.TV.., > y.M-T.,.T,-T—.T,..
tcM  h t r
im x  I
mterr^pl
mv ’WQtk
urti«sg
iN vt H0 Vf TV
i W8*d:'4 r#%v@ 4^ ! 
life» %hic • I I  t**» i 
T tr*t
iKÜlKÆliAfj
::p iT Ü ! r : ;
ri<r w
vrÇ^fNÎY
isll her I
WWW rrv
in  WTVB
up wntt i4Qfioa.r3l t i 1: F'j F“..4): 5 i H'«<»>3T«OS.>ï5 r  ' fUM&trg).*)U  M 0S
cam e
tp rllfT  «P
vm  Î
(can help
^w w w
tell her
I to  call
' I Z#'?43r;c3_.yd * ^  \ f t it iy r it]
ShB^
earned
: f
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To complete the questionnaire, please indicate how true each statem ent is for you,
comparing yourself to your colleagues.
O ia a g rc a  
v a ry  m uch
O ls » g r« c  I  D is a g re e  
m o d e r a te ly  | s H g h d y
Agree ; Agree
S lig h lty  ! m o d e rS to ly
A g re e  v ery  
m uch
11 work effcclîveîy  
‘ wUfi my co-workers. ÎP îi .r J :  r* : p 2 I _ r J i  r ÎP Î3 .H ;  x” ; p 2 î _ r î :  C ' » rr «< r
When I have 
problems et work, I  
cannot count on 
colleagues to help 
me.
!D?%_r2l pZl-rZ; r
** «♦»
I work effectively  
with my
supervisor/manager.
:p2l„f3 i C I •p2 i_rî; ; p 2 l . » 3 ’ r  | ; p I 3 . . r î ;  C
I  experience conflict ....    | ................  _
and friction with -p : : .» ,;  r  \ ;p2i_r4* r  
colleagues at work. i ' ' ' ' ' j  .
: r
:p21__rJ: ^  
:p2S_f4; f”
11 know that I can j
trust my work f ............ ..
I colleagues, and I ;pîî,.. rS; ^
they know they can :  .....
trust me, î
I have Ô difficult | 
professional r
relationship with my 
supervisor/manager. I
I  feel socially 
isolated st work. ;p 2 J ,r ? ;  <“
; p 2 t_ r S ; p i l _ r S ;  r ; p î  J_fS  I r  I J p j i  _ ,5 ;  C
i.®î?,KT.Ü?,i ^  Î :d 2X - '^ .i  ^  1 ; p 2 3 . r 6 ;  C
rp2i..r7; f*
I  get along very welt i I  .......
Ï with my |-P 2 î_ r8 : ^  ;p2 i_rB: C
su p erv iso r/m an ag er.]’ .......
11 do not enjoy • 
working with my 
j colleagues.
; p 2 l , r 9 ;  C ; p 2 i_ r 9 ;  r*
:P25..f7;
!p2t_r«: f"
•pZl.rS ; r
:o2».r7; r
:p21_t8: r* :p2i_rS: f' ;p 2 1 _ r 8 ‘
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f .  -
DJs#gr«« Agree | Agree
tltghUy slljhU y j m oderately
P‘ f » g re t  
very  much
Disagree
rt>oder»teiy
Agree very 
much
p2i.ra2; r
P2l..rn; " ; 5 » 3 i . f t 3 ;  '
;p31„r5«; «
;p2l.,rJS; T
, . ,,, , > r»»e
; 0 2 ! . . r l 6 ; < | , ; p 2 i , » î 6 :  ‘ 1 : 0 2 1 ., r î É ;  ‘
11 have warm 
I relationships with
I coUeagues at work,
1 experience conflict ......................................
and friction with rny :o 2 » .n i: <” ! :o2i_*ii ; ^ 
supervisor/manager. ............................... ....
5 enjoy my co 
w orkers
I often find it
difficult to .................
communicate openly | :p2i r i3 j ^  
with colleagues at 
work.
j n ^ . , J . . p e . p , . .  r
I I  find I  have to work 
harder at my Job 
because of the 
Incompetence of 
people I  work with,
There is too much 
bickering and 
fighting at work.
Next
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To complete the qoestionnaire, please indicate how true each statement is for you,
comparing yourself to your colleagues.
How much 
<)» you and ÿotir 
colleagues  
need to  t)»0 each 
«îhcr?
Hdw much 
<io f&U 
land  vour  }io!leaBU«s Idiitagre#]
•rîî^'3* r
Vfii"» r s fo i f  ia * «  y Ï h 0 8 3 « 8 ffr
J ! ê «vyaüs-»!?
! c ’ îert
irjOjl f' fiîi"* aâT'îi  ^ :Ô2;TÜ'i «"
f Mow much i 0» y ou
JanityoBr ,  ------- ----------------- -
tcol ieoovM I r  r} argue * " " "
I w ith  each I 
I other? i
I How mu:** 
do vow
and your I I
S tS S ' SÎES r
nr mad * t  |
each I i
other) i I
1 How much 
, st« you 
e r i  your
wiiw^ue, I r  I r  ( i^iTVs j r
: ea rh 
i e ther’*
■nerves? |
s Wow much I 
I do you
! aoO yOur I
I colleagues       _
get j i f lSJ .rci  r |  i p . ; r
annoyed .................................. ...............
w ith  each 
1 Dthery;
! behaviour
I
\p77..r4: r
iràT ro! r ;  fpyal'rW f  ! iôn"s| f  I ÉüâSTrüj f
• 4<*« t* * - —
NoiCI I
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Below Is a list of statements dealing with general feelings you may 
have about yourself. Comparing yourself to others^ please Indicate 
your response by clicking in the boxes below.
I l Stf6ti|i*y tI I Diraprèé I Disagree
; 0 n the  w ho le ,  I  | -------------   ( ................
! am satisfipd | ' I r
; wirh tnysclf. I
At time; I  thUik I am J10 fopd at
t tepl that I 
h a v e  a  n u m b e r  ef ohOd 
q u a l i t i e s .
: * 2] . r 2Z ^  ( :» 23_ rZ : T
:£.2 3„r3] r i rpZ3_f); r
I am able to do
people. I
t reel I do not 
have much to bo 
pr o u d  o f
I c c r t s m l y  f e e l  
u s e l e s s  a t  
l i m e s .
I feel that I'm a 
per*or of worth,
at least on an 
eeuBi plane with 
othors.
1 wlsrh I could 
have more 
respect for 
myself.
isE S  '■
All In all, I am 
inclined to feel I 
am a failure,
J take a positive 
attitude towards 
myself.
&tre«9ly 
Agree . A gree
?îf_r3| f  ipVS .t; 1“
Ip 2 3 _ r2 - r  :p 2 3 ,,% : T
!iiîi_r3= f  • p ï î . f l :  r
-p t l.r i:  r  •pîî„rt.i r
j;s i
d C Z Z E
Ncoci
0%c%z%2.—: 100%
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How do you usually handle conflicts or difficult situations w ith  colleagues at work?
S tr ong ly
Oltagrae
K o d « r« t* iy
Of*»çr«e
I attem pt to |avoid being \
“put OP the I
tonftlcl with i 
my colleagues [ 
to myself. |
I try toIn^ vestigat# an 
Issue with my 
colleagues to 
find a solution 
acceptable to 
« S.
a«.*3»atc«r«A<:y
:034_r)t r
;pï«.nr r*
»*» »» » ip24_r3> I"
I  usually 
avoid open 
discussion of 
my differences I
with my I
colleagues. !
I try to work 
with my Î
colleagues to i
15515 '■ jS S ’ i ^ iiE H i ^ i S S i  ^
i which satisfy | |
I our
j expectations.
Neither 
PI regret a j agree or 
little I disagree
Agree « 
httle
N d«ra e y 
A gree
; e ? 4 _ r t ;  r  i ; 0 ? a _ r l ;  ^
;p 2 < i . , r î i  r  n p ? * . r 2 ;  r««a
!o34.r3; ^ TP?4_r3; C
:p24_r2; f*
ipza^ lri'l C
I  try to stay I
away from I   ............. | ________
disagreement 1 îp?a.r£; <” j rpZ4_rS: f" ]p24_rS!
with my I I ..............  ■
colleagues. j |
I try to I
Integrate my
ideas with ;
those of my ; C iT " :! :  r
colleagues to r
come up with I
a decision
Jointly, I
I  avoid 
encounters 
with my 
colleagues.
i7<i "ti: ^
f~
Strongly
Agree
I t*b:0Î4_rl ;
l p 2 4 . r Z ;  r  j
ieïe.rJ: ^
:p J 4 .r 4 ;  C
•024.rS; r
]p24_r&rtvri >««■ i«e
3 P 2 4 .T 5 ;  r
:J>34_r6; f '
:l>34.rS; f*
îp24^raî r*
*f* 4«».4 4-pr *iM ■ <f ri»«
:»>2*,.f2; ^  I ;p24_r?: r ;ti24_r?| r  i ;pJ4.r/S f~
:pj4_rS:e«» leeiwf
r024_r?J r  j ;pj.1_r7; f
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j Moueratoly 
O lïïô r, e b sigrae
Olragrce a 
iltllé
Nt«h«f 
sjrro or 
disagree
HoOtrauiv
Agree
I exchange 
accurate 
Inrarmation 
with my 
colleagues to 
solve a 
problem  
together
is E a  ^ E fS i ^ iüEHi "" ;RE2!J
i
1 try  to keep 
my
dlsbfiireement 
with my 
co H eeg u **to
myself-If* 
order to avoid 
hard feelings.
jp j}Tr§ l is’SS r"
{ try to bring 
all our
concerns out 
In the open so 
that the  
Issues can be 
resolved in 
the best 
possible way,
iüEH i -
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I try to ovoid 
unpleasant 
exchanges 
with my 
colleagues. .
ES))]
;p24. f n j  f"
9331!^ iE3I! ^
j23j] ''
\
3 collaborate 
with my 
colleagues to 
come up with 
decisions 
acceptable to 
us.
9ITÏ5Ï ^
1 generally 
avoid an 
argument with
my
colleagues
932)1!
!
9EE!
1 try to work 
with my 
colleagues for 
a proper 
understanding 
of the 
problem.
933] ^ 933]
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And finally
Please Indicate to what extent the following traits describe you.
SiffBÿly
OISBore*
Hoderutety
O l**0 rce
Ü itaéréé é 
titt le
Neither
ùBréé O f
diseoree
Agree a 
little
Hoderatsly
Agree
Strongly 1
Aprofi 1
! 5 3 3 3 i
E xtro verted ,
e n th u s ias tic ■s ?:ï s ü  r I H 3 i ] : 5 ! ? . 3 u  ^ 9 3 ) 2 5 1 5 3 3 2 5 2 X X ? 2 5  ^
Open to  new  
exp erien ces , 
com plex i & E S i  '■ •5 3 3 2 5  ^ 1 5 3 3 5 9 3 3 2 3 !  ' '  
9 3 5 X 5  ^
!X ? 3 325  ^ 
1 5 3 3 9 ]  ^
ip Ï 48_rj • f" -;
i
i3 *3 5 .B
S ym p ath etic ,
w arm
. .  . __
1 5 3 3 5  ^ 1 ^ :3 3 3 3 1 5 3 3 5  ^
R eserved ,
qu iet
C onven tio na l,
uncrcB tlve
Î5 3 3 2 5  ^ 9 3 3 5  ^ ik B 2 3 ;  ^ 1 5 3 5 X 5  ^ ;5 3 " 2 ^ ' i5 3 5 X 3 i ^ 9 3 3 X 5 !
1 5 * 3 5  ^ 1 5 3 = 2 5  ^ 1 5 3 5 X 5  ^
■P?4a„f6: ^
1533
9 3 3 5  *"(
!X ?35X 5
_  - — 1 
9 3 3 3 3 !
CrltlCBl,
quarrelsom e
......................  I ................  1 ......... ..........
9 1 3 5  ^  1 9 3 3 5  ^ iX )3 5 X 5 !5 3 3 X '3 !
T -  !1"-1 "TT—
Ù'/îï 100%
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Jest
LtMVI R S H Y O f
SURREY
Thank You For Your Time and Participation
P o w e red  by SavrSooih S o H w a re , inc
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:say no ;
UNIVERS! r Y Of
SURREY
Thank You For Your In terest.
P o w e r e d  h y  S a w l o o f h  S o f t w a r e ,  i n c
i.Yc, T 7," ::,% 100%
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Appendix II 
Syntax
♦ROSENBERG.
RECODE p23_r2 p23_r5 p23_r6 p23_r8 p23_r9 (4=1) (3=2) (2=3) (1=4)
COMPUTE NselfesteemI=p23_rl+p23_r2+p23_r3+p23_r4+p23_r5+p23_r6+p23_r7+p23_r8+p23_r9+p23_rlO.
♦TIPI.
RECODE p24a_r4 p24a_r5 p24a_r6 (1=7) (2=6) (3=5) (4=4) (5=3) (6=2) (7=1) INTO p24a_r4R p24a_r5R p24a_r6R .
COMPUTE extraversion_totai=p24a_rl + p24a_r4.
COMPUTE openness_total=p24a_r2 + p24a_r5.
COMPUTE agreeableness_totaI=p24a_r3 + p24a_r6.
♦RAHIM.
COMPUTE Navoiding_rahim_total=(p24_rl + p24_r3 + p24_r5 + p24_r7 + p24_r9 + p 2 4_rll+  p24_rl3).
COMPUTE Nintegrating_rahim_total=(p24_r2 + p24_r4 + p24_r6 + p24_r8 + p24_rl0 + p24_rl2 + p24_rl4).
♦NRI
COMPUTE conflict_total=p21_rl + p21_r2 + p21_r3 + p21_r4 + p21_r5 + p21_r6 + p21_r7 + p21_r8 + 
p21_r9 + p21_rlO + p 2 1 _ rll + p21_rl2 + p21_rl3 + p21_rl4 + p21_rl5 + p21_rl6.
COMPUTE conflicts_nri=p22_rl + p22_r2 + p22_r3 + p22_r4 + p22_r5 + p22_r6.
COMPUTE RCE_colleagues=8-MEAN(p21_rl p21_r2 p21_r4 p21_r5 p21_r7 p21_r9 p21_rlO p21_rl2 p21_rl3 p21_rl6). 
COMPUTE RCLsupervisor=8-MEAN(p21_r3 p21_r6 p21_r8 p 21_rll).
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p24a_rl p24a_r4 
/SCALE('Reliability_TIPI_Extraversion') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA 
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARV=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p24a_r2 p24a_r5 
/SCALE('Reliability_TIPI_Openness') ALL
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/MODEL=ALPHA
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p24a_r3 p24a_r6 
/SCALE('Re!iability_TIPI_Agreeab!eness') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA 
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p23_rl p23_r2 p23_r3 p23_r4 p23_rS p23_r6 p23_r7 p23_r8 p23_r9 p23_rlO
/SCALE('ReiiabilitySE') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA.
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p24_r8 p24_rl0 p24_rl2 p24_rl4 p24_r6 p24_r4 p24_r2
/SCALE('Reliability_RahimJntegrating') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA.
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p24_rl p24_r3 p24_rS p24_r7 p24_r9 p 2 4 _ rll p24_rl3
/SCALE('Reiiability_Rahim_Avoiding') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA.
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p24a_rl p24a_r4 
/SCALE('Reliability_TIPI_Extraversion') ALL
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/MODEL=ALPHA.
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p22_rl p22_r2 p22_r3 p22_r4 p22_r5 p22_r6
/SCALE('Reliability_Conflict')ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA.
/STAT1STICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p21_rl p21_r2 p21_r3 p21_r4 p21_r5 p21_r6 p21_r7 p21_r8 p21_r9 p21_rlO p 2 1 _ rll p21_rl2  
p21_rl3 p21_rl4 p21_rl5 p21_rl6 
/SCALE('Reliability_Spector') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA.
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p21_r3 p21_r6 p21_r8 p 2 1 _ rll 
/SCALE('ReHability_Spector_SupervisorOnly') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA.
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p21_r3 p21_r6 p21_r8 p 2 1 _ rll 
/SCALE('Reliability_Spector_SupervisorOniy') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA 
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p21_rl p21_r2 p21_r4 p21_r5 p21_r7 p21_r9 p21_rlO p21_rl2 p21_rl3 p21_rl6
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/SCALE('Reliability_Spector_Coworker_Only') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=RQ^colIeagues RCLsupervisor conflicts_nri vignettes_total avoiding_rahim_total 
integrating_rahim_total selfesteem_tota! extraversion_total openness_tota! agreeableness_tota! 
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
IF (Sit4gridl_rl<sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS41=l.
IF (Sit4gridl_rl=sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS41=0.
IF (Sit4gridl_rl>sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS41=-l.
IF (Sit4gridl_r2>sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS41=l.
IF (Sit4gridl_r2=sit4grid_r2) FiexAssertS41=0.
IF (Sit4gridl_r2<sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS41=-l.
IF (Sit4gridl_r3<sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS41=l.
IF (Sit4gridl_r3=sit4grid_r3) FiexCompS41=0.
IF (Sit4gridl_r3>sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS41=-l.
IF (Sit4gridl_r4>sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS41=l.
IF (Sit4gridl_r4=sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS41=0.
IF (Sit4gridl_r4<sit4grid_r4) FiexDomS41=-l.
IF (Sit4grid2_rl>sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS42=l. 
IF (Sit4grid2_rl=sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS42=0. 
IF (Sit4grid2_rl<sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS42=-l.
IF (Sit4grid2_r2<sit4grid_r2) FiexAssertS42=l.
IF (Sit4grid2_r2=sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS42=0.
IF (Sit4grid2_r2>sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS42=-l.
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IF (Sit4grid2_r3>sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS42=l. 
IF (Sit4grid2_r3=sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS42=0. 
IF (Sit4grid2_r3<sit4grid_r3) F!exCompS42=-l.
IF (Slt4grid2_r4<sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS42=l.
IF (Sit4grid2_r4=sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS42=0.
IF (Sit4grid2_r4>sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS42=-l.
F (Sit4grid3_rl<sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS43=l.
F (Sit4grid3_rl=sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS43=0.
F (Sit4grid3_rl>sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS43=-l.
F (Sit4grid3_r2>sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS43=l. 
F (Sit4grid3_r2=sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS43=0. 
F (Sit4grid3_r2<sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS43=-l.
F (Sit4grid3_r3<sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS43=l.
F (Sit4grid3_r3=sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS43=0.
F (Sit4grid3_r3>sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS43=-l.
F (Sit4grid3_r4>sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS43=l.
F (Sit4grid3_r4=sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS43=0.
F (Sit4grid3_r4<sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS43=-l.
IF (Sit3gridl_rl>sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS31=l. 
IF (Sit3gridl_rl=sit3grid_rl) FiexAvoidS31=0. 
IF (Sit3gridl_rl<sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS31=-l.
IF (Sit3gridl_r2>sit3grid_r2) FIexAssertS31=l.
IF (Sit3gridl_r2=sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS31=0.
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IF (Slt3grldl_r2<sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS31=-l.
IF (Sit3gridl_r3<sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS31=l. 
IF (Sit3gridl_r3=sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS31=0. 
IF (Sit3gridl_r3>sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS31=-l.
IF (Sit3gridl_r4>sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS31=l.
IF (Sit3gridl_r4=sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS31=0.
IF (Sit3gridl_r4<sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS31=-l.
IF (Sit3grid2_rl>sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS32=l. 
IF (Sit3grid2_rl=sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS32=0. 
IF (Sit3grid2_rl<sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS32=-l.
IF (Sit3grid2_r2>sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS32=l. 
IF (Sit3grid2_r2=sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS32=0. 
IF (Sit3grid2_r2<sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS32=-l.
IF (Sit3grid2_r3<sit3grid_r3) FiexCompS32=l. 
IF (Sit3grid2_r3=sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS32=0. 
IF (Sit3grid2_r3>sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS32=-l.
IF (Sit3grid2_r4>sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS32=l.
IF (Sit3grid2_r4=sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS32=0.
IF (Sit3grid2_r4<sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS32=-l.
IF (Sit3grid3_rl<sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS33=l. 
IF (Sit3grid3_rl=sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS33=0. 
IF (Sit3grid3_rl>sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS33=-l.
IF (Sit3grid3_r2>sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS33=l.
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IF (Sit3grid3_r2=sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS33=0. 
IF (Sit3grid3_r2<sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS33=-l.
IF (Sit3grid3_r3<sit3grid_r3) FiexCompS33=l. 
IF (Sit3grid3_r3=sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS33=0. 
IF (Sit3grid3_r3>sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS33=-l.
IF (Sit3grid3_r4>sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS33=l.
IF (Sit3grid3_r4=sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS33=0.
IF (Sit3grid3_r4<sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS33=-l.
IF (Sit2gridl_rl<sit2grid_rl) FlexAvoidS21=l. 
IF (Sit2gridl_rl=sit2grid_rl) FlexAvoidS21=0. 
IF (Sit2gridl_rl>sit2grid_rl) FlexAvoidS21=-l.
IF (Sit2gridl_r2<sit2grid_r2) FlexAssertS21=l. 
IF (Sit2gridl_r2=sit2grid_r2) F!exAssertS21=0. 
IF (Sit2gridl_r2>sit2grid_r2) FlexAssertS21=-l.
IF (Sit2gridl_r3>sit2grid_r3) FlexCompS21=l. 
IF (Sit2gridl_r3=sit2grid_r3) FiexCompS21=0. 
IF (Sit2gridl_r3<sit2grid_r3) FlexCompS21=-l.
IF (Sit2gridl_r4>sit2grid_r4) FlexDomS21=l.
IF (Sit2gridl_r4=sit2grid_r4) FlexDomS21=0.
IF (Sit2gridl_r4<sit2grid_r4) FlexDomS21=-l.
IF (Sit2grid2_rl>sit2grid_rl) FlexAvoidS22=l.
IF (Sit2grid2_rl=sit2grid_rl) FlexAvoidS22=0.
IF (Sit2grid2_rl<sit2grid_rl) FlexAvoidS22=-l.
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F (Sit2grid2_r2<sit2grid_r2 
F (Sit2grid2_r2=sit2grid_r2 
F (Sit2grid2_r2>sit2grid_r2
F (Sit2grid2_r3>sit2grid_r3 
F (Sit2grid2_r3=sit2grid_r3 
F (Sit2grid2_r3<sit2grid_r3
F (Sit2grid2_r4>sit2grid_r4 
F (Sit2grid2_r4=sit2grid_r4 
F (Sit2grid2_r4<sit2grid_r4
F (Sit2grid3_rl>sit2grid_rl 
F (Sit2grid3_rl=sit2grid_rl 
F (Sit2grid3_rl<sit2grid_rl
F (Sit2grid3_r2<sit2grid_r2 
F (Sit2grid3_r2=sit2grid_r2 
F (Sit2grid3_r2>sit2grid_r2
F (Sit2grid3_r3>sit2grid_r3 
F (Sit2grid3_r3=sit2grid_r3 
F (Sit2grid3_r3<sit2grid_r3
F (Sit2grid3_r4<sit2grid_r4 
F (Sit2grid3_r4=sit2grid_r4 
F (Sit2grid3_r4>sit2grid_r4
FlexAssertS22=l.
FlexAssertS22=0.
FlexAssertS22=-l.
FIexCompS22=l.
FlexCompS22=0.
FlexCompS22=-l.
FlexDomS22=l.
FlexDomS22=0.
FlexDomS22=-l.
FlexAvoidS23=l.
FlexAvoidS23=0.
FlexAvoidS23=-l.
FlexAssertS23=l.
FlexAssertS23=0.
FlexAssertS23=-l.
FlexCompS23=l.
FlexCompS23=0.
FlexCompS23=-l.
FlexDomS23=l.
FlexDomS23=0.
FlexDomS23=-l.
F (Sitlagridl_rl>sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidSll=l. 
F (Sitlagridl_rl=sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidSll=0. 
F (Sitlagridl_rl<sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidSll=-l.
IF (Sitlagridl_r2<sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertSll=l.
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IF (Sitlagridl_r2=sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertSll=0. 
IF (Sitlagridl_r2>sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertSll=-l.
IF (Sitlagridl_r3<sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompSll=l. 
IF (Sitlagridl_r3=sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompSll=0. 
IF (Sitlagridl_r3>sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompSll=-l.
IF (Sitlagridl_r4<sitlagrid_r4) FIexDom Sll=l.
IF (Sitlagridl_r4=sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomSll=0.
IF (Sitlagridl_r4>sitlagrid_r4) FlexDom Sll=-l.
F (Sitlagrid2_rl>sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidS12=l.
F (Sitlagrid2_rl=sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidS12=0.
F (Sitlagrid2_rl<sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidS12=-l.
F (Sitlagrid2_r2>sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertS12=l. 
F (Sitlagrid2_r2=sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertS12=0. 
F (Sitlagrid2_r2<sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertS12=-l.
F (Sitlagrid2_r3>sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompS12=l.
F (Sitlagrid2_r3=sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompS12=0.
F (Sitlagrid2_r3<sitlagrid_r3) F!exCompS12=-l.
F (Sitlagrid2_r4>sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomS12=l.
F (Sitlagrid2_r4=sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomS12=0.
F (Sitlagrid2_r4<sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomS12=-l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_rl>sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidS13=l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_rl=sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_rl<sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidS13=-l.
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IF (Sltlagrid3_r2>sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertS13=l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r2=sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r2<sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertS13=-l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r3<sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompS13=l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r3=sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r3>sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompS13=-l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r4>sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomS13=l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r4=sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r4<sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomS13=-l.
EXECUTE.
♦In computing the Flexibility score we excluded the following items: FiexAssertS13 FlexAvoidS23 FlexAvoidS31 due to ambiguity
items: FlexCompS32 FlexAssertS33 FlexAssertS21 FlexAssertS22 FlexAssertS23 FlexAssertS12 FlexDomS13 due to ambiguous 
direction of hypothesis.
COMPUTE GT2E_AV0ID=MEAN(sitlagrid_rl s itlagrid l_rl sitlagrid2_rl sitlagrid3_rl sit2grid_rl sit2gridl_rl sit2grid2_rl 
sit2grid3_rl sit3grid_rl sit3gridl_rl sit3grid2_rl sit3grid3_rl sit4grid_rl sit4gridl_rl
sit4grid2_rl sit4grid3_rl).
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=GT2E_AV0ID
/STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX.
COMPUTE GT2E_ASSERT=MEAN(sitlagrid_r2 sitlagridl_r2 sitlagrid2_r2 sitlagrid3_r2 sit2grid_r2 sit2gridl_r2 sit2grid2_r2 
sit2grid3_r2 sit3grid_r2 sit3gridl_r2 sit3grid2_r2 sit3grid3_r2 sit4grid_r2 sit4gridl_r2 sit4grid2_r2 sit4grid3_r2).
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=GT2E_ASSERT
/STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX.
COMPUTE GT2E_ASSERT=MEAN(sitlagrid_r2 sitlagridl_r2 sitlagrid2_r2 sitlagrid3_r2 sit2grid_r2 sit2gridl_r2 sit2grid2_r2 
sit2grid3_r2 sit3grid_r2 sit3gridl_r2 sit3grid2_r2 sit3grid3_r2 sit4grid_r2 sit4gridl_r2 sit4grid2_r2 sit4grid3_r2).
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=GT2E_ASSERT
/STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX.
COMPUTE GT2E_WINWIN=MEAN(sitlagrid_r3 sitlagridl_r3 sitlagrid2_r3 sitlagrid3_r3 sit2grid_r3 sit2gridl_r3 sit2grid2_r3 
sit2grid3_r3 sit3grid_r3 sit3gridl_r3 sit3grid2_r3 sit3grid3_r3 sit4grid_r3 sit4gridl_r3 sit4grid2_r3 sit4grid3_r3).
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=GT2E_WINWIN
/STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX.
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COMPUTE GT2E_DOM=MEAN(sitlagrid_r4 sitlagridl_r4 sitlagrid2_r4 sitlagrid3_r4 sit2grid_r4 sit2gridl_r4 sit2grid2_r4 
sit2grid3_r4 sit3grid_r4 sit3gridl_r4 sit3grid2_r4 sit3grid3_r4 sit4grid_r4 sit4gridl_r4 sit4grid2_r4 sit4grid3_r4).
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=GT2E_D0M
/STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=sitlagrid_r4 sitlagridl_r4 sitlagrid2_r4 sitlagrid3_r4 sit2grid_r4 sit2gridl_r4 sit2grid2_r4 sit2grid3_r4 
sit3grid_r4 sit3gridl_r4 sit3grid2_r4 sit3grid3_r4 sit4grid_r4 sit4gridl_r4 sit4grid2_r4 sit4grid3_r4
/SCALE{‘GT2E_D0M') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=sitlagrid_r3 sitlagridl_r3 sitlagrid2_r3 sitlagrid3_r3 sit2grid_r3 sit2gridl_r3 sit2grid2_r3 sit2grid3_r3 
sit3grid_r3 sit3gridl_r3 sit3grid2_r3 Sit3grid3_r3 sit4grid_r3 sit4gridl_r3 Sit4grid2_r3 sit4grid3_r3
/SCALE(’GT2E_WINWIN’) ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=sitlagrid_r2 sitlagridl_r2 sitlagrid2_r2 sitlagrid3_r2 sit2grid_r2 sit2gridl_r2 sit2grid2_r2 sit2grid3_r2 
sit3grid_r2 sit3gridl_r2 sit3grid2_r2 sit3grid3_r2 sit4grid_r2 sit4gridl_r2 sit4grid2_r2 sit4grid3_r2
/SCALE('GT2E_ASSERT) ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=sitlagrid_rl sitlagrid l_rl sitlagrid2_rl sitlagrid3_rl sit2grid_rl sit2gridl_rl sit2grid2_rl sit2grid3_rl 
sit3grid_rl sit3gridl_rl sit3grid2_rl sit3grid3_rl sit4grid_rl sit4gridl_rl sit4grid2_rl sit4grid3_rl
/SCALE('GT2E_AV0ID’) ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA
/STATISTICS=SCALE
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/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=RCE_co!leagues RQ^supervisor conflicts_nri avoiding_rahim_total integrating_rahim_total 
seIfesteem_total extraversion_total openness_total agreeableness_total GT2E_AV0ID GT2E_ASSERT 
GT2E_WINWIN GT2E_D0M 
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=GT2E_AV0ID GT2E_ASSERT GT2E_WINWIN GT2E_D0M 
/STATISTICS=STDDEV VARIANCE MEAN MEDIAN 
/HISTOGRAM NORMAL 
/ORDER=ANALYSIS.
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=GT2E_AV0ID GT2E_ASSERT GT2E_WINWIN GT2E_D0M
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=GT2E_AV0ID GT2E_ASSERT GT2E_WINWIN GT2E_D0M selfesteem_total extraversion_total 
openness_tota! agreeabIeness_total conflict_total conflicts_nri avoiding_rahim_total 
integrating_rahim_total RQ^colleagues RCLsupervisor 
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
FREQUENCIES OF FlexIBILITY SCORES
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES= FlexAvoidS41 FlexAssertS41 FIexCompS41 F!exDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 FlexAssertS42 
FlexCompS42 FlexDomS42 FlexAvoidS43 FlexAssertS43 FlexCompS43 FlexDomS43 FlexAvoidS31 FlexAssertS31
FlexCompS31 FlexDomS31 FlexAvoidS32 FlexAssertS32 FlexCompS32 FlexDomS32 FlexAvoidS33 FlexAssertS33
FlexCompS33 FlexDomS33 FlexAvoidS21 FlexAssertS21 FlexCompS21 FlexDomS21 FlexAvoidS22 FlexAssertS22
FlexCompS22 FlexDomS22 FlexAvoidS23 FlexAssertS23 FlexCompS23 FlexDomS23 FlexAvoidSll FlexAssertSll
FiexCompSll FlexDomSll FlexAvoidS12 FlexAssertS12 FlexCompS12 FlexDomS12 FlexAvoidS13 FiexAssertS13
FiexCompS13 FIexDomS13
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/STATISTICS=STDDEV VARIANCE MEAN MEDIAN 
/ORDER=ANALYSIS.
♦ALL ITEMS.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES: FlexAvoidS41 FlexAssertS41 FlexCompS41 FlexDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 FIexAssertS42 
FlexCompS42 FlexDomS42 FlexAvoidS43 FlexAssertS43 FlexCompS43 FlexDomS43 FlexAvoidS31 F!exAssertS31
FlexCompS31 FlexDomS31 FlexAvoidS32 FlexAssertS32 FlexCompS32 FlexDomS32 FlexAvoidS33 FlexAssertS33
FlexCompS33 FlexDomS33 FlexAvoidS21 FlexAssertS21 FlexCompS21 FlexDomS21 FlexAvoidS22 FlexAssertS22
FlexCompS22 FlexDomS22 FlexAvoidS23 FiexAssertS23 FlexCompS23 FlexDomS23 FlexAvoidSll FlexAssertSll
FiexCompSll FlexDomSll FlexAvoidS12 FlexAssertS12 FlexCompS12 FlexDomS12 FlexAvoidS13 FlexAssertS13
FlexCompS13 FlexDomS13 
/SCALEC FlexIBILITY') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA 
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
♦minus ambiguous items.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES: FlexAvoidS41 FlexAssertS41 FlexCompS41 FlexDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 FlexAssertS42 
FlexCompS42 FlexDomS42 FlexAvoidS43 FlexAssertS43 FlexCompS43 FlexDomS43 FlexAvoidS31 FlexAssertS31
FlexCompS31 FlexDomS31 FlexAssertS32 FlexDomS32 FlexAvoidS33 FlexCompS33 FlexDomS33 FlexAvoidS21
FlexCompS21 FlexDomS21 FlexAvoidS22 FlexCompS22 FlexDomS22 FlexCompS23 FlexDomS23 FlexAvoidSll
FlexAssertSll FiexCompSll FlexDomSll FlexAvoidS12 FlexCompS12 FlexDomS12 FlexAssertS13 FlexCompS13 
/SCALE('ReliabilitY_TIPI_Agreeableness') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA 
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
♦minus ambiguous items and all x's.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES: FlexAvoidS41 FlexAssertS41 FlexCompS41 FlexDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 FlexAssertS42 
FlexCompS42 FlexDomS42 FlexAvoidS43 FlexAssertS43 FlexCompS43 FlexDomS43 FlexAssertS31 FlexCompS31 
FlexDomS31 FlexAssertS32 FlexDomS32 FlexDomS33 FlexAvoidS21 FlexCompS21 FlexDomS21 FlexCompS23
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FIexDomS23 FlexDomSll FlexDomS12 
/SCALEC FlexIBILITY') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA 
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
EXECUTE.
FACTOR
/VARIABLES FiexAvoidS41 FlexAssertS41 FlexCompS41 FlexDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 F!exAssertS42 
FlexCompS42 FlexDomS42 FlexAvoidS43 FlexAssertS43 FlexCompS43 FlexDomS43 FlexAvoidS31 F!exAssertS31 
FlexCompS31 FlexDomS31 FlexAssertS32 FlexDomS32 FlexAvoidS33 FlexCompS33 FlexDomS33 FlexAvoidS21
FlexCompS21 FlexDomS21 FlexAvoidS22 FlexCompS22 FlexDomS22 FlexCompS23 FiexDomS23 FlexAvoidSll
FlexAssertSll FiexCompSll FlexDomSll FiexAvoidS12 FlexCompS12 FlexDomS12 FlexAssertS13 FlexCompS13 
/MISSING PAIRWISE
/ANALYSIS FlexAvoidS41 FlexAssertS41 FlexCompS41 FlexDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 FlexAssertS42 
FlexCompS42 FlexDomS42 FlexAvoidS43 FlexAssertS43 FlexCompS43 FlexDomS43 FlexAvoidS31 FiexAssertS31 
F!exCompS31 FiexDomS31 FlexAssertS32 FlexDomS32 FlexAvoidS33 FlexCompS33 FlexDomS33 FlexAvoidS21
FlexCompS21 FlexDomS21 FlexAvoidS22 FlexCompS22 FlexDomS22 FlexCompS23 FlexDomS23 FlexAvoidSll
FlexAssertSll FiexCompSll FlexDomSll FlexAvoidS12 FlexCompS12 FlexDomS12 FlexAssertS13 FlexCompS13 
/PRINT INITIAL DET KMO EXTRACTION ROTATION 
/PLOTEIGEN
/CRITERIA MINEIGEN(l) ITERATE(25)
/EXTRACTION PAF 
/CRITERIA ITERATE(25)
/ROTATION PR0MAX(4)
/METHOD=CORRELATION.
FACTOR
/VARIABLES FlexAvoidS41 FlexAssertS41 FlexCompS41 FlexDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 FlexAssertS42 
FlexCompS42 FlexDomS42 FlexAvoidS43 FlexAssertS43 FlexCompS43 FlexDomS43 FlexAvoidS31 FlexAssertS31 
FlexCompS31 FlexDomS31 FlexAssertS32 FlexDomS32 FlexAvoidS33 FlexCompS33 FlexDomS33 FlexAvoidS21 
FlexCompS21 FlexDomS21 FlexAvoidS22 FlexCompS22 FlexDomS22 FlexCompS23 FlexDomS23 FlexAvoidSll 
FlexAssertSll FiexCompSll FlexDomSll FlexAvoidS12 FlexCompS12 FlexDomS12 FlexAssertS13 FlexCompS13 
/MISSING PAIRWISE
/ANALYSIS FlexAvoidS41 FlexAssertS41 FlexCompS41 FlexDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 FlexAssertS42
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FlexCompS42 FlexDomS42 FlexAvoidS43 FlexAssertS43 FlexCompS43 FlexDomS43 FIexAvoidS31 FlexAssertS31 
FlexCompS31 FlexDomS31 FlexAssertS32 FlexDomS32 FlexAvoidS33 FIexCompS33 FlexDomS33 FlexAvoidS21 
FlexCompS21 FIexDomS21 FlexAvoidS22 FlexCompS22 FlexDomS22 FlexCompS23 FlexDomS23 FlexAvoidSll 
FlexAssertSll FiexCompSll FlexDomSll FlexAvoidS12 FlexCompS12 FlexDomS12 FlexAssertS13 FlexCompS13 
/PRINT INITIAL DET KMO EXTRACTION ROTATION 
/PLOT EIGEN
/CRITERIA FACTORS(l) ITERATE(25)
/EXTRACTION PAF 
/CRITERIA ITERATE(25)
/ROTATION PR0MAX(4)
/METHOD=CORRELATION.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES: FlexDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 FlexAssertS42 FlexCompS42 FlexAssertS43 FlexDomS43 
FlexAvoidS31 FlexDomS31 FlexAssertS32 FlexCompS21 FlexDomS21 FlexCompS22 FlexDomS22 FlexCompS23 
FlexAvoidSll FiexCompSll FlexAvoidS12 FlexCompS12 FlexDomS12 FlexCompS13 
/SCALEC FlexIBILITY') ALL 
/MODEL:ALPHA 
/STATISTICS:SCALE
/SUMMARY:TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
COMPUTE FlexlBILITY:MEAN( FlexDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 FlexAssertS42 FlexCompS42 FlexAssertS43 FlexDomS43 FlexAvoidS31 
FlexDomS31 FlexAssertS32
FlexCompS21 FlexDomS21 FlexCompS22 FlexDomS22 FlexCompS23 FlexAvoidSll FiexCompSll FlexAvoidS12 FlexCompS12 
FlexDomS12 FlexCompS13).
EXECUTE.
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES: FlexIBILITY GT2E_AV0ID GT2E_ASSERT GT2E_WINWIN GT2E_D0M selfesteem jotal extraversion_total 
openness_total agreeableness_total conflict_total conflicts_nri avoiding_rahim_total 
integrating_rahim_total RCLcolleagues RCLsupervisor 
/PRINT:TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/MISSING:PAIRWISE.
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES: FlexIBILITY 
/STATISTICS:STDDEV VARIANCE MEAN MEDIAN
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/HISTOGRAM NORMAL 
/ORDER=ANALYSIS.
♦Syntax for Merged Data 
♦SPECTORJSS
RECODE p21_r2 p21_r4 p21_r6 p21_r7 p21_r9 p 2 1 _ rll p21_rl3 p21_rl5 p21_rl6 (1=6) (2=5) (3=4) (4=3)
(5=2) (6=1) INTO SpectorR_2 SpectorR_4 SpectorR_6 SpectorR_7 SpectorR_9 SpectorR_ll SpectorR_13 
SpectorR_15 SpectorR_16.
COMPUTE SpectorRCLTOTAL=p21_rl + p21_r3 + p21_r5 + p21_r8 + p21_rl0 + p21_rl2 + p21_rl4 +
SpectorR_2 + SpectorR_4 + SpectorR_6 + SpectorR_7 + SpectorR_9 + SpectorR_ll + SpectorR_13 +
SpectorR_15 + SpectorR_16.
COMPUTE RCE_Colleagues= p21_rl + SpectorR_2 + SpectorR_4 + p21_r5 + SpectorR_7 + SpectorR_9 + 
p21_rl0 +p 21_rl2  + SpectorR_13 .
COMPUTE RCE_Supervisor= p21_r3 + SpectorR_6 + p21_r8 + S pectorR _ll.
♦NRI
COMPUTE NRI_conflict_TOTAL=p22_rl + p22_r2 + p22_r3 + p22_r4 + p22_r5 + p22_r6.
♦ROSENBURG
RECODE p23_r2 p23_r5 p23_r6 p23_r8 p23_r9 (3=0) (2=1) (1=2) (0=3) INTO p23_r2R p23_r5R p23_r6R p23_r8R p23_r9R.
COMPUTE SelfEsteem_TOTAL=p23_rl + p23_r3 + p23_r4 + p23_r7 + p23_rl0 + p23_r2R + p23_r5R + p23_r6R + p23_r8R + p23_r9R.
♦RAHIM
COMPUTE integrating_rahim_total=MEAN(p24_r2 + p24_r4 + p24_r6 + p24_r8 + p24_rl0 + p24_rl2 + p24_rl4).
COMPUTE avoiding_rahim_total=MEAN(p24_rl + p24_r3 + p24_r5 + p24_r7 + p24_r9 + p2 4_rll+  p24_rl3).
♦TIPI
RECODE p24a_r4 p24a_r5 p24a_r6 (1=7) (2=6) (3=5) (5=3) (6=2) (7=1) INTO R_Extraversion R_Openness R_Agreeableness.
COMPUTE Extraversion_TOTAL=p24a_rl + R_Extraversion.
COMPUTE Openness_TOTAL=p24a_r2 + R_Openness.
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COMPUTE Agreeableness_TOTAL=p24a_r3 + R_Agreeableness.
* Reliability of Spector JSS.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p21_rl p21_r3 p21_r5 p21_r8 p21_rlO p21_rl2 p21_rl4 SpectorR_2 SpectorR_4 SpectorR_6 
SpectorR_7 SpectorR_9 SpectorR_ll SpectorR_13 SpectorR_15 SpectorR_16 
/SCALECALL VARIABLES’) ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA.
*Reliability of NRI.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p22_rl p22_r2 p22_r3 p22_r4 p22_r5 p22_r6
/SCALECALL VARIABLES') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA.
* Reliability of Self Esteem measure.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p23_rl p23_r3 p23_r4 p23_rlO p23_r7 p23_r2R p23_rSR p23_r6R p23_r8R p23_r9R
/SCALECALL VARIABLES') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA.
■"Reliability of Conflict Measure: Integrating.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p24_rl4 p24_rl2 p24_rl0 p24_r8 p24_r6 p24_r4 p24_r2
/SCALE('Reliability_Rahim_lntegrating') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA.
/STATISTICS=SCALE
/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
■"Reliability of Conflict Measure: Avoiding.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p24_rl p24_r3 p24_rS p24_r7 p24_r9 p 2 4 _ rll p24_rl3
/SCALE('Reliability_Rahim_Avoiding') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA.
/STATISTICS=SCALE
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/SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS VARIANCE.
■"Reliability of TIPI: Extraversion.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p24a_rl R_Extraversion 
/SCALECALL VARIABLES') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA.
■"Reliability of TIPI: Openness.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p24a_r2 R_Openness 
/SCALECALL VARIABLES') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA.
■"Reliability of TIPI: Agreeableness.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p24a_r3 R_Agreeableness 
/SCALECALL VARIABLES') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA.
■"Reliability of RCLCOLLEAGUES.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p21_rl SpectorR_2 SpectorR_4 p21_rS SpectorR_7 SpectorR_9 
p21_rlO p21_rl2 SpectorR_13 
/SCALECALL VARIABLES') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA.
■"Reliability of RCLSUPERVISOR.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=p21_r3 SpectorR_6 p21_r8 SpectorR_ll
/SCALECALL VARIABLES') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA.
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=SpectorRQ_TOTAL RQ^Colleagues RQ^Supervisor NRI_conflict_TOTAL integrating_rahim_total
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avoiding_rahim_total Extraversion_TOTALOpenness_TOTALAgreeableness_TOTALSelfEsteem_TOTAL 
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/MiSSING=PAIRWISE.
F (Sit4gridl_rl<sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS41=l.
F (Sit4gridl_rl=sit4grid_rl) FIexAvoidS41=0.
F (Sit4gridl_rl>sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS41=-l.
F (Sit4gridl_r2>sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS41=l.
F (Sit4gridl_r2=sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS41=0.
F (Sit4gridl_r2<sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS41=-l.
F (Sit4gridl_r3<sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS41=l,
F (Sit4gridl_r3=sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS41=0.
F (Sit4gridl_r3>sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS41=-l.
F (Sit4gridl_r4>sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS41=l.
F (Sit4gridl_r4=sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS41=0.
F (Sit4gridl_r4<sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS41=-l.
F (Sit4grid2_rl>sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS42=l.
F (Sit4grid2_rl=sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS42=0.
F (Sit4grid2_rl<sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS42=-l.
F (Sit4grid2_r2<sit4grid_r2) FIexAssertS42=l. 
F (Sit4grid2_r2=sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS42=0. 
F (Sit4grid2_r2>sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS42=-l.
F (Sit4grid2_r3>sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS42=l.
F (Sit4grid2_r3=sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS42=0.
F (Sit4grid2_r3<sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS42=-l.
F (Sit4grid2_r4<sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS42=l.
F (Sit4grid2_r4=sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS42=0.
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IF (Sit4grid2_r4>sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS42=-l.
F (Sit4grid3_rl<sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS43=l.
F (Sit4grid3_rl=sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS43=0.
F (Sit4grid3_rl>sit4grid_rl) FlexAvoidS43=-l.
F (Sit4grid3_r2>sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS43=l. 
F (Sit4grid3_r2=sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS43=0. 
F (Sit4grid3_r2<sit4grid_r2) FlexAssertS43=-l.
F (Sit4grid3_r3<sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS43=l.
F (Sit4grid3_r3=sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS43=0.
F (Sit4grid3_r3>sit4grid_r3) FlexCompS43=-l.
F (Sit4grid3_r4>sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS43=l.
F (Sit4grid3_r4=sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS43=0.
F (Sit4grid3_r4<sit4grid_r4) FlexDomS43=-l.
IF (Sit3gridl_rl>sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS31=l. 
IF (Sit3gridl_rl=sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS31=0. 
IF (Sit3gridl_rl<sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS31=-l.
IF (Sit3gridl_r2>sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS31=l. 
IF (Sit3gridl_r2=sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS31=0. 
IF (Sit3gridl_r2<sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS31=-l.
IF (Sit3gridl_r3<slt3grid_r3) FlexCompS31=l. 
IF (Sit3gridl_r3=sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS31=0. 
IF (Sit3gridl_r3>sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS31=-l.
IF (Sit3gridl_r4>sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS31=l.
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IF (Sit3gridl_r4=sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS31=0. 
IF (Sit3gridl_r4<sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS31=-l.
IF (Sit3grid2_rl>sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS32=l. 
IF (Sit3grid2_rl=sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS32=0. 
IF (Sit3grid2_rl<sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS32=-l.
IF (Sit3grid2_r2>sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS32=l. 
IF (Sit3grid2_r2=sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS32=0. 
IF (Sit3grid2_r2<sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS32=-l.
IF (Sit3grid2_r3<sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS32=l. 
IF (Sit3grid2_r3=sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS32=0. 
IF (Sit3grid2_r3>sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS32=-l.
IF (Sit3grid2_r4>sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS32=l.
IF (Sit3grid2_r4=sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS32=0.
IF (Sit3grid2_r4<sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS32=-l.
IF (Sit3grid3_rl<sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS33=l. 
IF (Sit3grid3_rl=sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS33=0. 
IF (Sit3grid3_rl>sit3grid_rl) FlexAvoidS33=-l.
IF (Sit3grid3_r2>sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS33=l. 
IF (Sit3grid3_r2=sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS33=0. 
IF (Sit3grid3_r2<sit3grid_r2) FlexAssertS33=-l.
IF (Sit3grid3_r3<sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS33=l.
IF (Sit3grid3_r3=sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS33=0.
IF (Sit3grid3_r3>sit3grid_r3) FlexCompS33=-l.
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IF (Sit3grid3_r4>sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS33=l.
IF (Sit3grid3_r4=sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS33=0.
IF (Sit3grid3_r4<sit3grid_r4) FlexDomS33=-l.
F (Sit2gridl_rl<sit2grid_rl 
F (Sit2gridl_rl=sit2grid_rl 
F (Sit2grldl_rl>sit2grid_rl
F (Sit2gridl_r2<sit2grid_r2 
F (Sit2gridl_r2=sit2grid_r2 
F (Sit2gridl_r2>sit2grid_r2
F (Sit2gridl_r3>sit2grid_r3 
F (Sit2gridl_r3=sit2grid_r3 
F (Sit2gridl_r3<sit2grid_r3
F (Sit2gridl_r4>sit2grid_r4 
F (Sit2gridl_r4=sit2grid_r4 
F (Sit2gridl_r4<sit2grid_r4
FlexAvoidS21=l.
FlexAvoidS21=0.
FlexAvoidS21=-l.
FlexAssertS21=l.
FlexAssertS21=0.
FlexAssertS21=-l.
FlexCompS21=l.
FlexCompS21=0.
FlexCompS21=-l.
FlexDomS21=l.
FlexDomS21=0.
FlexDomS21=-l.
IF (Sit2grid2_rl>sit2grid_rl) FlexAvoidS22=l. 
IF (Sit2grid2_rl=sit2grid_rl) FlexAvoidS22=0. 
IF (Sit2grid2_rl<sit2grid_rl) FlexAvoidS22=-l.
IF (Sit2grid2_r2<sit2grid_r2) FlexAssertS22=l. 
IF (Sit2grid2_r2=sit2grid_r2) FlexAssertS22=0. 
IF (Sit2grid2_r2>sit2grid_r2) FlexAssertS22=-l.
IF (Sit2grid2_r3>sit2grid_r3) FlexCompS22=l.
IF (Sit2grid2_r3=sit2grid_r3) FlexCompS22=0.
IF (Sit2grid2_r3<sit2grid_r3) FlexCompS22=-l.
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IF (Sit2grid2_r4>sit2grid_r4) FlexDomS22=l.
IF (Sit2grid2_r4=sit2grid_r4) FlexDomS22=0.
IF (Sit2grid2_r4<sit2grid_r4) FlexDomS22=-l.
IF (Sit2grid3_rl>sit2grid_rl) FlexAvoidS23=l. 
IF (Sit2grid3_rl=sit2grid_rl) FlexAvoidS23=0. 
IF (Sit2grid3_rl<sit2grid_rl) FlexAvoidS23=-l.
IF (Sit2grid3_r2<sit2grid_r2) FlexAssertS23=l. 
IF (Sit2grid3_r2=sit2grid_r2) FlexAssertS23=0. 
IF (Sit2grid3_r2>sit2grid_r2) FlexAssertS23=-l.
IF (Sit2grid3_r3>sit2grid_r3) FlexCompS23=l. 
IF (Sit2grid3_r3=sit2grid_r3) FlexCompS23=0. 
IF (Sit2grid3_r3<sit2grid_r3) FlexCompS23=-l.
IF (Sit2grid3_r4<sit2grid_r4) FlexDomS23=l.
IF (Sit2grid3_r4=sit2grid_r4) FlexDomS23=0.
IF (Sit2grid3_r4>sit2grid_r4) FlexDomS23=-l.
IF (Sitlagridl_rl>sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidSll=l. 
IF (S itlagridl_rl=sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidSll=0. 
IF (S itlagridl_rl<sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidSll=-l.
IF (Sitlagridl_r2<sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertSll=l. 
IF (Sitlagridl_r2=sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertSll=0. 
IF (Sitlagridl_r2>sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertSll=-l.
IF (Sitlagridl_r3<sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompSll=l.
IF (Sitlagridl_r3=sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompSll=0.
IF (Sitlagridl_r3>sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompSll=-l.
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IF (Sitlagridl_r4<sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomSll=l.
IF (Sitlagridl_r4=sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomSll=0.
IF (Sitlagridl_r4>sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomSll=-l.
F (Sitlagrid2_rl>sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidS12=l.
F (Sitlagrid2_rl=sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidS12=0.
F (Sitlagrid2_rl<sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidS12=-l.
F (Sitlagrid2_r2>sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertS12=l. 
F (Sitlagrid2_r2=sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertS12=0. 
F (Sitlagrid2_r2<sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertS12=-l.
F (Sitlagrid2_r3>sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompS12=l.
F (Sitlagrid2_r3=sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompS12=0.
F (Sitlagrid2_r3<sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompS12=-l.
F (Sitlagrid2_r4>sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomS12=l.
F (Sitlagrid2_r4=sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomS12=0.
F (Sitlagrid2_r4<sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomS12=-l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_rl>sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidS13=l. 
IF (Sitlagrid3_rl=sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidS13=0. 
IF (Sitlagrid3_rl<sitlagrid_rl) FlexAvoidS13=-l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r2>sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertS13=l. 
IF (Sitlagrid3_r2=sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertS13=0. 
IF (Sitlagrid3_r2<sitlagrid_r2) FlexAssertS13=-l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r3<sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompS13=l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r3=sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r3>sitlagrid_r3) FlexCompS13=-l.
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IF (Sitlagrid3_r4>sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomS13=l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r4=sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r4<sitlagrid_r4) FlexDomS13=-l.
COMPUTE GT2EAV0ID=MEAN(sitlagrid_rl ,s itla g rid l_ r l, s itlagrid2_rl, s itlagrid3_rl, sit2grid_rl, 
sit2grid l_rl, sit2grid2_rl, sit2grid3_rl, sit3grid_rl, s it3grid l_rl, sit3grid2_rl, 
sit3grid3_rl, sit4grid_rl, s it4grid l_rl, sit4grid2_rl, sit4grid3_rl).
COMPUTE GT2EASSERT=MEAN(sitlagrid_r2, sitlagrid l_r2, sitlagrid2_r2, sitlagrid3_r2, sit2grid_r2, 
sit2gridl_r2, sit2grid2_r2, sit2grid3_r2, sit3grid_r2, sit3gridl_r2, sit3grid2_r2,
Sit3grid3_r2, sit4grid_r2, sit4gridl_r2, sit4grid2_r2, sit4grid3_r2).
COMPUTE GT2ECOMPROMISE=MEAN(sitlagrid_r3, sitlagridl_r3 , sitlagrid2_r3, sitlagrid3_r3, sit2grid_r3 , 
sit2gridl_r3, sit2grid2_r3, sit2grid3_r3, sit3grid_r3, sit3gridl_r3 , sit3grid2_r3,
Sit3grid3_r3 , sit4grid_r3, sit4gridl_r3, sit4grid2_r3 , sit4grid3_r3).
COMPUTE GT2EDOMINATING=MEAN(sitlagrid_r4, sitlagrid l_r4, sitlagrid2_r4, sitlagrid3_r4, sit2grid_r4, 
sit2gridl_r4, sit2grid2_r4, sit2grid3_r4, sit3grid_r4, sit3gridl_r4, sit3grid2_r4,
Slt3grid3_r4, sit4grid_r4, sit4gridl_r4, sit4grid2_r4, sit4grid3_r4),
■"Reliability ofGT2EAVOID
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=sitlagrid_rl sitlagrid l_rl sitlagrid2_rl sitlagrid3_rl sit2grid_rl sit2gridl_rl 
sit2grid2_rl sit2grid3_rl sit3grid_rl sit3gridl_rl sit3grid2_rl sit3grid3_rl sit4grid_rl 
sit4gridl_rl sit4grid2_rl sit4grid3_rl 
/SCALECALL VARIABLES’) ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA.
♦Reliability ofGT2EASSERT
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=sitlagrid_r2 sitlagridl_r2 sitlagrid2_r2 sitlagrid3_r2 sit2grid_r2 sit2gridl_r2 
sit2grid2_r2 sit2grid3_r2 sit3grid_r2 sit3gridl_r2 sit3grid2_r2 sit3grid3_r2 sit4grid_r2 
sit4gridl_r2 sit4grid2_r2 sit4grid3_r2 
/SCALECGT2EASSERT) ALL
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/MODEL=ALPHA.
♦Reliability of GT2EC0MPR0MISE 
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=sitlagrid_r3 sitlagridl_r3 sitlagrid2_r3 sitlagrid3_r3 sit2grid_r3 sit2gridl_r3 
Sit2grid2_r3 sit2grid3_r3 sit3grid_r3 sit3gridl_r3 sit3grid2_r3 sit3grid3_r3 sit4grid_r3 
sit4gridl_r3 sit4grid2_r3 sit4grid3_r3 
/SCALE(’GT2EC0MPR0MISE') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA.
♦Reliability of GT2E DOMINATING 
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=sitlagrid_r4 sitlagridl_r4 sitlagrid2_r4 sitlagrid3_r4 sit2grid_r4 sit2gridl_r4 
sit2grid2_r4 sit2grid3_r4 sit3grid_r4 sit3gridl_r4 sit3grid2_r4 sit3grid3_r4 sit4grid_r4 
sit4gridl_r4 sit4grid2_r4 sit4grid3_r4 
/SCALE(’GT2ED0MINATING') ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA.
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=SpectorRCLTOTAL RQ^Colleagues RQ^Supervisor NRI_conflict_TOTAL integrating_rahim_total 
avoiding_rahim_total Extraversion_TOTAL Openness_TOTAL Agreeableness_TOTAL SelfEsteem_TOTAL 
GT2EAV0ID GT2EASSERT GT2EC0MPR0MISE GT2ED0MINATING 
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=GT2EAV0ID GT2EASSERT GT2EC0MPR0MISE GT2ED0MINATING 
/HISTOGRAM 
/ORDER=ANALYSIS.
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=GT2EAV0ID GT2EASSERT GT2EC0MPR0MISE GT2ED0MINATING
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=FlexAvoidS41 FlexAssertS41 FlexCompS41 FlexDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 FlexAssertS42
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FlexCompS42 FlexDomS42 FlexAvoidS43 FlexAssertS43 FlexCompS43 FlexDomS43 FlexAvoidS31 FlexAssertS31 
FlexCompS31 FlexDomS31 FlexAvoidS32 FIexAssertS32 FlexCompS32 FlexDomS32 FlexAvoidS33 FlexAssertS33 
FlexCompS33 FlexDomS33 FlexAvoidS21 FlexAssertS21 FlexCompS21 FlexDomS21 FlexAvoidS22 FlexAssertS22 
FlexCompS22 FlexDomS22 FIexAvoidS23 FlexAssertS23 FlexCompS23 FlexDomS23 FlexAvoidSll FlexAssertSll 
FlexCompSll FlexDomSll FlexAvoidS12 FlexAssertS12 FlexCompS12 FlexDomS12 FlexAvoidS13 FlexAssertS13 
FlexCompS13 FlexDomS13
/ORDER=ANALYSIS.
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=FlexCompS41 FlexAvoidS41 FlexAssertS41 FlexDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 FlexAssertS42 
FlexCompS42 FlexDomS42 FlexAvoidS43 FlexAssertS43 FlexCompS43 FlexDomS43 FlexAvoidS31 FlexAssertS31 
FlexCompS31 FlexDomS31 FlexAvoidS32 FlexAssertS32 FlexCompS32 FlexDomS32 FlexAvoidS33 FlexAssertS33 
FlexCompS33 FlexDomS33 FlexAvoidS21 FlexAssertS21 FlexCompS21 FlexDomS21 FlexAvoidS22 FlexAssertS22 
FlexCompS22 FlexDomS22 FlexAvoldS23 FlexAssertS23 FlexCompS23 FlexDomS23 FlexAvoidSll FlexAssertSll 
FlexCompSll FlexDomSll FlexAvoidS12 FlexAssertS12 FlexCompS12 FlexDomS12 FlexAvoidS13 FlexAssertS13 
FlexCompS13 FlexDomS13
/SCALE('flexibility') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA.
♦Ambiguous items removed: FlexAvoid231, FlexAvoidS33, FlexAvoidS21, FlexCompS21, FlexAvoidS22, FlexCompS22, FlexAvoidSll,
FlexCompS12
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=FlexCompS41 FlexAvoidS41 FlexAssertS41 FlexDomS41 FlexAvoidS42 FlexAssertS42 
FlexCompS42 FlexDomS42 FlexAvoidS43 FlexAssertS43 FlexCompS43 FlexDomS43 FlexAssertS31 FlexCompS31 
FlexDomS31 FlexAvoidS32 FlexAssertS32 FlexCompS32 FlexDomS32 FlexAvoidS33 FlexAssertS33 FlexDomS33 
FlexAssertS21 FlexDomS21 FlexAssertS22 FlexDomS22 FlexAvoidS23 FlexAssertS23 FlexCompS23 FlexDomS23 
FlexAssertSll FlexCompSll FlexDomSll FlexAvoidS12 FlexAssertS12 FlexDomS12 FlexAvoidS13 
FlexAssertS13 FlexCompS13 FlexDomS13
/SCALE('flexibility minus ambiguous’) ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA.
♦If direction is to the right (positive) put a negative.
♦If direction is to the left (negative) put a positive (i.e. don’t put anything).
COMPUTE NewFlexAvoidS41 = -(sit4grid_rl-sit4gridl_rl).
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COMPUTE NewFlexAsserS41 = (sit4grid_r2-sit4gridl_r2). 
COMPUTE NewFlexCompS41 = -(sit4grid_r3-sit4gridl_r3). 
COMPUTE NewFlexDomS41 = (sit4grid_r4-sit4gridl_r4).
COMPUTE NewFlexAvoidS42 = -(sit4grid_rl-sit4grid2_rl). 
COMPUTE NewFlexAsserS42 = (sit4grid_r2-sit4grid2_r2). 
COMPUTE NewFlexCompS42 = -(sit4grid_r3-sit4grid2_r3). 
COMPUTE NewFlexDomS42 = (sit4grid_r4-sit4grid2_r4).
COMPUTE NewFlexAvoidS43 = (sit4grid_rl-sit4grid3_rl). 
COMPUTE NewFlexAsserS43 = -(sit4grid_r2-sit4grid3_r2). 
COMPUTE NewFlexCompS43 = (sit4grid_r3-sit4grid3_r3). 
COMPUTE NewFlexDomS43 = -(sit4grid_r4-sit4grid3_r4).
COMPUTE NewFIexAvoidS31 = -(sit3grid_rl-sit3gridl_rl). 
COMPUTE NewFlexAsserS31 = -(sit3grid_r2-sit3gridl_r2). 
COMPUTE NewFlexCompS31 = (sit3grid_r3-sit3gridl_r3). 
COMPUTE NewFlexDomS31 = -(sit3grid_r4-sit3gridl_r4).
COMPUTE NewFlexAvoidS32 = -(sit3grid_rl-sit3grid2_rl). 
COMPUTE NewFlexAsserS32 = -(sit3grid_r2-sit3grid2_r2). 
COMPUTE NewFlexCompS32 = (sit3grid_r3-sit3grid2_r3). 
COMPUTE NewFIexDomS32 = -(sit3grid_r4-sit3grid2_r4).
COMPUTE NewFlexAvoidS33 = (sit3grid_rl-sit3grid3_rl). 
COMPUTE NewFlexAsserS33 = -(sit3grid_r2-sit3grid3_r2). 
COMPUTE NewFlexCompS33 = (sit3grid_r3-sit3grid3_r3). 
COMPUTE NewFlexDomS33 = (sit3grid_r4-sit3grid3_r4).
COMPUTE NewFlexAvoidS21 = (sit2grid_rl-sit2gridl_rl). 
COMPUTE NewFlexAsserS21 = -(sit2grid_r2-sit2gridl_r2). 
COMPUTE NewFlexCompS21 = (sit2grid_r3-sit2gridl_r3). 
COMPUTE NewFlexDomS21 = -(sit2grid_r4-sit2gridl_r4).
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COMPUTE NewFlexAvoidS22 = (sit2grid_rl-sit2grid2_rl). 
COMPUTE NewFlexAsserS22 = -(sit2grid_r2-sit2grid2_r2). 
COMPUTE NewFlexCompS22 = (sit2grid_r3-sit2grid2_r3). 
COMPUTE NewFlexDomS22 = -(sit2grid_r4-sit2grid2_r4).
COMPUTE NewFlexAvoidS23 = -(sit2grid_rl-sit2grid3_rl). 
COMPUTE NewFlexAsserS23 = (sit2grid_r2-sit2grid3_r2). 
COMPUTE NewFlexCompS23 = -(sit2grid_r3-sit2grid3_r3). 
COMPUTE NewFlexDomS23 = (sit2grid_r4-sit2grid3_r4).
COMPUTE NewFlexAvoidSll = -(sitlagrid_rl-sitlagridl_rl). 
COMPUTE NewFIexAsserSll = (sitlagrid_r2-sitlagridl_r2). 
COMPUTE NewFlexCompSll = -(sitlagrid_r3-sitlagridl_r3). 
COMPUTE NewFlexDomSll = (sitlagrid_r4-sitlagridl_r4).
COMPUTE NewFlexAvoidS12 = (sitlagrid_rl-sitlagrid2_rl). 
COMPUTE NewFlexAsserS12 = -(sitlagrid_r2-sitlagrid2_r2). 
COMPUTE NewFlexCompS12 = -(sitlagrid_r3-sitlagrid2_r3). 
COMPUTE NewFlexDomS12 = -(sitlagrid_r4-sitlagrid2_r4).
COMPUTE NewFlexAvoidS13 = -(sitlagrid_rl-sitlagrid3_rl). 
COMPUTE NewFlexAsserS13 = -(sitlagrid_r2-sitlagrid3_r2). 
COMPUTE NewFlexCompS13 = (sitlagrid_r3-sitlagrid3_r3). 
COMPUTE NewFlexDomS13 = -(sitlagrid_r4-sitlagrid3_r4).
COMPUTE FLEXAVOID = MEAN(NewFlexAvoidS41, NewFlexAvoidS42, NewFlexAvoidS43, 
NewFlexAvoidS31,NewFlexAvoidS32,NewFlexAvoidS33,NewFlexAvoidS21,
NewFlexAvoidS22,NewFlexAvoidS23,NewFlexAvoidSll,NewFlexAvoidS12,NewFlexAvoidS13).
COMPUTE FLEXASSERT = MEAN(NewFlexAsserS41, NewFlexAsserS42, NewFlexAsserS43, 
NewFlexAsserS31,NewFlexAsserS32,NewFlexAsserS33,NewFlexAsserS21,
NewFlexAsserS22,NewFlexAsserS23,NewFlexAsserSll,NewFlexAsserS12,NewFlexAsserS13).
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COMPUTE FLEXCOMP = MEAN(NewFlexCompS41, NewFlexCompS42, NewFlexCompS43, 
NewFlexCompS31,NewFlexCompS32,NewFlexCompS33,NewFlexCompS21,
NewFlexCompS22,NewFlexCompS23,NewFlexCompSll,NewFlexCompS12,NewFlexCompS13).
COMPUTE FLEXDOM = MEAN(NewFlexDomS41, NewFlexDomS42, NewFlexDomS43, 
NewFlexDomS31,NewFlexDomS32,NewFlexDomS33,NewFlexDomS21,
NewFlexDomS22,NewFlexDomS23,NewFlexDomSll,NewFlexDomS12,NewFlexDomS13).
♦computed flexibility variables without including the vignettes variations that were more awkward on the frequency table below, 
removed S41, S31, S21.
COMPUTE FLEXAV0ID2 = MEAN(NewFlexAvoidS42, NewFlexAvoidS43,NewFlexAvoidS32,NewFlexAvoidS33,NewFlexAvoidS21, 
NewFlexAvoidS22,NewFlexAvoidS23,NewFlexAvoidSll,NewFlexAvoidS12,NewFlexAvoidS13).
COMPUTE FLEXASSERT2 = MEAN(NewFlexAsserS42, NewFlexAsserS43,NewFlexAsserS32,NewFlexAsserS33,NewFlexAsserS21, 
NewFlexAsserS22,NewFlexAsserS23,NewFlexAsserSll,NewFlexAsserS12,NewFlexAsserS13).
COMPUTE FLEXC0MP2 = MEAN(NewFlexCompS42, NewFlexCompS43, NewFlexCompS32,NewFlexCompS33,NewFlexCompS21, 
NewFlexCompS22,NewFlexCompS23,NewFlexCompSll,NewFlexCompS12,NewFlexCompS13).
COMPUTE FLEXD0M2 = MEAN(NewFlexDomS42, NewFlexDomS43, NewFlexDomS32,NewFlexDomS33,NewFlexDomS21, 
NewFlexDomS22,NewFlexDomS23, NewFlexDomSll, NewFlexDomS12,NewFlexDomS13).
♦ Select cases with valid data.
COMPUTE Subjectl=source^lOOO+sys_SequentialRespondentNumber.
COMPUTE SelectCasel=l.
DO IF ((subjectl GE 39 AND subjectl LE 51) OR (subjectl GE 1079 AND subjectl LE 1108)).
COMPUTE SelectCasel = 0 .
END IF.
SELECT IF (SelectCasel = 1).
♦I tried to remove the awkward vignettes from calculating flexibility but it seems the correlation still does not reveal anything very 
interesting.
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES: FLEXASSERT2 FLEXD0M2 FLEXC0MP2 FLEXAV0ID2 GT2EAV0ID GT2EASSERT GT2EC0MPR0MISE GT2ED0MINATING 
SpectorRQ^TOTAL RQ^Colleagues RCLSupervisor
NRI_conflict_TOTAL integrating_rahim_total avoiding_rahim_total Extraversion_TOTAL Openness_TOTAL Agreeableness_TOTAL 
SelfEsteem TOTAL
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/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=FLEXAV0ID2 FLEXASSERT2 FLEXC0MP2 FLEXD0M2 
/STATIST1CS=STDDEV MEAN MEDIAN MODE KURTOSIS SEKURT 
/HISTOGRAM 
/ORDER=ANALYSIS.
T-TEST
/TESTVAL=0
/MISSING=ANALYSIS
/VARIABLES=FLEXAVOID FLEXCOMP FLEXDOM FLEXASSERT 
/CRITERIA=CI(.9500).
♦DESCRIPTIVES OF NEW FLEX SCORES
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=NewFlexAvoidS41 NewFlexAsserS41 NewFlexCompS41 NewFlexDomS41 NewFlexAvoidS42 
NewFlexAsserS42 NewFlexCompS42 NewFlexDomS42 NewFlexAvoidS43 NewFlexAsserS43 NewFlexCompS43 
NewFlexDomS43 NewFlexAvoidS31 NewFlexAsserS31 NewFlexCompS31 NewFlexDomS31 NewFlexAvoidS32 
NewFlexAsserS32 NewFlexCompS32 NewFlexDomS32 NewFlexAvoidS33 NewFlexAsserS33 NewFlexCompS33 
NewFlexDomS33 NewFlexAvoidS21 NewFlexAsserS21 NewFlexCompS21 NewFlexDomS21 NewFlexAvoidS22 
NewFlexAsserS22 NewFlexCompS22 NewFlexDomS22 NewFlexAvoidS23 NewFlexAsserS23 NewFlexCompS23 
NewFlexDomS23 NewFlexAvoidSll NewFIexAsserSll NewFlexCompSll NewFlexDomSll NewFlexAvoidS12 
NewFlexAsserS12 NewFlexCompS12 NewFlexDomS12 NewFlexAvoidS13 NewFlexAsserS13 NewFlexCompS13 
NewFlexDomS13
/STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX.
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=NewFlexAvoidS41 NewFlexAsserS41 NewFlexCompS41 NewFlexDomS41 NewFlexAvoidS42 
NewFlexAsserS42 NewFlexCompS42 NewFlexDomS42 NewFlexAvoidS43 NewFlexAsserS43 NewFlexCompS43 
NewFlexDomS43 NewFlexAvoidS31 NewFlexAsserS31 NewFlexCompS31 NewFlexDomS31 NewFlexAvoidS32 
NewFlexAsserS32 NewFlexCompS32 NewFlexDomS32 NewFlexAvoidS33 NewFlexAsserS33 NewFlexCompS33 
NewFlexDomS33 NewFlexAvoidS21 NewFlexAsserS21 NewFlexCompS21 NewFlexDomS21 NewFlexAvoidS22 
NewFlexAsserS22 NewFlexCompS22 NewFlexDomS22 NewFlexAvoidS23 NewFlexAsserS23 NewFlexCompS23 
NewFlexDomS23 NewFlexAvoidSll NewFIexAsserSll NewFlexCompSll NewFlexDomSll NewFlexAvoidS12 
NewFlexAsserS12 NewFlexCompS12 NewFlexDomS12 NewFlexAvoidS13 NewFlexAsserS13 NewFlexCompS13 
NewFlexDomS13
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/STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX KURTOSIS.
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=gender managerial integrating_rahim_total avoiding_rahim_total NRI_conflict_TOTAL 
SpectorRCLTOTAL RO^Colleagues RQ^Supervisor 
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
♦managerial experience does not correlate with the flexibility scores. Nor does gender. 
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=gender managerial FLEXAV0ID2 FLEXC0MP2 FLEXD0M2 FLEXASSERT2
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
GRAPH
/SCATTERPLOT(BIVAR)=FLEXAVOID2 WITH SpectorRCLTOTAL
/MISSING=LISTWISE REPORT
/TITLE='Non Linear Relationship RQ and Flexibility'.
GRAPH
/SCATTERPL0T(BIVAR)=FLEXC0MP2 WITH SpectorRCLTOTAL
/MISSING=LISTWISE REPORT
/TITLE='Non Linear Relationship RQand Flexibility'.
GRAPH
/SCATTERPL0T(BIVAR)=FLEXD0M2 WITH SpectorRCLTOTAL
/MISSING=LISTWISE REPORT
/TITLE='Non Linear Relationship RQand Flexibility'.
GRAPH
/SCATTERPL0T(BIVAR)=FLEXASSERT2 WITH SpectorRCLTOTAL
/MISSING=LISTWISE REPORT
/TITLE='Non Linear Relationship RQ and Flexibility'.
♦Linear relationship? No U shaped curve.
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♦RECALC OF TIPI
COMPUTE NEXTRAVERT=8-p24a_r4.
COMPUTE Nopen=8-p24a_r5.
COMPUTE NAGREEABLE=8-p24a_r6.
COMPUTE NAVOIDRAHIM=p24_rl + p24_r3+p24_r5+p24_r7+p24_r9+p24_rll+p24_rl3. 
COMPUTE NINTEGRATERAHIM=p24_r2 + p24_r4+p24_r6+p24_r8+p24_rl0+p24_rl2+p24_rl4. 
♦STANDARDISING
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=N_RCLTOTAL NAVOIDRAHIM NINTEGRATERAHIM 
/SAVE
/STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX.
EXECUTE.
♦step 2
COMPUTE interactJA=ZNAVOIDRAHIM ♦ ZNINTEGRATERAHIM.
REGRESSION 
/MISSING LISTWISE 
/STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 
/CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.IO)
/NOORIGIN
/DEPENDENT ZN_RO_TOTAL
/METHOD=ENTER ZNAVOIDRAHIM ZNINTEGRATERAHIM interactJA.
EXAMINE VARIABLES=FLEXASSERT2 BY gender 
/PLOT=BOXPLOT 
/STATISTICS=NONE 
/NOTOTAL.
GRAPH
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/BAR(SIMPLE)=MEAN(FLEXAV0ID2) MEAN(FLEXC0MP2) MEAN(FLEXD0M2) MEAN(FLEXASSERT2)
/MISSING=LISTWISE
/TITLE='MEANS OF FLEXIBILITY SCORES'.
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=FLEXAV0ID2 FLEXC0MP2 FLEXD0M2 FLEXASSERT2 N_RCLTOTAL N_RCLColl N_RCLSup N_NRI
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
♦LOW ON AVOIDANCE
SORT CASES BY SEPFLEXAVOID(A).
EXECUTE.
USE ALL.
COMPUTE filter_$=(SEPFLEXAVOID < 0 ).
VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'SEPFLEXAVOID < 0 (FILTER)'.
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'.
FORMAT filter_$ (fl.O).
FILTER BY filter_$.
EXECUTE.
♦CORRELATE LOW AVOIDANCE WITH RQ-NOTSIGNIF 
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=N_RCLTOTAL N_RQ_Coll N_RCLSup N_NRI SEPFLEXAVOID
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
♦HIGH ON AVOIDANCE 
USE ALL.
COMPUTE filter_$=(SEPFLEXAVOID > 3).
VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'SEPFLEXAVOID > 3  (FILTER)'.
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'.
FORMAT f i l t e r j  (fl.O).
FILTER BY f i l te r j .
EXECUTE.
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CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=N_RCLTOTAL N_RQ_Coll N_RQ_Sup N_NRI SEPFLEXAVOID
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
FILTER OFF.
USE 30 thru 89.
EXECUTE.
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=N_RQ_TOTAL N_RQ_Coll N_RCLSup N_NRI SEPFLEXAVOID
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=age 
/STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV.
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=age gender ethnicity 
/STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX.
♦ * *  new flexibility score NOT giving a minus score for movement in opposite direction expected but giving a score of 0
IF (Sit4gridl_rl<sit4grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS41=l.
IF (Sit4gridl_rl=sit4grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS41=0.
IF (Sit4gridl_rl>sit4grid_rl) TFlexAvoidS41=0.
IF (Sit4gridl_r2>sit4grid_r2) TFIexAssertS41=l.
IF (Sit4gridl_r2=sit4grid_r2) TFIexAssertS41=0.
IF (Sit4gridl_r2<sit4grid_r2) TFIexAssertS41=0.
IF (Sit4gridl_r3<sit4grid_r3) TFIexCompS41=l.
IF (Sit4gridl_r3=sit4grid_r3) TFIexCompS41=0.
IF (Sit4gridl_r3>sit4grid_r3) TFIexCompS41=0.
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IF (Sit4gridl_r4>sit4grid_r4) TFIexDomS41=l.
IF (Sit4gridl_r4=sit4grid_r4) TFIexDomS41=0.
IF (Sit4gridl_r4<sit4grid_r4) TFIexDomS41=0.
IF (Sit4grid2_rl>sit4grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS42=l. 
IF (Sit4grid2_rl=sit4grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS42=0. 
IF (Sit4grid2_rl<sit4grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS42=0.
IF (Sit4grid2_r2<sit4grid_r2) TFIexAssertS42=l. 
IF (Sit4grid2_r2=sit4grid_r2) TFIexAssertS42=0. 
IF (Sit4grid2_r2>sit4grid_r2) TFlexAssertS42=0.
IF (Sit4grid2_r3>sit4grld_r3) TFIexCompS42=l. 
IF (Sit4grid2_r3=sit4grid_r3) TFIexCompS42=0. 
IF (Sit4grid2_r3<sit4grid_r3) TFIexCompS42=0.
IF (Sit4grid2_r4<sit4grid_r4) TFIexDomS42=l. 
IF (Sit4grid2_r4=sit4grid_r4) TFIexDomS42=0. 
IF (Sit4grid2_r4>sit4grid_r4) TFIexDomS42=0.
IF (Sit4grid3_rl<sit4grld_rl) TFIexAvoidS43=l. 
IF (Sit4grid3_rl=sit4grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS43=0. 
IF (Sit4grid3_rl>sit4grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS43=0.
IF (Sit4grid3_r2>sit4grid_r2) TFIexAssertS43=l. 
IF (Sit4grid3_r2=sit4grid_r2) TFIexAssertS43=0. 
IF (Sit4grid3_r2<sit4grid_r2) TFIexAssertS43=0.
IF (Sit4grid3_r3<slt4grid_r3) TFIexCompS43=l.
IF (Sit4grid3_r3=sit4grid_r3) TFIexCompS43=0.
IF (Sit4grid3_r3>sit4grid_r3) TFlexCompS43=0.
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IF (Sit4grid3_r4>sit4grid_r4) TFIexDomS43=l.
IF (Sit4grid3_r4=sit4grid_r4) TFIexDomS43=0.
IF (Sit4grid3_r4<sit4grid_r4) TFIexDomS43=0.
IF (Sit3gridl_rl>sit3grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS31=l. 
IF (Sit3gridl_rl=sit3grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS31=0. 
IF (Sit3gridl_rl<sit3grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS31=0.
IF (Sit3gridl_r2>sit3grid_r2) TFIexAssertS31=l. 
IF (Sit3gridl_r2=sit3grid_r2) TFIexAssertS31=0. 
IF (Sit3gridl_r2<sit3grid_r2) TFIexAssertS31=0.
IF (Sit3gridl_r3<sit3grid_r3) TFIexCompS31=l. 
IF (Sit3gridl_r3=sit3grid_r3) TFIexCompS31=0. 
IF (Sit3gridl_r3>sit3grid_r3) TFIexCompS31=0.
IF (Sit3gridl_r4>sit3grid_r4) TFIexDomS31=l.
IF (Sit3gridl_r4=sit3grid_r4) TFIexDomS31=0.
IF (Sit3gridl_r4<sit3grid_r4) TFIexDomS31=0.
IF (Sit3grid2_rl>sit3grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS32=l. 
IF (Sit3grid2_rl=sit3grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS32=0. 
IF (Sit3grid2_rl<sit3grid_rl) TFlexAvoidS32=0.
IF (Sit3grid2_r2>sit3grid_r2) TFIexAssertS32=l. 
IF (Sit3grid2_r2=sit3grid_r2) TFlexAssertS32=0. 
IF (Sit3grid2_r2<sit3grid_r2) TFIexAssertS32=0.
IF (Sit3grid2_r3<sit3grid_r3) TFIexCompS32=l.
IF (Sit3grid2_r3=sit3grid_r3) TFIexCompS32=0.
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IF (Sit3grid2_r3>sit3grid_r3) TFIexCompS32=0.
IF (Sit3grid2_r4>sit3grid_r4) TFIexDomS32=l. 
IF (Sit3grid2_r4=sit3grid_r4) TFIexDomS32=0. 
IF (Sit3grid2_r4<sit3grid_r4) TFIexDomS32=0.
F (Sit3grid3_rl<sit3grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS33=l. 
F (Sit3grid3_rl=sit3grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS33=0. 
F (Sit3grld3_rl>sit3grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS33=0.
F (Sit3grid3_r2>sit3grid_r2) TFIexAssertS33=l. 
F (Sit3grid3_r2=sit3grid_r2) TFIexAssertS33=0. 
F (Sit3grid3_r2<sit3grid_r2) TFIexAssertS33=0.
F (Sit3grid3_r3<sit3grid_r3) TFlexCompS33=l. 
F (Sit3grid3_r3=sit3grid_r3) TFIexCompS33=0. 
F (Sit3grid3_r3>sit3grid_r3) TFIexCompS33=0.
F (Sit3grid3_r4>sit3grid_r4) TFIexDomS33=l.
F (Sit3grid3_r4=sit3grid_r4) TFIexDomS33=0.
F (Sit3grid3_r4<sit3grid_r4) TFIexDomS33=0.
IF (Sit2gridl_rl<sit2grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS21=l. 
IF (Sit2gridl_rl=sit2grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS21=0. 
IF (Sit2gridl_rl>sit2grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS21=0.
IF (Sit2gridl_r2<sit2grid_r2) TFIexAssertS21=l. 
IF (Sit2gridl_r2=sit2grid_r2) TFIexAssertS21=0. 
IF (Sit2gridl_r2>sit2grid_r2) TFIexAssertS21=0.
IF (Sit2gridl_r3>sit2grid_r3) TFIexCompS21=l.
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IF (Sit2gridl_r3=sit2grid_r3) TFIexCompS21=0.
IF (Sit2gridl_r3<sit2grid_r3) TFlexCompS21=0.
IF (Sit2gridl_r4>sit2grid_r4) TFIexDomS21=l, 
IF (Sit2gridl_r4=sit2grid_r4) TFIexDomS21=0. 
IF (Sit2gridl_r4<sit2grid_r4) TFIexDomS21=0.
IF (Sit2grid2_rl>sit2grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS22=l. 
IF (Sit2grid2_rl=sit2grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS22=0. 
IF (Sit2grid2_rl<sit2grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS22=0.
IF (Sit2grid2_r2<sit2grid_r2) TFIexAssertS22=l. 
IF (Sit2grid2_r2=sit2grid_r2) TFIexAssertS22=0. 
IF (Sit2grid2_r2>sit2grid_r2) TFIexAssertS22=0.
IF (Sit2grid2_r3>sit2grid_r3) TFIexCompS22=l. 
IF (Sit2grid2_r3=sit2grid_r3) TFIexCompS22=0. 
IF (Sit2grid2_r3<sit2grid_r3) TFIexCompS22=0.
IF (Sit2grid2_r4>sit2grid_r4) TFIexDomS22=l.
IF (Sit2grid2_r4=sit2grid_r4) TFIexDomS22=0.
IF (Sit2grid2_r4<sit2grid_r4) TFIexDomS22=0.
IF (Sit2grid3_rl>sit2grid_rl) TFlexAvoidS23=l. 
IF (Sit2grid3_rl=sit2grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS23=0. 
IF (Sit2grid3_rl<sit2grid_rl) TFIexAvoidS23=0.
IF (Sit2grid3_r2<sit2grid_r2) TFIexAssertS23=l. 
IF (Sit2grid3_r2=sit2grid_r2) TFIexAssertS23=0. 
IF (Sit2grid3_r2>sit2grid_r2) TFIexAssertS23=0.
IF (Sit2grid3_r3>sit2grid_r3) TFIexCompS23=l.
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F (Sit2grid3_r3=sit2grid_r3) TFIexCompS23=0.
F (Sit2grid3_r3<sit2grid_r3) TFIexCompS23=0.
F (Sit2grid3_r4<sit2grid_r4) TFIexDomS23=l.
F (Sit2grid3_r4=sit2grid_r4) TFIexDomS23=0.
F (Sit2grid3_r4>sit2grid_r4) TFIexDomS23=0.
F (Sitlagridl_rl>sitlagrid_rl) TFIexAvoidSll=l. 
F (Sitlagridl_rl=sitlagrid_rl) TFIexAvoidSll=0. 
F (Sitlagridl_rl<sitlagrid_rl) TFIexAvoidSll=0.
F (Sitlagridl_r2<sitlagrid_r2) TFIexAssertSll=l. 
F (Sitlagridl_r2=sitlagrid_r2) TFIexAssertSll=0. 
F (Sitlagridl_r2>sitlagrid_r2) TFIexAssertSll=0.
F (Sitlagridl_r3<sitlagrid_r3) TFIexCompSll=l. 
F (Sitlagridl_r3=sitlagrid_r3) TFIexCompSll=0. 
F (Sitlagridl_r3>sitlagrid_r3) TFlexCompSll=0.
F (Sitlagridl_r4<sitlagrid_r4) TFIexDomSll=l.
F (Sitlagridl_r4=sitlagrid_r4) TFIexDomSll=0.
F (Sitlagridl_r4>sitlagrid_r4) TFIexDomSll=0.
IF (Sitlagrid2_rl>sitlagrid_rl) TFIexAvoidS12=l. 
IF (Sitlagrid2_rl=sitlagrid_rl) TFIexAvoidS12=0. 
IF (Sitlagrid2_rl<sitlagrid_rl) TFIexAvoidS12=0.
IF (Sitlagrid2_r2>sitlagrid_r2) TFIexAssertS12=l. 
IF (Sitlagrid2_r2=sitlagrid_r2) TFIexAssertS12=0. 
IF (Sitlagrid2_r2<sitlagrid_r2) TFIexAssertS12=0.
IF (Sitlagrid2_r3>sitlagrid_r3) TFIexCompS12=l.
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IF (Sitlagrid2_r3=sitlagrid_r3) TFIexCompS12=0.
IF (Sitlagrid2_r3<sitlagrid_r3) TFIexCompS12=0.
IF (Sitlagrid2_r4>sitlagrid_r4) TFIexDomS12=l. 
IF (Sitlagrid2_r4=sitlagrid_r4) TFIexDomS12=0. 
IF (Sitlagrid2_r4<sitlagrid_r4) TFIexDomS12=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_rl>sitlagrid_rl) TFIexAvoidS13=l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_rl=sitlagrid_rl) TFIexAvoidS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_rl<sitlagrid_rl) TFIexAvoidS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r2>sitlagrid_r2) TFIexAssertS13=l.
IF {Sitlagrid3_r2=sitlagrid_r2) TFIexAssertS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r2<sitlagrid_r2) TFIexAssertS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r3<sitlagrid_r3) TF!exCompS13=l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r3=sitlagrid_r3) TFIexCompS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r3>sitlagrid_r3) TFlexCompS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r4>sitlagrid_r4) TFIexDomS13=l.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r4=sitlagrid_r4) TFIexDomS13=0.
IF (Sitlagrid3_r4<sitlagrid_r4) TFIexDomS13=0.
COMPUTE TOTAL_FLEXIBILITY=SUM(TFIexAvoidS41JFIexAssertS41,TFIexCompS41JFIexDomS41,TFIexAvoidS42, 
TFIexAssertS42,TFIexCompS42,TFIexDomS42,TFIexAvoidS43JFIexAssertS43,TFIexCompS43,TFIexDomS43, 
TFIexAvoidS31,TFIexAssertS31,TFIexCompS31,TFIexDomS31,TFIexAvoidS32,TFIexAssertS32JFIexCompS32, 
TFIexDomS32,TFIexAvoidS33,TFIexAssertS33JFIexCompS33,TFIexDomS33,TFIexAvoidS21JFIexAssertS21, 
TFIexCompS21JFIexDomS21JFIexAvoidS22,TFIexAssertS22JFIexCompS22,TFIexDomS22JFIexAvoidS23, 
TFIexAssertS23,TFIexCompS23,TFlexDomS23,TFlexAvoidSll,TFIexAssertSll,TFIexCompSll,TFIexDomSll, 
TFIexAvoidS12,TFIexAssertS12,TFIexCompS12,TFIexDomS12,TFIexAvoidS13,TFIexAssertS13,TFlexCompS13, 
TFIexDomS13).
* * *  correlation between flex score above and dv and est measures
CORRELATIONS
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/VARIABLES=NRI_conflict_TOTALTOTAL_FLEXIBILITY N_RQ_TOTAL N_RCLColl N_RO.Sup Nselfesteem 
NINTEGRATERAHIM NAVOIDRAHIM NAGREEABLE Nopen NEXTRAVERT 
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/STATISTICS DESCRIPTIVES 
/M1SSING=PA1RWISE.
COMPUTE TOTAL_FLEXIBILITY2=SUM(NewFlexAvoidS41,NewF!exAsserS41,NewFlexCompS41,NewFlexDomS41, 
NewFlexAvoidS42,NewFlexAsserS42,NewF!exCompS42,NewFlexDomS42,NewFIexAvoidS43,NewFIexAsserS43, 
NewFlexCompS43,NewFlexDomS43,NewFlexAvoidS31,NewFlexAsserS31,NewFlexCompS31,NewFlexDomS31, 
NewF!exAvoidS32,NewFlexAsserS32,NewFlexCompS32,NewFlexDomS32,NewFlexAvoidS33,NewFlexAsserS33, 
NewFlexCompS33,NewFlexDomS33,NewFlexAvoidS21,NewFlexAsserS21,NewFlexCompS21,NewFlexDomS21, 
NewFlexAvoidS22,NewFlexAsserS22,NewFlexCompS22,NewFlexDomS22,NewFlexAvoidS23,NewF!exAsserS23, 
NewFlexCompS23,NewFlexDomS23,NewFlexAvoidSll,NewFlexAsserSll,NewFlexCompSll,NewFlexDomSll, 
NewFlexAvoidS12,NewFlexAsserS12,NewF!exCompS12,NewFlexDomS12,NewF!exAvoidS13,NewFlexAsserS13, 
NewFlexCompS13,NewFlexDomS13).
* * *  correlation between flex2 score above and dv and est measures
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=T0TAL_FLEXIBILITY2 NRI_conflict_TOTAL N_RCLTOTAL N_RCLColl N_RCLSup Nselfesteem 
NINTEGRATERAHIM NAVOIDRAHIM NAGREEABLE Nopen NEXTRAVERT 
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/STATISTICS DESCRIPTIVES 
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
EXECUTE.
* *  this is correlating only the low scorers on flexibility (by selecting cases for code 1 = -12-4)
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=T0TAL_FLEXIBILITY2 NRI_conflict_TOTAL N_RCLTOTAL N_RCLColl N_RCLSup Nselfesteem 
NINTEGRATERAHIM NAVOIDRAHIM NAGREEABLE Nopen NEXTRAVERT 
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/STATISTICS DESCRIPTIVES 
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
* *  this is correlating only the med scorers on flexibility (by selecting cases for code 1 = 5-10)
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CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=T0TAL_FLEXIBILITY2 NRI_conflict_TOTAL N_RCLTOTAL N_RCL_Coll N_RCLSup Nselfesteem 
NINTEGRATERAHIM NAVOIDRAHIM NAGREEABLE Nopen NEXTRAVERT 
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/STATISTICS DESCRIPTIVES 
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
EXECUTE.
**  this is correlating only the med scorers on flexibility (by selecting cases for code 1 = 10-42) 
CORRELATIONS
/VARIABLES=T0TAL_FLEXIBILITY2 NRI_conflict_TOTAL N_RCLTOTAL N_RCLColl N_RCLSup Nselfesteem 
NINTEGRATERAHIM NAVOIDRAHIM NAGREEABLE Nopen NEXTRAVERT 
/PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/STATISTICS DESCRIPTIVES 
/MISSING=PAIRWISE.
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Appendix III
Journal submission guidelines 
Journal o f Counseling Psychology
The Journal o f  Counseling Psychology'^ publishes em pirical research in the  areas o f
counseling activities (including assessment, interventions, consultation, supervision, training, prevention, and 
psychological education)
career developm ent and vocational psychology
diversity and underrepresented populations in relation to  counseling activities 
the developm ent o f new  m easures to  be used in counseling activities 
professional issues in counseling psychology
In addition, th e  Journal o f  Counseling Psychoiogy considers reviews or theoretical contributions th a t have the  
potential fo r stim ulating fu rth er research in counseling psychology, and conceptual or em pirical contributions about 
m ethodological Issues in counseling psychology research.
The Journai o f  Counseiing Psycho/ogy considers manuscripts th a t deal w ith  clients w ho are not severely disturbed, 
w ho have problems w ith  living, or w ho are experiencing developm ental crises. M anuscripts th a t deal w ith  the  
strengths or healthy aspects o f m ore severely disturbed clients also are considered.
Both quantitative and qualitative m ethods are appropriate. Extensions o f previous studies, im plications fo r public 
policy or social action, and counseling research and applications are encouraged.
The Journai o f  Counseiing Psychology (JCP) publishes theoretical, em pirical, and m ethodological articles on 
m ulticultural aspects o f counseling, counseling interventions, assessment, consultation, prevention, career 
developm ent, and vocational psychology and features studies on the  supervision and train ing o f counselors.
Particular a tten tion  is given to  em pirical studies on the evaluation and application o f counseling interventions and  
th e  applications o f counseling w ith  diverse and underrepresented populations. Manuscripts should be concisely 
w ritten  in simple, unambiguous language, using bias-free language. Present m aterial in logical order, starting w ith  a 
statem en t o f purpose and progressing through an analysis o f evidence to  conclusions and im plications. The  
conclusions should be clearly related to  the  evidence presented.
Manuscript Title:
The manuscript title  should be accurate, fully explanatory, and preferably no longer than 12 words.
(extracted from http://www. apa. org/pubs/journals/cou/?tab=l)
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Globalisation, Modem Migration and the 
Psychological Implications of Living in Multiple Cultures
The magnitude of connections between different cultures has dramatically increased as a result 
of global financial interdependence, international migration and a technological infrastructure 
which supports these possibilities (Giddens, 2000). These changes are on the increase 
(Hermans and Kempen, 1998) and influence psychological functioning (Arnett, 2002). This 
research specificaliy sought to improve an understanding of the psychoiogicai impact for a 
growing number of individuals who move to and live within multiple cultures different to their 
birth country. Semi-structured interviews were used to assess the psychological impact of 
migration on a sample of eight volunteers. Data were then analysed using interpretative 
phenomenological analysis. This led to the identification of a number of different themes 
including: change, self-concept, coping strategies and worldview. Considerations for possibie 
therapeutic interventions are discussed, as well as suggestions for future areas of research.
Introduction
There has been a great deal of research examining the psychoiogicai impact of mass migration. 
Existing literature has focused on migration in pursuit of a better quality of life, or as a 
consequence of a crisis in one's native country. In recent times, globalisation has led to an 
increasingly dense network of connections and interdependence between cultures and 
individuals (Tomlinson, 1999). Financial interdependence, international migration and 
technological infrastructure, which support these possibilities, are all on the rise (Giddens, 
2000). As a result, migrants are no longer solely characterised as individuals in search of a 
better life elsewhere. For the purpose of this research, this group will be referred to as 
'modern migrants'. These are individuais, predominantly from developed countries, who have 
had the opportunity and inclination to migrate to, live and adapt within other cultures for 
different reasons. The modern migrant might move for the purpose of employment or simply 
to enrich their lives with new and varied experiences.
Before considering modern migration, it is worth mentioning an important and established 
concept of mass migration: pluriculturality. This involves having the capacity to identify with, 
and to thrive within, multiple cultural contexts (Coste, 1997). It is associated with a number of
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positive benefits. For example, minority individuals who achieve a pluricultural orientation 
were found to be better psychologically and socio-culturally adapted than minority individuals 
who had a monocultural orientation and hence only identified with one culture. This was true 
regardless of whether their identities were aligned with the majority culture or their own ethnic 
culture (Berry et al., 2006). In addition, pluricultural individuals are more likely to have higher 
self-esteem, greater life-satisfaction, fewer behavioural and psychological problems, and in 
adolescence, better levels of adjustment at school, than those with a monocultural orientation 
(Berry et al., 2006; Phinney et al., 2001).
With regard to modern migration, there are a number of important factors to consider. Firstly, 
modern migration has been associated with the emergence of global values. Arnett (2000) has 
suggested that these values include freedom of choice, individualism, and tolerance of 
differences. Increasingly, individuals are adhering to a 'demotic discourse' about culture 
(Baumann, 1996). This discourse construes culture as a dynamic process through which diverse 
cultural values, beliefs, practices and traditions are embraced and subjected to personal choice 
according to context and need.
Secondly, some individuals change cultural context numerous times during their lives. This 
might lead to acculturative stress, which refers to the difficulty that one may experience in 
adapting to other cultures, behaviours, beiiefs and values (Berry, 1997).
Thirdly, it has been argued that as globalisation evolves, cross cultural understanding and 
affinity will become progressively more important. Some researchers have suggested that the 
world is increasingly influenced by cosmopolitanism (Tomlinson, 1999). This ideology consists 
of a single shared morality regardless of cultural background, and with a single world 
community. It stands in contrast to nationalism (Beck, 2000).
Individuals are motivated to both enhance and protect their self-esteem. As a result, self and 
group-enhancing strategies are often used when conducting inter-group and interpersonal 
social comparisons (Gregg and Sedikides, 2008). In general, individuals regard themselves and 
members of their group as better than average (Hoyle, Kernis, Leary, and Baldwin, 1999). 
Correspondingly, threats to self-esteem have been associated with depression and behaviours 
which minimise damage to identity. This sometimes entails adjusting cognitions or behaviour, 
it follows that in order to thrive in different cultural contexts, it is beneficial to be able to 
consider multiple frames of reference, as well as exhibit interpersonal flexibility (Goldin, 2002).
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There are opposing views regarding the nature of this flexibility. For example, 'social 
chameleonism' refers to a process where, by acknowledging and responding to verbal and non­
verbal cues, one may switch language, communication style, appearance and cultural practices 
with ease (Goleman, 1998). An individual may consequently acquire the characteristics needed 
to successfully interact within their current context (Bedeian and Day, 2004). This is also known 
as social and cultural intelligence (Jordan, Ashkanasy, and H arte I, 2003).
Although these skills might help an individual in the assimilation process on a day-to-day basis, 
counselling and psychological research warns that there are deeper costs to this behaviour. For 
example, Deutsch (1934) observed in her clinical work a "highly plastic readiness to pick up 
signals from the outer world and mould oneself accordingly" (Rogers, 1991, p.l23). She called 
this the 'as-if personality and regarded it as being depersonalised and narcissistic (Kohut,
1977). Although well-adjusted and capable of offering warmth, Deutsch theorised that 
characteristic behaviour would entail a skilled repetition of a prototype which lacks originality, 
much like a child's imitation and expression of its environment. The suffering aspect of this 
tendency relates to a fragile sense of self, which engenders a constant need for approval and 
avoidance of rejection. This would suggest that a chameleon-like flexibility, which might be 
employed by a modern migrant, could come at a cost. That is to say, what may begin as a 
survival tool to 'fit-in', might also invite challenges to a robust self-concept.
A final consideration which is applicable to the modern migration process is Bennett's (1993) 
framework of cultural marginality. Cultural marginality refers to a process whereby one 
internalises two or more cultural traditions. This can be further divided into encapsulated or 
constructive marginality. Encapsulated marginality refers to a constrained sense of beionging 
and identity, which can then lead to 'terminal uniqueness' and sociai isolation. Constructive 
marginality, on the other hand, is characterised by a coherent sense of self and established 
boundaries, as well as a 'dynamic in-betweeness' (Bennett, 1993). This confers an advantage 
when moving between cultures.
Research aim, objective and research questions
The research aim is to contribute a psychological perspective to the literature in the area of 
globalisation and migration by investigating the experiences of individuals who move to and live 
within multiple cultural contexts. The objective is to gain greater insight into the psychological
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implications of living in multiple cultural contexts and thus develop a deeper understanding of 
how these individuals experience, perceive, and are impacted by the experience of living in a 
foreign context.
Implications
The findings may enrich an understanding of the psychological impact of contemporary 
migration. The purpose is to help both the individuals and families who migrate across cultural 
boundaries, as well as those with whom they have an involvement such as healthcare 
professionals, educators, company managers, and politicians. By identifying a clearer narrative 
of the psychosocial journey that is undertaken through migration, services may therefore be 
more directed and adapted to suit their needs.
Research questions
This research sought to answer the following research questions: What meaning do participants 
give to the experience of multiple migrations? How do they make sense of this experience? In 
order to answer these research questions and achieve the above aim and objective, a 
qualitative approach will be employed. This will allow the researcher to carefully investigate 
the perceptions, beliefs and experiences offered by participants. Therefore, this approach is 
more appropriate than a quantitative approach, which would not allow the researcher to make 
sense of the meaning that participants' give to their experiences.
A number of qualitative approaches were considered for data analysis. This research will use 
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis as its method of data analysis. This method is 
committed to uncovering detailed personal perceptions of participants' worlds and the 
meanings that are constructed about particular experiences (Smith, Jarman & Osborn, 1999). 
Analysis consists of drawing meaningful interpretations about participants' thoughts and 
perceptions (Smith et al., 1997). Although Narrative Analysis is a method of data analysis which 
would also uncover details about participants' personal perceptions and subjective experiences, 
it is more appropriate for questions which are specifically concerned with life stories (Murray, 
2003). In this study, the research questions are concerned with participants' experiences of 
migration during different periods of their lives rather than their life stories. Therefore, 
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis is more appropriate for the research questions 
mentioned above, which are concerned with the experience of multiple migrations.
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D ata  collection
Since Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis enables detailed understanding of how 
participants perceive and make sense of their experiences, a flexible data collection procedure 
would be appropriate (Smith & Osborn, 2008). Hence, data collection will consist of semi­
structured interviews (Smith, 2008). Semi-structured interviews are the most common way to 
collect data for Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis because they enable the richness and 
complexity of data to be captured. Additionally, using face-to-face interviews to gather data for 
this research would allow both participant and researcher to relate with a dialogue tailored to 
the participants' personal experiences. This would therefore capture participants' 'subtle 
inflections of meaning' as much as possible (Brocki and Wearden, 2006; p94).
Method
Participants
Participants were recruited by employing a purposive sampling technique. This sampling 
technique allows individuals relevant to the research question to be included, while excluding 
those who would not suit the purpose of this research. That is to say, individuals selected 
would be from a similarly defined group so that they could therefore be considered a 
homogenous representation of this subculture (Smith and Osborn, 2003).
There were a number of criteria for inclusion. To be included in this research, participants had 
to have moved several times to a different cultural context. Although in most cases this would 
mean living in more than two different countries, criteria pertained less to the number of 
countries lived in and more to the psychological processes involved in changing cultural rules. 
Another criterion for inclusion was the duration of time between moves. Participants had to 
have lived in each culture for at least two years. This time frame was felt to be sufficient to 
allow for the process of assimilation into a new cultural context. Individuals who were on short 
sabbaticals or working-holiday visas were excluded because they are required to return back to 
their native country, and so the psychological process may have a different quality.
A sample size of eight participants met the criteria for inclusion. This sample size is consistent 
with sample size suggestions from Smith and Osborn (2008). That is to say, rather than attempt
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to draw sweeping conclusions, the objective of this research is to develop a deeper 
understanding of the experiences and perceptions of this particular group of individuals and 
therefore a sample size of eight is appropriate.
As depicted in Table 1, participants had lived in a number of different cultural contexts. Two 
participants had spent their childhood and adolescence in their country of birth. They moved 
for the first time as adults. Six participants lived in several different countries during their 
formative years.
Table 1:
P a rtid o a n t Dem oaraohics
Pseudonym Age range Gender Nationality Birth countr/, chronolog/ of cultures lived 
in (years)
Robert 25-35 M Honduran
Honduras (5), El Salvador (2), Venezuela 
(2), Brazil (2), Malaysia (2), Bangladesh (4), 
England (13)
David 25-35 M Honduran
El Salvador (2), Venezuela (2) Brazil (2), 
Malaysia (2), Bangladesh (4), England (13)
Cathy 55-65 F British
Malaysia (6), Nigeria (1), Guiana (3), USA 
(2), England (3), Wales (2), England (9) 
Paris (10), Indonesia (17), England (3)
Abigail 45-55 F Egyptian
Egypt (29), USA (1), India (4), Dubai (4),
Singapore (3), England (4)
Jake 45-55 M Korean
Korea (10), England (4), Korea (3), England 
(7), Korea (3), England (27)
Patty 65-75 F American
USA (8), Australia (6), United States (2), 
Spain (8), Russia (3), Hong Kong (6), 
England (25)
Anna 35-45 F Australian
Australia (24), Hong Kong(2), USA (4), 
Australia (2), England (4)
Brandi 35-45 F Mexican
Mexico (7), England (5), Canada (8), 
England (15)
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Procedure
Participants were recruited via an online classified advertisement and community website. The 
researcher also posted advertisements at a two yoga studios in London (Appendix I). Eleven 
individuals responded to these adverts. Each respondent was sent information by email 
describing the purpose of the research (Appendix II) detailing the inclusion criteria and what 
could be expected from the interview. This email was followed up by a phone call to screen for 
suitability.
Interview process
Interviews were conducted at a place of the participant's convenience in either a private 
residence, or in an office meeting room. They lasted between 30 and 40 minutes and were 
digitally recorded, transcribed verbatim (please see Appendix VI for an example), and stored 
without any identifying details on a password protected computer.
The researcher endeavoured to use an open, sensitive and interactive style during interviews, 
which allowed participants to communicate their experiences more easily (Coyle, 1998). 
Participants were asked to sign a consent form (Appendix III) which explained that they would 
have the right to withdraw their participation in the research without needing to provide an 
explanation. No participant reported any distress or felt the need to withdraw from the 
research at any time. Participants were then asked to complete a brief demographics 
questionnaire (Appendix IV).
The interview schedule for this research was developed from questions derived from literature 
relevant to the research question (Appendix VI). Care was taken by the researcher to construct 
interview questions which would not be leading. The interview began with a question asking 
where participants were born and places they had since lived. This was intended to open a 
broad narrative, which was immediately engaging and informative. This also served to provide 
a foundation of information from which further questions could branch and explore. Three 
main questions followed from this point. The first question regarded participants' initial 
experiences of new cultures and what it was like to leave other cultures behind. This was in 
order to gain a better understanding of the impact of the changes and how the acculturation 
process was managed. The second question explored the relationship that participants 
established with the dominant culture. The purpose of this was to explore the impact on their 
interpersonal sphere and identity. The third question asked participants what home might
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mean to them. This was to gain a better understanding of themes related to belonging, identity 
and worldview. At the end of the interview, participants were asked whether there was 
anything else that they felt was relevant but had not yet been asked. A period of debriefing 
and feedback was then held. Participants were also called by telephone one week later. No 
participant reported any distress.
Ethical considerations
According to the University of Surrey ethics flowchart (Appendix VII), ethical approval was not 
required for this research. The participants were mature consenting adults and not considered 
to be vulnerable, they were not recruited from the University, and the interview did not consist 
of questions which were thought to be sensitive or offensive in nature.
Research credibility
Traditional criteria for evaluating research such as empiricism and objectivity would not be 
appropriate because data analysis of qualitative research is inevitably influenced by the 
researcher's own interpretative frameworks (Yardley, 2000). Due to the subjectivity inherent in 
qualitative analysis, specific criteria for evaluating the credibility of qualitative research have 
been developed (Yardley, 2000). A number of key dimensions of qualitative research are 
adhered to during the design, method, analysis and documentation of this research. Sensitivity 
to context is demonstrated in this research by relating findings to existing relevant theories and 
research while taking into account the significance of both the participant and the researcher's 
relevant background details. In addition, transparency and coherence are maintained by 
detailing a coherent research narrative which responds to the research questions and by 
discussing each aspect of the process of research which led to this narrative. Moreover, the 
research findings demonstrate impact and importance with regard to existing literature, theory 
and therapeutic practice.
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Analysis
Participants' transcribed interviews were analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological 
Analysis (Smith et al., 1999). The initial step of analysis involved repeated reading of the 
transcripts. This allowed the researcher to become familiar with the data. During this process, 
notes were recorded in the left margin of each transcript regarding summaries. These notes 
consisted of summaries of prevalent content, connections between different features of the 
narrative and initial interpretations. The second step involved condensing these initial notes by 
going back over the transcript. This allowed more specific clusters of results to emerge. These 
clusters were given a 'higher order' label which conveyed the conceptual meaning of the theme 
(Willig, 2001). Checks were continuously made to ensure these higher order themes were 
accurately based on what the participants had articulated in their interviews. A cyclical process 
ensued, where these stages were repeated several times, allowing less pertinent superordinate 
themes to be eliminated in favour of more pertinent ones (Smith, Jarman & Osborn, 1999).
This process led to the creation of a master list of superordinate/master themes (and the sub 
themes that comprised them) for each transcript. Lastly, the lists were consolidated by 
continuing the cyclical process and analysing them together. This enabled the researcher to 
produce a final list of master themes and sub themes for the sample as a whole. These master 
themes were used to produce a coherent narrative.
Results
The data analysis produced four final Master themes: 'The Initial Changes', 'Self-Concept', 
'World-View', and 'Coping Strategies'. These master themes are defined, developed and 
discussed in relation to theoretical background below.
Data extracts have been used to illustrate interpretations. Empty square brackets indicate 
material which was omitted in the interest of clarity and economy of expression. Material 
within square brackets was included for clarification of points.
The Initial Changes
The first Master theme pertains to participants' descriptions of the initial upheaval which 
resulted from moving cultures. The narratives reflected concerns characteristic of those
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experienced during adolescence and childhood (Garrod et al., 2007). It also pertains to how 
participants reconciled the differences they encountered in relation to their new culture and 
associated interpersonal encounters. The following sub-themes explain this master theme:
I look like an adult but I feel like a child: The abruptness and frequency of transitions were two 
prominent factors described by all participants in this research. For most participants, the 
initial process was associated with a loss of confidence in their ability to engage with others.
For Abigail and Anna in particular, their lack of confidence was associated with feeling unable to 
rely upon practices and customs that were once well established in other contexts "like i had to 
learn life all over again -  which is the job ofchiidren". Abigail described how this caused her a 
great deal of social awkwardness:
"I went from being friendiy and confident to very shy [] not knowing how to be anymore. I spent 
a iong time at home knowing almost nobody [Jl didn't know where to start, what to do, how to 
come across, how to meet people, and how to do all the things like how to greet peopie. What 
was an okay thing to say? [] I constantiy worried about how peopie saw me, and was I being 
misunderstood; I worried about how peopie were going to deai with me". (Abigail)
These participants described that the upheaval of moving to a new culture affected their self­
esteem. In most cases, life transitions are well-known and can be prepared for (Wheaton, 
1990). This might suggest that the abruptness of changing location, made possible by 
international air travel, meant that cultural rules would change overnight and perhaps 
consequently contributed to the process of acculturative stress (Berry, 2005).
The narratives might contribute a deeper understanding of some of the underlying processes 
involved in the acculturation process. For example, adapting to alternative cultural behaviours 
and values was often characterised by participants as a profound cultural imbalance.
Specifically, this consisted of feeling "like a child again". That is to say, the process described 
was one of feeling unable to effectively function with responses which had previously been 
automatic. It was suggested that these feelings linked with themes of sense of security and 
belonging.
This difference, is it them, me, culture? Participants spoke about the experience of feeling, 
thinking and behaving differently to the majority. Without exception, all participants reported 
that it was difficult to feel different from the majority. It appeared that the attributions made 
by participants regarding this new position were complex. It emerged that their understanding
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of their difference was dependant on when moves occurred in one's lifespan. Specifically, 
participants who moved for the first time during their adult years described these differences 
as expected. They often attributed their difference or the cultural mistakes that they made to 
cultural issues rather than to something inherent about their own or the other person's 
personality. In contrast, participants who moved in their formative years described a much 
more personalised attribution process. For example, it was only upon reflection that Patty 
understood that her experience of feeling out of place could be due to cultural differences; "I 
had always thought it was something to do with my personality". Similarly, other participants 
described feeling unsure about whether their interpersonal skills hindered their ability to relate. 
For example, Robert spoke about not understanding whether his difference from others was 
attributable to something inherent in his personality or whether it could be attributed to 
cultural differences:
"In the British school, I was the only foreigner. That was probably the most challenging move 
I've ever done. I was very much an outsider. Some guy from a little country in Central America 
they never had a due where that was. They used to think my Dad was a drug lord because he 
had a moustache and thick glasses. [] When I first arrived, I was very confident and outgoing 
and stuff but then .../ looked like a complete weirdo. 'Cause we didn't understand each other. 
They thought it was reaiiy strange some of the things I wouid say, [] the way I would say them, 
because some of those guys in the school had never left England before. And I had, obviously. 
They were like "what's wrong with you" [J and I began to believe it."
Robert's experience at school was described as one of feeling personally defective, contributing 
to a sense of perceived social inadequacy. The experiences described by these participants 
concur with research which suggests that moving during one's formative years has a negative 
influence on self-esteem (Courgeau, 1990; Werkman, 1979).
These results also contribute deeper understanding for mental health professionals and 
agencies involved in migration. The results suggest that the implications of feeling different 
vary depending upon which stage of life one is undergoing at the time of moving. Previous 
lifespan development literature contributes a possible explanation for these differences: unlike 
adult migrants, who would have had a greater opportunity to establish their identity before 
changing cultural context, child and adolescent migrants would be forming their identities in 
relation to others in the most basic ways (Erikson, 1959). Consequently, this may help 
understand why participants who moved during their formative years expressed a seemingly
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hindered ability to differentiate between culturally or personally determined social 
misunderstandings.
By adulthood, key aspects of self-concept have been established. As such, it is not surprising 
that for participants who moved as adults, these aspects remained relatively intact. For 
example, for Abigail, her clearly established Egyptian identity may have protected her from 
disproportionate personal attributions; "I am an Egyptian living in England, I expect that I will 
think and do things differentiy". For the other participants their moves occurred before they 
had the opportunity to complete the cultural developmental process of establishing a robust 
sense of personal and cultural identity.
Self-Concept
The second master theme is concerned with the impact of participants' experiences living in 
multiple cultural contexts on their self-concept. A person's country of origin has traditionally 
determined a large part of their identity. This is because a single place was assumed to foster 
stable, fixed and consistent culturally defined rules determining how to relate to one another 
(Hiebert, 1983). This is referred to in literature as the 'dominant discourse' about identity and 
culture (Baumann, 1996).
Participants' accounts of living in a new cultural context reflect themes of feeling different to 
the 'dominant discourse'. The process by which participants resolved this process of cultural 
marginality was complex. Their experiences are discussed in this section according to Bennett's 
(1993) framework of cultural marginality.
Choice: All participants who moved during their formative years spoke about feeling uncertain 
about how they might make sense of the variety of cultural principles and practices they lived 
within. For example, Robert recalled a sense of confused loyalty between his birth country and 
his new home; "Aii my life I thought of myself as Honduran, then I found myself feeling very 
English. I wondered, is this allowed?". Similarly, Jake detailed his experience of feeling 
pressured to choose where his allegiances lay:
"You're constantly asked are you Korean or British, "what are you?" [] because I look like a 
Korean [] but I have an English accent. And i think your allegiance is kind of put into question, if  
England and Korea were in the world cup finals, who wouid I support?"
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And Patty described how this choice was often made/or her when introduced as 
'monocultural':
"/'m introduced by my cousins in the US as their British cousin and yet in England everyone 
thinks of me as being American. In fact all my eccentricities [in the UK] are put down to being 
'American'."
Thus, a common element present in the narratives of participants who moved during their 
formative years was that of ambivalence, obligation and flexibility with regard to choice of 
cultural allegiance. In contrast, this element did not emerge for participants who moved in 
their adult years. For all of the adult migrants in the study, their perspective was that they 
were monocultural individuals who happened to be living elsewhere. As Abigail perceived it; "/ 
am an Egyptian living in England". Like Abigail, Anna described that aspects of her new cultural 
context did not form a significant part of the way she defined herself.
Reverse culture shock, between worlds: Most participants described experiencing difficulty 
upon returning to their home culture. For example, Patty felt that moving back to her home 
country meant she experienced feeling marginal for the first time.
"When I returned to the US, the experience was completely disorienting [] although I thought of 
myself as American elsewhere, when I returned, I learned that I wasn't. Even though that's 
where I was raised, and my parents are American and we celebrate American holidays [], I had 
to learn that I wasn't American in the way my new friends thought of it to be. I didn't know very 
much about the things people were interested in at the time [J. And even worse, my new peers 
found the things I had grown interested in, in Australia uninteresting [J. I had to learn how to f i t  
in again while feeling different from everyone else the whole time in a place that was supposed 
to be my home."
Brandi explained that whereas her difference from others could indeed be attributable to 
cultural differences, her hopes of feeling "normal" back home became shattered when, like 
Patty, she discovered that once back in her home country she did not feel she completely 
belonged there either. These participants described feeling 'between worlds'.
Using Bennett's (1993) model of cultural marginality is appropriate to discuss these 
participants' accounts, where participants experienced this marginality as a result of 
assimilating into more than two cultures.
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As part of the process of feeling between cultures, it emerged that this perception affected the 
way that many of the participants thought about different groups of people. For example, Jake 
spoke about how he had begun to differentiate between 'monocultural 'and 'pluricultural' 
people, feeling unable to completely relate to any single culture:
"... I wouldn't be able to understand the very rigid Korean ways unless I spent my middle school 
years there because I'd be coming from a totally different background just like I don't 
completely relate to the British way of thinking about things.''
"From my experience it then puts to question [] that identity crisis and I think I've had that over 
the years and you feel a sense of... loneliness. Despite the fact that you are surrounded by 
peopie [] you have that sense of loneliness within a crowd. Because, there's no real connection 
[] nobody has the same background. " (Cathy)
Barrett's (1993) model of 'terminal uniqueness' is relevant in discussing these participants' 
descriptions of their marginality. Their marginality was characterised by a sense of loneliness. 
Many participants spoke of needing to find a precarious balance on the outside edge of the 
country they had been raised to think of as theirs. This is reflected in Bennett's (1993) 
framework of cultural marginality.
World-view
This master theme pertains to themes regarding the influence of cross-cultural exposure on 
participants' world view. It emerged that traditional perceptions of 'home' were re-defined. 
The following sub-themes explain this master theme:
Global citizens: All participants expressed a desire to understand humans in a way which 
transcends culturally defined traits, akin to a cosmopolitan ideology (Delanty, 2000). Jake felt 
that his cross-cultural experiences influenced this interest and led to his choice of studying 
anthropology at University:
"...despite the fact that every human being has a nose, two eyes and a mouth... culturaiiy we 
are so different, in our language, [] eating habits, cultures, behaviours. Anthropology (and) the 
experience of having lived in (different cultures) has taught me there are common elements that 
we can all agree to. [] If you could bring those together that allows you to be multicultural, you
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could be very much a global citizen. And in this current age of globalisation I think that has 
worked to my advantage."
Jake's cosmopolitan orientation is akin to Bennett's (1993) framework of minimisation where 
the third stage of development consists of being aware of cultural differences whilst also 
minimising these differences.
All of the participants, regardless of their age at the time of their first move spoke of connecting 
more with people with an international mindset. As Robert described, bonding with others did 
not entail "coming from the exact same background". Similarly, Brandi described feeling "at 
home" with people who had an international mindset. Indeed, for most participants who grew 
up in different cultural contexts, it emerged that they related better to each other, regardless of 
nationality, than they did with individuals from their country of origin that had always lived in 
the same place. Once again, distinctions between monocultural and pluricultural individuals 
emerged:
"...nothing like the British school. It was... much better (in the International context) ...full of 
foreigners [] I fe lt so much more comfortable. [] It's obvious. You have similar morals, you see 
different cultures. You tend to see eye to eye on a lot of things. It doesn't seem weird to them. 
You just agree. It's easier to get along with them." (Robert)
Similarly, although British, Cathy emphasised her preference for remaining employed within a 
more international community rather than work in a monocultural context:
"I'd been overseas fo r 17 years (before coming back) to England [] I would never have come 
back to work In the UK state system or a private English school. It was very important to me 
that I stayed on the International circuit. [] Because the community is an incredibly rewarding 
environment where differences are more valued. And the students, who would be torn to bits In 
other schools are accepted fo r their Individuality."
This also had implications for romantic partner choice as these values also applied to a 
preference for a partner who shared an equally cosmopolitan world-view.
"/ haven't found anybody since I've been back but it would be people who had a wider 
International experience. I Just wouldn't have much In common with someone who'd been in 
the same Job or place their whole life [J and had really no desire to explore the world. [JI need 
somebody who's broader minded." (Brandi)
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Them versus Us: Most participants suggested that a 'third culture' exists among those who 
share a multicultural mindset. Indeed, as Patty described, she felt that she connects better 
with this third culture than she does to her host or home culture. The dominant discourse 
dictates an antagonism toward the 'other' (Baumann, 1996). Interestingly, participants 
described feeling impatient with those who communicated rigidly with the dominant discourse 
and who only saw things from their own perspective. For example, Robert emphasised that this 
difference is related to cross-cultural understandings, implying that those who are 
monocultural find this difficult, or they don't bother. In contrast, his more 'cosmopolitan' 
friends find it easier to fit into his group.
"...the very English ones have made no effort, they just thought "this Is too hard" or they don't 
bother and It doesn't really ever materialise again, [ j I have some friends through university.
One of them, he's half British, half Trinidadian, and lived in a few other countries. He's pretty 
International, pretty open and stuff, so he's been a little more successful [at Integrating into 
Robert's group offriendsj."
As one might expect, because individuals are generally motivated to protect and enhance their 
self-esteem, this process may be associated with self and group-enhancing strategies which are 
often used when conducting interpersonal and inter-group social comparisons (Sedikides and 
Gregg, 2003).
Home: everywhere, nowhere: Unlike conventional conceptualisations of home equating to a 
single place, home for the participants in this research was not related to geography. For 
example, Jake described himself as an "international orphan".
"/ could live anywhere as long as I've got my loved ones close by and I have an Interesting job 
and I'm paid well to live a reasonable standard of life, [ j And I think that because of my 
background, because of the way I look, I feel more Korean than British. And I think emotionally I 
have more connection with Korea because my parents are Korea, my grandparents are Korean,
[] all my family are Korean, so I think that has fostered that kind of background but... where's 
home? Anywhere." (Jake)
For Cathy, home was purely emotional:
"Home fo r me Is where my parents have lived. Right now that means Sheffield. In a way that's 
home even though I live here [] If I die I'd like my ashes to be spread partly along the hills In
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Sheffield and (In) Ball [] where my heart Is. Sometimes I question why I ever left. There I really 
found a spiritual home. "
Each of the participants recounted how home was defined not by geographical location but by 
emotional ties and people. They communicated a 'rootlessness' but not a homelessness.
Coping Strategies
The final master theme is concerned with the coping strategies that the participants described 
using in relation to the experiences they had while living in different cultural contexts. These 
coping strategies were mainly described as being used in response to the profound impact 
migration had on their interpersonal lives. The following sub-themes explain this master 
theme:
Cultural Chameleon: Each participant referred to a desire, following migration, to develop a 
degree of cultural flexibility which would serve as a tool which helped them to cope with the 
inherent changes. In most instances, this was described as taking on some of the 
characteristics from their new environments in order to better assimilate. For Patty, this 
protected her from being considered 'strange':
"...In Europe the Dutch kiss 3 times on the cheeks, [] French usually twice, British only once... 
Americans and Canadians tend to hug. So you [] need to know what to do or else people might 
think... "Is that person strange"? [] Being able to adapt Is quite Important... so the other person 
thinks you are, you know, you're one of them."
Similarly, Robert described how he felt the need to keep himself safe from the potential scorn 
of others by making himself indistinguishable from 'monoculturals'. By remaining quiet in 
groups, he would try to pick up on cues to guide his behaviour:
"/ tend to keep to myself more than I speak. I listen first. [] Try and learn that way. I like to 
learn about what's going on first because I s ta rt.... Jumping in and talking nonsense - as some 
people do bu t... because I did do that, when I first arrived. [] I was very confident and outgoing 
but then I looked like a complete weirdo. Like I said, you compromise. And I guess I'm a pretty 
flexible kind of guy."
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Jake described how his coping strategy became the root of a joke:
"I kind of joke around saying I've got a multiple personality disorder so if  I'm with very Korean 
conservative people I'll come across as very Korean, and then If I'm with Europeans, [] I'm very 
happy to adapt, rather than being very rigid."
David expressed pride in relation to his adaptability, which he felt had become part of his 
identity:
"I like knowing that I can get along well with people. If I can't connect with someone [ j that 
bothers me so I try and figure out why it is I can't connect with them and then find a way to do 
It. [ j I think the reason why I'm able to ... be adaptable Is because of my upbringing because I've 
witnessed so many different cultures and met so many types of people... I had to be able to 
adapt. When I was younger it might have not been as easy. But now, because it was Ingrained 
In me because [] I had to do it growing up, I find It easy now. "
The ability to take note of verbal and non-verbal cues in order to moderate one's interpersonal 
reactions was perceived by these participants as valuable. It could also be suggested that this 
was a protective mechanism for their self-esteem. Indeed, participants' accounts highlighted 
that they had developed skills as a result of learning to navigate between constantly changing 
cultural frameworks. Similar to descriptions of 'social chameleonism' in the literature (Bedeian 
and Day, 2004), participants showed an ability to observe their environment and to tailor their 
communication accordingly. This was described as helping them to better assimilate into their 
current context. Discussion of these accounts might suggest that the process of changing 
cultures threatened their ability to achieve the fundamental need of belonging (Maslow and 
Lowery, 1998).
Interestingly, as opposed to Deutsch's (1934) assertion that interpersonal flexibility was anti­
social and depersonalised, participants accounts suggested that this trait was in fact an 
adaptive response. Indeed, referring to Vignoles' model (2009), aspects would suggest that 
features of the 'as-if personality are necessary human qualities to achieve social cohesion and 
a healthy level of self-esteem and sense of belonging. This was achieved by participants by 
empathising with others in a new culture, and as such, it was suggested that this was a pro­
social, rather than an anti-social response.
However, participant accounts were suggestive of a fragile sense of self. This would indicate 
that interpersonal flexibility at either extreme would be associated with vulnerability. Indeed,
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participants who lacked this flexibility and defined themselves by a rigid set of social rules 
experienced greater acculturative stress. In contrast, participants who adapted their rules 
according to context were more able to understand the subtleties of communication in 
different cultures and consider multiple perspectives. Thus, chameleonism itself was not 
pathological, as long as it was manifest with firm boundaries and an ability to maintain absolute 
beliefs and values across cultural contexts. Without these manifestations, it was suggested that 
this behaviour would lead to an unhealthy sense of 'encapsulated marginality', as Bennett 
(1993) described.
This may have implications for families and individuals who move to another culture. It would 
suggest that in order to develop coherent belief and value systems, customs and behaviours 
should not be abandoned with each move, but rather retained in their new cultures, so that 
their identity may be enriched, not fragmented.
Coherent versus incoherent self: Some participants suggested that their desire to "fit in" might 
hinder their ability to establish a coherent sense of self. This suggestion was particularly salient 
for participants whose moves took place during their formative years. Although participant 
accounts concur with current literature, which supports a degree of interpersonal flexibility as a 
beneficial trait (Goleman, 1997), for some participants their chameleon-like flexibility was 
reflected upon as coming at a cost. Cathy reflected on the concurrent identity crisis:
"/ think there is a sense of identity crisis people go through because, having to adapt to different 
cultures and different norms []. Different ways of being [] you sometimes wonder where your 
roots are and where your home is [] I think that sense of belonging... / think a lot of people 
struggle with that sense of Identity. "
Brandi referred to a tendency to unwittingly alter her personality with each interaction:
"I've spent a lot of time in my life being so good at getting along with other people, adapting to 
another's way [] I forgot how to stop. I forgot about myself, my own preferences, likes and 
dislikes [] and I'm still not even sure I even know myself sometimes ...what It really means to be 
me."
Jake spoke of adapting and redefining himself in the presence of others:
"... I think over the years all I've done is maybe... move on and keep redefining myself... based 
on the circumstances."
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Their accounts suggested that what began as a survival tool to 'fit-in', also seemed to invite 
challenges to a robust self-concept. It was suggested that the acquisition of chameleon-like 
social skills may have interfered with the process of establishing a coherent value system that 
could be adhered to, regardless of their associated culture or peer group.
Distinctiveness versus beionging: Although belonging has emerged as a salient factor in 
participants' coping responses, this sub-theme highlights the need, as described by some 
participants, to also establish a sense of distinctiveness from others. Some participants 
described a tension between their need to belong and a need to be distinct from others.
Jake emphasised that he did not want to be distinct for the sake of his own identity, but rather 
so that he could belong. This was because if he completely blended in, any mistakes would 
come at a greater cost than if there was something about him that communicated his 
difference, thereby allowing him to manage others' expectations that he might think, behave 
and feel the "same" as them. For example, he described the physical distinctiveness that he 
created in order that he may be distinguished from 'normal Koreans'. This, he felt, successfully 
buffered him from the consequences of unintended cultural mistakes which would interfere 
with his ability to belong. By physically altering his appearance, he sent a clear signal that he 
was 'different' -  not 100% Korean:
"...because I look Korean and I can speak the language they assume I'm a 'normal' Korean. Not 
someone who has a different perspective from a guy who's just been educated and lived in 
Korea fo r most of his life or someone who has been seconded and sent over here. I think I made 
that first mistake by working fo r (Korean company). Outside I am the same but Inside I'm 
different [j. Koreans think 'that's an odd guy, he speaks the language and he's a Korean but he 
behaves In a 'strange' way. Then that creates tensions and misunderstandings [j. With my 
second job with [another Korean company] I went [j blond. I was the only blond Korean in the 
building I I wanted to give them a visual cue... 'ah that guy Is a bit different' [ j then If you step 
outside of the normal Korean cultural norms, they kind of accept, because you're different. And 
I think getting that position has benefited me Immensely. Because In life, like marketing, 
advertising, it's how you position yourself and be accepted."
As Vignoles (2009) suggested, identity motivation includes motives to maintain and enhance 
self-esteem, distinctiveness, and a sense of belonging. The results of this study suggested that 
a sense of belonging in cross-cultural encounters could be mediated by establishing enough 
distinctiveness so as to act as 'insurance' for unintended social mistakes. For example, by
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altering his physical appearance, Jake communicated to other Koreans that they should lower 
their expectations that he would behave and think like they do. This distinctiveness enabied 
Jake to achieve a sense of belonging as well as protect his self-esteem. It emerged that 
belonging was actually at the root of this need to be distinct.
Discussion
This research intended to explore the psychological implications for the modern migrant. This 
is particularly relevant in an increasingly globalised world. Globalisation has led to an 
increasingly dense network of connections between cultures, and a growing number of 
individuals who have had the opportunity and inclination to migrate to, live and adapt within 
other cultures for different reasons is increasing. The data analysis in this research produced a 
number of findings which contribute towards a deeper understanding of the experience of 
modern migration. These findings were clustered into four themes highlighting participants' 
initial experiences of migration, the consequent impact on their sense of self, their coping 
strategies and their world-view.
These findings were discussed in the results section in relation to the literature. This section 
further discusses their implications and limitations.
Although qualitative data does not produce absolute facts and figures regarding how a migrant 
lifestyle may impact upon identity and sense of belonging, the results of this research do 
support some of the findings suggested in previous literature, as weli as highlight new 
processes. Overall, the results of this research support notions that the psychological impact of 
migration holds a number of implications for cultural identity and world-view. For participants 
in this research, their experience of migration was felt to foster a more cosmopolitan identity. 
Specifically, this pertained to a 'third culture', which was distinct from participants' home or 
host cultures (Beck, 2000). This offers an alternative perspective to the models of cultural 
identity which exist in previous literature. For example, rather than identifying as bicultural 
(where host identity is retained alongside native identity) (Berry, 2005), participants seemed to 
have cosmopolitan world-views (Delanty, 2000). Thus, it emerged that like any group which 
shares common characteristics, experiences, and values, the participants in this research 
reported that they would bond with individuals from this 'third' cosmopolitan culture more
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than with individuals from either their country of birth or host culture (who had never 
migrated).
It also emerged that participants who moved for the first time as adults were more likely to 
maintain a monocultural orientation (identifying, for example, as an Egyptian living in India) 
(Berry et al., 2006). For theses participants, this monocultural orientation was maintained over 
successive moves. Although these adult migrants were more likely to highlight their 
experiences of acculturative stress (Berry, 1997), the extent to which their difficulties interfered 
with their ability to function (for example, social withdrawal) reduced with each successive 
move. Their confidence and perception of being able to adapt also increased with time. This 
finding contrasts with previous literature which suggested that migrants with a pluricultural 
orientation were found to be better psychosocially adapted than migrants who identified with 
only one culture (Berry et al., 2006). This perhaps suggests that in our modern globalised 
world, with its associated advanced communication links and ease of travel, modern migrants 
have more opportunities to maintain links with their home cultures. As such, a monocultural 
identity might be possible without the same negative consequences suggested in previous 
literature (Phinney et al., 2001). This would therefore suggest that individuals may integrate 
and adapt in order to live within a number of other cultures without needing to personally 
identify with that particular host culture.
However, the results also suggested that migration had a more profound impact on the 
identities and world-view of individuals who moved during their formative years. For these 
participants, themes of belonging and having an "identity crisis" emerged. These themes 
suggest that the impact of a highly mobile lifestyle for an individual whose self-concept and 
identity are still developing may have an important impact on the ease with which they may 
develop a coherent sense of self, security and sense of belonging (Erikson, 1993). Living 
amongst a "dominant discourse" would mean that identity is commonly defined by one's 
country of origin (Baumann, 1996). However, for some of these participants, they did not 
spend enough time in their countries of birth to feel a greater sense of affinity with its customs 
and values than any other culture in which they had lived. For these participants in particular, a 
pluricultural identity was developed in which participants' spoke of picking and choosing 
between various cultural influences according to context.
An issue related to this is social chameleonism, which emerged as a salient coping strategy in 
helping participants to adapt, assimilate and thrive in their new contexts. For all participants.
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as their 'cultural intelligence' (Ang et al., 2007; Earley and Mosakowski, 2004; Earley and 
Peterson, 2004) and ability to adapt increased, their level of acculturative stress decreased 
(Berry, 1997). This echoes research that, like social intelligence, cultural intelligence may be 
nurtured (Goleman, 1997). This raises a number of questions. Firstly, chameleon-like 
behaviour has been conceptualised as pathological (Deutsche, 1930). Participant accounts, 
however, suggested that it may in fact be a useful and adaptive skill in the context of modern 
migration, where it emerged that a degree of interpersonal flexibility was nurtured as a 
response to the acculturative process. This would suggest that participants might be protecting 
their fundamental need to belong (Maslow, 1943). This would suggest that the narcissism and 
depersonalisation associated with such behaviour, as it was described in previous literature 
(Deutsche, 1930), would not accurately capture the process in this group of participants. 
Perhaps most individuals would become somewhat preoccupied by how they come across 
when moving to a new culture, particularly when experiencing the inevitable unintended 
miscommunications, which for the participants in this research, led to themes of adolescent 
awkwardness and infantilisation. This would therefore suggest that in contrast to 
'depersonalised narcissism', the underlying motive is one of wanting to engage and to belong. 
Using empathie skills enabled participants to respond appropriately. Therefore, it may be that 
interpersonal flexibility protects the modern migrant from remaining encapsulated in their 
marginality (Bennett, 1993). This is not to deny that the process of establishing a coherent 
sense of self is considerably more complex for individuals who have lived in multiple cultural 
contexts -  particularly in their formative years. A distinction would rest between chameleon­
like monitoring in the presence of a robust and coherent sense of self, and chameleon-like 
monitoring which hinders the modern migrant from developing coherent values and 
convictions which remain constant regardless of context.
These findings may be of value to both the individuals and families who migrate across cultural 
boundaries, as well as to those with whom they have an involvement. The latter might include 
educators, healthcare professionals, company managers, and politicians. By identifying a 
clearer narrative of the psychosocial journey that is undertaken through migration, services 
may therefore be more directed and adapted to suit their needs. In particular, this might help 
dealing with issues of adjustment, feelings of alienation and rootlessness. This understanding 
could be applied for children (for example, for the benefit teachers and counsellors in the 
school setting) and adults (for example, to help nurture a healthy sense of self and to recognise 
and pre-empt the likely impact of migration on psychological wellbeing).
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With regard to the implications for Counselling Psychology, the interpretative data in this study 
would help therapists to be more aware of the impact of high mobility on issues relating to 
grief, identity, worldview, and attachment issues (Bowlby, 1969), as well as the importance of 
the impact of having migrated at a young age. In this case, it would be important to work on 
issues such as sense of self and belonging (Maslow, 1968; Vignoles, 2009). It would also be 
important to maintain an awareness of the origins of participants' behaviours and the relevance 
and reasons for their defences. In therapy, for individuals whose moves occurred before they 
had the opportunity to establish a robust sense of personal and cultural identity (Erikson,
1993), it may be useful to work on challenging any 'faulty assumptions' (Beck, 1995) related to 
beliefs about social inadequacy and personal defectiveness, as highlighted in this research.
Irrespective of nationality, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, or education, each individual has a 
need to be cared for and nurtured, to feel significant, to have a sense of knowing oneself and 
being known by others and a need for strong relationships and a sense of belonging (Doyal and 
Gough, 1984). People also have a need for emotional, creative, spiritual and intellectual outlets 
(Maslow, 1998). Thus, in relation to issues of sense of self, it might be helpful for a therapist to 
encourage reflection on values and beliefs, regardless of cultural environment.
Ultimately, the salient issue for many of the participants in this study was to learn to feel at 
home with themselves. It is hoped that this research supports the need for a balanced 
perspective, which would encourage therapists to affirm the positive elements as well as 
identify the associated challenges. This would foster an opportunity to embrace all aspects of 
their client's experiences.
There are a number of limitations which may be highlighted by evaluating this research. Each 
participant had experienced moving from one country to live in another. From this perspective, 
the sample was homogenous. However, the variability of factors related to these moves (for 
example, the age at which a move took place or the contrast between various cultures) mean 
that the results of this research may not be representative of all individuals who move, live and 
adapt within multiple cultural contexts. Moreover, participants will have most likely 
ascertained that the researcher has also experienced life in a country outside the United 
Kingdom. Although it would be difficult to determine the implications of this dynamic, it is 
worth noting that, like any interpersonal interaction in which 'sameness' is perceived (Beck, 
2000), it is possible that an 'in-group' dynamic between the researcher and the participant 
could produce assumed understanding that might in fact foster ambiguity. Furthermore,
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personality would play an undeniable role in generalising these results. That is to say, the 
experience of culture shock and the ability to adapt to change and assimilate is a markedly 
personal experience and dependent upon a number of personality variables including an 
individual's level of extraversion, and their personal tolerance for distress and ambiguity. 
Furthermore, most of the participants were active in responding to the advertisement. Their 
narratives may of course have a different quality to those participants who did not actively seek 
involvement in the research. These factors have posed a challenge in generating a more in- 
depth account of the identical experiences of other modern migrants. Nevertheless, these 
limitations do not undermine the originality and value of the present research findings which 
have contributed a deeper understanding of the experiences of migration in the context of 
globalisation. Research findings suggested that modern migration was characterised by 
psychological experiences which may be considered distinct from previous migration patterns, 
where there was an association with the development of global values and a cosmopolitan 
world-view (as opposed to a negotiation between a monocultural and bicultural identity or 
oscillating between identifying with either home or new country of residence). Indeed, for 
these migrants, the perspective was one of living in a host rather than a new home country. 
Moreover, the results posed a number of interesting perspectives; it emerged that maintaining 
a monocultural identity proved healthy and, indeed, the growing technological infrastructure 
supported the benefits of this identity. This contrasts with previous literature, which suggests 
that a pluricultural identity is associated with a number of benefits including better self-esteem, 
life satisfaction and adjustment.
The impact of multiple migrations was considerably more complex for individuals whose moves 
occurred during their formative years. Although the experience fostered social and cultural 
adaptability, the findings also highlighted that the need for belonging was threatened by 
multiple cross cultural moves, and the process of establishing a coherent identity was hindered. 
Acquiring a degree of behavioural flexibility was an effective coping strategy. This would 
nurture one's need to belong and protect their self-esteem. It emerged that learning these 
skills helped them to adapt and thrive and would also prevent these individuals from becoming 
trapped in their marginality. However, it should be stressed that the results suggested that this 
flexibility should not be achieved at the expense of the coherent beliefs, values and convictions 
that are maintained across situations. The results suggested that if this balance is not achieved, 
a sense of alienation and 'identity crisis' may ensue.
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Further research could be directed towards further investigation of the process of self-concept 
and personal world-view with regard to attachment theory. Lastly, with a better understanding 
of the unique issues faced by modern migrants, future research could seek to identify which 
coping strategies are the most effective for these individuals and how their difficulties could be 
best managed.
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Personal Reflections
Having worked in North America, Europe and Asia, I have become aware that crossing cultures 
can be a stimulating and rewarding adventure, but that it can also be a bewildering experience. 
My interest in this topic began with a curiosity about the psychological and social processes 
involved in inter-cultural contact.
I would like to begin this section by expanding upon my personal experiences on the topic of 
living in different cultural contexts. With the exception of one year at the age of eight, when I 
moved with my family to live in France due to my father's employment, all of my formative 
years were spent in Canada. I have therefore always identified (and been identified by others) 
as Canadian. However, within Canada I lived in two different provinces; English-speaking 
Ontario and French-speaking Quebec. The first ten years of my childhood were spent in 
Ontario where I strongly identified as a proud Canadian. Or rather what I thought it meant to 
be a 'Canadian'. Although Ontario is a predominantly English-speaking province, I attended a 
French-immersion school where bilingualism was highly regarded and where we always sang 
the national anthem before class in both French and English. I then moved to Montreal where I 
spent my adolescence. Although Montreal is predominantly French-speaking, I attended an 
English-speaking school! At this time, political tensions led to a heightened sense of Quebec 
nationalism where Québécois politicians were advocating separation from the rest of Canada 
and where all signage was required to be re-written in the French language, in a larger font size 
than the English, Hebrew, or Chinese underneath. The Canadian national anthem was not sung 
before class. Consequently, my sense of identity now consisted of insights I had gleaned in 
Ontario, France and now Montreal. I began to learn that there could be different perspectives 
on diverse viewpoints and issues and grew to respect how values, practices and beliefs are 
culturally determined.
I believe that my experiences fit somewhere in the middle of a spectrum, which at one extreme 
has a person who has never left their place of birth, and at the other end is a highly mobile 
individual, such as the participants in this study. I did not experience the highly mobile lifestyle 
in my formative years that some of the participants described. I had a consistent national 
identity. However I have grown up with a multitude of cultural frameworks to which I can 
refer. Certainly, by the time I started my undergraduate studies in England in 1998,1 had 
already developed a more global outlook.
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However, this outlook was not simply a consequence of my own experiences. I have also 
reflected on the intergenerational impact of cross-cultural moves on both sides of my family.
My mother's family travelled from Europe to Canada three generations ago, and my father's 
parents travelled from China to settle in Trinidad. My father was hence born and raised in 
Trinidad before moving to Canada for his undergraduate degree. He later completed his PhD in 
England. My parents plan to retire in Spain. These varied cultural influences, combined with 
the experiences of adapting to life in different countries and provinces, have had an impact on 
my world-view, where I feel that the 'world' is my 'home', as it relates to the places and people 
I have grown close to.
Arriving at this research topic was a gradual process. In year two of my Doctorate, I had the 
opportunity to work with Dr Paulo Lopez. Our mutual interest in emotional intelligence and 
psychological coaching led us to identify a gap in the literature on interpersonal flexibility. After 
reading more about the subject, I came across theories about interpersonal flexibility such as 
those of Deutsch. At that time I was studying psychodynamic theory, and hence wondered how 
conceptualising such individuals as having a 'depersonalised as-if personality' was rooted in a 
monocultural perspective. Indeed, for a courageous man like my paternal grandfather, a 
certain degree of flexibility and an ability to assimilate into a new society and pick up on tacit 
social cues would have been an adaptive and necessary skill to survive and thrive in a new 
culture.
So my interest in this research was partly on account of wanting to understand more about the 
process by which one copes with a change of culture. Also, having lived in London for ten 
years, I developed a curiosity about the 'global citizens' I encountered. Through my research, I 
was keen to interview such individuals to better understand their underlying process.
Moreover, as a trainee Counselling Psychologist who has worked with clients with issues 
relating to acculturative stress, belonging, identity and sense of self, I hoped to inform and 
improve my practice. I also hoped that that my research might inform other healthcare 
practitioners, the international education sectors and individuals who have or are considering 
moving to a different country.
I am aware of my personal curiosity about the topic and the inherent subjectivity that exists. To 
this end, open questions were used to allow participants to freely explore their own narratives 
without being led. In addition, in order to minimise any personal bias in the interpretation of
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participants' experiences, I met and discussed the analysis of the results with my two 
supervisors.
It was both reassuring and encouraging that the participants told me that they did not feel 
influenced in their responses in any way. In contrast, participants said they did value the space 
to explore their experiences and that the process of exploration was enjoyable. Moreover, my 
interest in their unique experiences was appreciated and experienced as validating. This was 
helpful feedback for me because I had devised the interview schedule in collaboration with 
both of my supervisors with care so that engagement with participant meanings in a non­
directive way was maximised. I was a privilege to find myself engaged in a very rich process of 
change, coping and resolution that characterises the modern migrant.
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Appendix I 
(Advertisement)
Where are you from?
(...is that a compiicated question?)
You may be 'living abroad' or consider yourself a 'citizen of the world'.
Instead of observing cultures, you have actually lived in different cultural worlds.
You may not expect to settle down permanently in any of the places where you have lived or are 
now living.
I am a Counselling Psychologist in Training from the University of Surrey. I am interested in your 
unique personal experience because I am conducting research into the experience of moving to 
and living within different cultural environments.
I would really value speaking to you about your experiences. If you can spare 30-45 minutes of 
your time for me to come and interview you please email me at l.lum@surrev.ac.uk.
All information will be handled according to the Data Protection Act, 1998.
Many thanks, 
Laura Lum
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Appendix II
(Participant information sheet)
Dear participant,
My name is Laura Lum and I am a Counselling Psychologist in training at the University of 
Surrey. I am conducting research that aims to explore the experience of people who have 
moved a number of times to different countries.
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be invited to take part in an informal interview 
with me in a mutually convenient location. Before the interview, you will be asked to complete 
a short demographic questionnaire.
The interview itself will consist of open ended questions and will last between 30 to 45 
minutes. There are no right or wrong answers to any of the research questions. The questions 
are designed to better understand your unique experiences. I will record the interview so that 
it can be transcribed and analysed. All information will be anonymised and stored securely on a 
password protected computer.
You will have the right to stop the interview at any point without having to provide a reason for 
it. You will also have the right to withdraw your data within two weeks after completing the 
interview.
If you would like to take part in this study or if you have any further questions about this study, 
please call me on 07730 7777 24 or email me at l.lum(a)surrev.ac.uk and we can arrange a 
meeting.
Warm regards.
Laura Lum
Counselling Psychologist in Training
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Appendix III
(Participant consent form)
1) I understand that this is a study conducted by Laura Lum, Counselling Psychologist in Training at 
the University of Surrey, exploring the experiences of migration.
2) I have read the information sheet provided and I have been given the opportunity to ask 
questions on all aspects of the study.
3) I understand that participation in this study involves an interview which will last between 30 
and 45 minutes.
4) I understand that the interview will be digitally recorded and then transcribed.
5) I have been informed that all my identifying details will be anonymised and that the research 
material will be stored securely on a password protected computer.
6) I am aware that all information will be destroyed when the Practitioner Doctorate is complete.
7) I further understand that this research will be presented in a written report and submitted in 
partial fulfilment of the course requirements.
8) It has also been explained to me that extracts of interview transcripts will be presented within 
the report but that all identifying features will be removed or modified to protect my 
anonymity and confidentiality.
9) I understand that I may withdraw from the study at any time without needing to justify my 
decision.
10) I confirm that I have read and understood the above and consent to participating in this study.
Signature:
Date:
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Appendix IV 
(Demographic questionnaire)
Thank you for participating in this research. I would greatly appreciate it if you would complete 
this form which asks about some basic demographic details. This will help me and those who 
read my research to better understand the range of profiles of the participants interviewed.
1. Please circle your age range:
25-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66-75
2. What is your nationality?
(If you are a citizen in more than one country, please indicate all nationalities).
3. Which countries have you lived in before?
4. What age were you when you first migrated?
5. How long did you live in each country?
Thank you for filling out this questionnaire.
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Appendix V
(Interview schedule)
Before we begin:
I introduce myself and the nature/aims of the research. I reiterate the confidentiality procedures 
and obtain consent to record the interview. I inform the participant that the interview should 
last between 30-45 minutes and will consist of a series of open-ended questions. Finally, I ask 
the participant whether he/she has any questions.
I also remind the participant that that there are no right or wrong answers, that I am interested in 
their unique experience.
Before we begin, I ask the participant whether there is anything they would like to ask me.
Prompts were used throughout the interviews in order to encourage participants to explore the 
richness of their experiences. Examples include: "could you say more about that?", "why do 
you think that might be?", and "what do you mean by that?", "how do you feel about that?", 
"would you be able to give me an example of what you mean?", and "what makes you say 
that?", and "how useful did you find that?".
(initial opening questions):
I'd like to start by asking you about where you have lived before?
What were the reasons for you moving from one country to another?
Q l: (a) Can you tell me what it was like for you once you arrived in (new country)?
(b) What was it like to leave (previous country) behind?
Q2: What was/is your relationship like with the surrounding dominant culture?
Q3: (a) Where is home is for you?
(b) (If not returned to country of birth) How do you feel about returning to your 
country of birth? (If you returned to country of birth) How do you feel about having moved 
back to your country of birth?
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Final questions and comments:
Is there anything else you feel is relevant that I haven't asked?
Thank you very much for taking part in this research. I really appreciate you sharing your 
experiences with me. Please don't hesitate to call me any time in the future if you have any 
further questions.
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Appendix Vi
(Example of interview transcript)
L; Thank you for agreeing to take part in this research. As we've discussed, the aim of the 
research is to explore some of the experiences you have had moving from one country to 
another, what feelings you may have had and how you coped with the experience, i'll be 
asking you a number of open-ended questions which should allow us to explore some of your 
experiences. How does that sound?
J: Good
L: I will be checking with you how you are feeling throughout the interview and debriefing 
you at the end. Please tell me if you would like to stop the interview at any point -  you don't 
need to give me a reason.
J: Okay
L: Just to remind you, there are of course no right or wrong answers to any of these 
questions. I'm interested in your personal experiences.
J: Okay
L; Before we start, is there anything you would like to ask?
J: Um, not at the moment.
L: Okay, well maybe we could start by talking about where you were born and where you've 
lived up until now?
J: Um I was born in Seoul Korea and then came over to um UK ...when I was 10 um... because of 
my father wanting to study theology (ok) so I went to primary school uh.... which was a big 
shock. And then spent 3 % years here and then went back to Korea for 2 % years
L: So you were born in Seoul, and you came for your Dad's theology studies to the UK?
J: Yes, I moved to Northwood uh which is just outside M25.1 went to a local school. So um I 
couldn't speak any, much English so I was bullied (mm), ridiculed (mm). That kind of thing (yes) 
and so I've gone through a bit of that emotional difficulty (yes) adapting. Um, I've got a
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younger brother, 18 months younger. But, he didn't have any of those problems, (ok) Because I 
think also age (yes) ....and character (yes because you were 10). Your personality. And then... 
You know after 6 months you kind of adapt and you know, move on. And then going back to 
Korea for middle school was another shock (mm). Because again, the cultures are so extreme 
between the west and the east um, you know, went for another bit of a shock for 3/6 months. 
And then you adjust, and then I came back again because my father wanted to do uh his 
masters. So I spent high school here and then University but again trying to play catch up was 
difficult (yes) when I came back (mhm)
L: You describe these moves as shocking... what was it like to adjust back and forth between 
East and West?
J: It felt exciting and I still remember vividly and people at that time in Korea There weren't too 
many people you know that had been abroad. This is 1980. So a lot of people immigrated to the 
US but nobody had been to London. Um everyone had preconceived ideas about what London, 
you know about Fog, so I remember you know family friends saying you know next time you 
come back make sure you bring back some fog with you as a joke for kids. {Laughter) So I was 
really excited and then you know meeting my father again. But it was a long trip.... Because at 
that time there were no direct flights.
L: I see... so it was exciting to experience a new world and you also describe this world as 
unusual and very far away.
J: Yes (whispers) A new world because I think I am adventurous by nature so some people can't 
deal with the changes but I always want to experience new things, so um I you know there was 
a sense of excitement when I came over and I was awed by you know the difference. The 
extreme difference of living in a 2 story house. You know, a bathroom which didn't you know 
had carpets (laughter). So the way of eating, the cultures, the language, I thought... because of 
the Korean language, you, if you can pronounce the letters phonetically, that's it. So I thought 
for example, take... a coffee so I thought coffee would be pronounced C-O-F-F-E-E- that's what 
you call it. Because that's the same mentality in the Korean that you try to take along to a new 
culture. But I didn't realise that you know, that's how you pronounce the alphabet and then, 
you pronounce things totally different. So learning a new cul... you know language was, was a 
challenge.
L: Did you know the ianguage before you came over?
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J: Only you know, thank you hello, (that must have been an enormous change) And being 
taught you know, where is the toilet, (yeah) that kind of thing (yeah).
L: So from what you were saying aimost everything was different ....from the texture of the 
bathroom floor to the language you were supposed to communicate in.
J: Mmhm (long pause)
L: Mm and this actuaily leads into the next question.... I was going to ask you what it was like 
for you once you arrived in the UK?
J: I think you know again begin, you know, relatively young you adapt to your environments 
fairly quickly. I had my parents with me, my younger brother. So that kind of gave me the 
comfort factor. Also, I can now relate why a lot of different cultured people want to eat their 
home food because that's comfort in a sense. So we had Korean every evening. Or at least rice 
or something which resembled Korean. And overall I think having that religious background was 
you know helpful. Um and you know I used to write a diary so you basically express your 
expressions or frustration shall I say.
L: Mm, these frustrations you expressed at the time, what were they about?
J: Well...I think.... I am very self-critical, (mm) That, you know You know, why can't I learn 
English quickly why can't I do this so it's why, why, why rather than (breath) you know. I'm 
grateful for this or I'm (mm) so that's the nature of the person you are (yep) rather than 
anything else. As I said, my brother being younger and also his personality being less self 
critical, you know he really enjoyed it and he didn't go through the same emotional turmoil. 
Although I think, you know, obviously like any human being you do have some difficulties but, 
you know, it's ...quite different.
L: It sounds like you were being very hard on yourself.
J: I'm a perfectionist by nature, so not being competent at something... I um...think it's also very 
much, you know, the Asian culture about saving face and your external appearances You know 
comparing yourself to the Jones is seen as very important (yes) So therefore, you know not 
being seen as competent in what you do. You know, top of the class, very competitive. So not 
being even able to communicate in English was frustrating (Yes) And I think the biggest shock 
um... u um... was feeling misunderstood because you don't come across as you know intelligent 
or sharp.
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L: Mm feeling misunderstood... could you say more about that?
J: Well, the biggest misunderstanding was.... Uh... I think there was a drawing class with 
compass and it used to be an old compass with a with pencil you slot in. and (yes) I was passing 
by you know, it was round tables I think it was a class of...l don't know maximum of 20 people 
which was very different from Asia. And I think I scraped um some you know A guy by the name 
of Toni. I still remember his name can't remember his surname, Tony's head, it wasn't bleeding 
but you know I still said sorry. But he still grassed me up to the teacher who reported that to 
the headmaster. And in the Korean culture if you've apologised for something that's the end of 
the story. But as a friend, you know, being reported up the line was an insult. (Mm) And then it 
was very frustrating and also in my, you know, at the time very demeaning to explain that it 
was a mistake, you know. I've apologised and this guy, you know, still puts a claim. And I found 
that experience very traumatic . And apparently I went into the toilet with a compass and, um, 
scraped the back of my hand out of frustration. (Mm) and because I couldn't explain the 
situation ....that was the situation. That was the frustration. (Yep, yep). And then the 
headmaster called my parents they thought I was a 'trouble kid'. (Oh) And that also triggered a 
lot of anger. (Yep). So I can still, you know, at that time my dream was becoming the president 
of, you know South Korea, invading you know UK and decimating people. (Mm), so you get a 
kind of anger in you. (Mm). But over the years, you know, once they understood that I was, you 
know, intelligent, you know, had common sense, you know, that was overcome very quickly.
L: Mm from what you are saying it sounds iike it feit hard for you to communicate...
J: -I think because I couldn't communicate intelligently in English then you, then obviously it's 
more sign language and words and obviously you don't come across, you know, in the best 
light. (Yep). But I think it took me over 6 months to just get to start learning English and be able 
to communicate better. (Mm), because one of my first things in Korea in my first year in 
elementary school was, you know, 'Joseph has a great common sense'. You kind of survive on 
those instincts as well.
L: How useful did you find surviving on those instincts you describe?
J; Well.... I think, you know, ...because I am a quick thinker. I'm a quick learner, you know, 
relatively adaptable so.... apart from that incident, I was ok. (Mm). But as I said, I think It still 
gives you a sense of anger (yes) and um, if you don't resolve that anger then obviously it 
festers. And I can understand why you, you know, get crazy people like terrorists from a mental.
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(mm) psychological (mm) perspective. You know, cause if you are coming into the British 
community and they are extremely unwelcoming, you know, everyone thought I was Chinese at 
the time (mm) they'd never heard of Korea, (mm they didn't understand where you came 
from).So that racism was, you know, very much imbedded in British society. But again, I think 
with hindsight, when I went back to Korea, Koreans are very racist! And I think it's just human 
nature, you do not appreciate, what's different from you. And I think with globalisation that's 
improving. (Yep). I think it's human nature to be antagonistic towards the foreigner.
L: Can I just check how you are feeling and how you are finding this interview so far?
J: I am good, it is good.
L: Ok... I know you've mentioned food, but i'm wondering what your experience was of 
leaving people and places behind several times.
J: I think um ... having, you know, a strong family and a religious background gives you that 
emotional connection and also... um... you know having a mother who's a fantastic cook (mm) 
you know, relieves a lot, a lot of challenges. You know, when we were here the supply of 
Korean food was difficult. So at the time, it was difficult, but you kind of get by. So when I 
arrived, because my father had to come first, um, in September when his course started. And 
then we had joined him in, in January. And he had, um, cooked a Korean dish, Kimchee. But 
with cabbage. Because there was, he couldn't find any Chinese cabbage. Um, but again, you 
kind of get by and, you know, you adapt. To the, the challenges. But I think from my mother's 
point of view, you know, from perspective, it was one of the best times of her life (moving 
here?) Yes.
L: It's interesting ....you are talking about your mother and your brother's experience and 
how this differs to your own unique experience, would it be ok to talk to me about what it 
was like for you, to be having you own unique experience during these changes?
J: I think, you know, in that sense, there were lots of challenges by moving from east to west, 
which were two extremes. (Mhm). But I think that's also given me a deeper understanding of 
the different cultures. And it's made me get to where I am, which is, you know I'm grateful for.
L; I'm wondering, where or what feels like home for you?
J: Very good question but, I th...You know. I've always felt like an international orphan. I could 
live anywhere as long as I've got my loved ones close by and I have an interesting job and I'm
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paid well to live a reasonable standard of life. [..] And I think that because of my background, 
because of the way I look, I feel more Korean than British. And I think emotionally I have more 
connection with Korea because my parents are Korea, my grandparents are Korean, all my 
family are Korean, so I think that has fostered that kind of background but... where's home? 
Anywhere. You're constantly asked are you Korean or British, "what are you?" because I look 
like a Korean ....but I have an English accent. And I think your allegiance is kind of put into 
question. If England and Korea were in the world cup finals, who would I support?
L: And where is home right now?
J: Here. But I have no roots that will keep me here forever. And you know been discussing with 
my other half you know where in 20 years we'd like to retire to. And the conversations are it's 
definitely not going to be the UK it's definitely now... it's Unlikely to be Korea. And I've been on 
holiday in in... um... Okinawa in Japan which I love. Maybe.
L: So from what I understand, you feel like you could really go anywhere as long as you have 
your loved ones with you, an interesting and well paid job. In feeling so mobile, could you tell 
me more about the change in cultures you described when you were growing up?
J: Um...when I was 13 and a half, the Korean education system at the time was, still is, is, very 
strict. And it doesn't help in terms of creativity. I went to a boys school a class of 70.12 
different classes. The biggest shock was in PE lessons. And you get 70 boys, you know, they're 
all not going to be able to listen to the teachers. And because one boy fell out and didn't 
actually do what he was told to do, the whole class of 70 would be punished. And the whole 
concept in the west is you are judged as an individual first, and then the class. But in Korea, it 
was the class first and then your individuality was compromised. And it was very difficult to 
accept. Why should I be punished for somebody else's problem? (Mm). So that, I think, was the 
biggest challenge for me ...uh... and it was very macho and you know, and fights were very 
common. And it just didn't ....fit you,//t/r? with the lack of competition in a UK environment at 
the time. You know, and being held accountable across the class was very difficu lt... to accept.
L; That does sound very difficult, i'm getting a sense of your experience ...of coming to the UK 
and feeling misunderstood and then going back to Korea and not feeling understood there 
either.
J: Oh the funniest story was, you know, being misunderstood by friends because...what I, you 
know, on the positive side, you know, I look the same like anybody else so I wasn't treated any
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differently. (Yup) Um and Koreans are very sentimental emotional people. So having that 
emotional connection without any language barriers um... again was comforting. And uh but on 
the other side is I am quite accurate in terms of my time management - apart from today ... but 
um ... it was very common at the time in Korea, to be like, they used to joke around that there 
was a Korea time which is 30 minutes tend to be late. So we used to hang out with friends and 
so if somebody late I just wouldn't go I wouldn't tolerate that. Which my Korean friends would, 
think that was strange.
L; Mm how did you feel about being pinned as 'strange'?
J: I kind of tolerated it. Because ...you understand those back home.... but I think it's also, not 
just the culture, but also some of your personality. Where friends will be asking each other to 
lend them money. I have a relatively good memory and I obviously would remember if 
someone owes me money. And I would think, why aren't they paying me back? But then, you 
don't want to be, you know, come across as stingy and ask them to pay you back. And I kind of 
adapted and then learned and then rather than saying "why are you not paying me back" I 
would ask if I could borrow money for the same amount and then not pay them back. But I 
think you learn to adapt to the cultures.
L: Hmm that's very interesting (pause)
J: I think the only other shock to the system was everyone had to be... unless you're dropping 
dead, you still have to go and turn up to school. And that was highly regarded. (I see). Which 
kind of didn't make sense to me after living in a place for 3 and a half years, where if you're sick 
you don't go to school. But in Korea, even if you're sick, you turn up and then you go and lay 
down in the um... nurses office. Which seems strange. But that's the kind of mentality.
L; So... you're talking about these differences and they're so interesting, and I'm wondering 
where you are with them now?
J: Again, I think that's probably one of the reasons of my personal experience that I wanted to 
read anthropology. Understanding the extremes of human culture. Despite the fact that every 
human being has a nose, two eyes and a mouth ... culturally we are so different, in our 
language, in our eating habits, in our cultures, in our behaviours um and what anthology has 
kind of taught me and also the experience of having lived in the extremes of you know the far 
east and the west here, is there are common elements that we can all, you know, agree to. So if 
you could bring those things together, that allows you to be multicultural, you could, you know,
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be very much a global citizen. And in this current age of globalisation I think that has worked to 
my advantage.
L: What do you mean by that?
J: I think an understanding um.... I kind of joke around saying I've got a multiple personality 
disorder so if I'm with very Korean conservative people I'll come across as very Korean, and 
then if I'm with Europeans, you know I'm very happy to adapt, rather than being very rigid. And 
I think that comes down to some of the cultural experiences that I've had. Travelling around, 
spending time with different people. And having gone through the emotions so I wouldn't be 
able to understand the very rigid Korean ways unless I spent my middle school years there 
because I'd be coming from a totally different background just like I don't completely relate to 
the British way of thinking about things. (Mm) So now in Korea they're talking about you know 
not only IQs but EQ's? (Yep) And that I find, you know, even in my experience, meeting a lot of 
people.... and without, you know, sounding sexist I'm sure your empirical data will also back my 
point that men are low in EQ compared to females. They can't read body language. But I think, 
you know, having lived in different cultures you kind of understand where the Koreans and 
Asians are coming from, because I think a lot of Western people don't understand Eastern 
cultures vice versa and there's lots of misunderstandings and if you actually observe lots of the 
interactions that goes on you kind of cringe ....knowing what the other person's thinking.
L: You've spoken about adapting yourself to different cultural worlds, rules and customs.
Where do you see yourself In relation to these cultures?
J: I think um.... I was an exchange student in Amsterdam University during my 3"^  ^year. And I 
obviously hung out with lots of international students (mhm) because it was part of the 
Erasmus student course so there were Brits, Americans, Norwegians Swedes so Central Eastern 
Europeans so Polish, Romanians Hungarians Germans Italians, Spaniards (mostly Westerners)
And the only Oriental was myself. And the natural characteristics between the Japanese and 
Koreans are quite different. The Japanese tend to be slightly more, well they can be seen as 
more, um, docile. (Mhm). And um...l think they were playing a game with ... paint. And this 
Japanese girl... and if it was my shoes and somebody started painting on my shoes I would have 
said .... "Excuse me, can you not do that" and would have got angry if they continued. But she 
was just smiling and being stupid actually. And you could tell from her perspective she wasn't 
actually, that she wasn't appreciating it. (Mm) And because I think there was a bunch of 
international students. And you kind of read their faces. And because she was smiling they
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thought it was ok to continue. And sending different you know, signals, you know, I could read 
but I don't think anyone else could read that. I think on the flip side you also see a lot of 
Orientals who come across over here. And you would meet, a very uh...common social 
interaction is staring someone else in the face. If you did that in Korea people would kind of 
think, what that hell are you looking at. That's you know, but here in London, you would smilel 
Which in Korea you might be misunderstood does that person like me...lt's a very simple human 
interaction but because of the different cultural context it can be misunderstood.
L: Hmm ...it sounds like you are talking about the experience of picking up on ...hidden or 
tacit social cues ... can you tell me more about that?
J: Well...you learn, you know anthropology is about, well, especially ethnography is about 
observing cultures. And I love sitting around in cafes and observing people. Because humans 
are, you know, interesting. And understanding those nuances and different, you know, 
behaviours. You kind of think, you know, that's interesting, and you can observe bits and 
pieces. So even n Europe the Dutch kiss 3 times on the cheeks, French usually twice, British only 
once ... Americans and Canadians tend to hug. So you need to know what to do or else people 
might think... "Is that person strange"? Being able to adapt is quite important... so the other 
person thinks you are, you know, one of them. And being able to adapt to that is quite 
important I think based on backgrounds and the different experience of it.
L: Mm. You say you've learned to be very adaptive and you're talking about picking up on 
these tacit nonverbal cues, In your view, what might happen amongst two adaptive 
multicultural people?
J: I think it depends on the context and where you are. Going back to your place. We're in 
London which is multicultural but what is the accepted cultural norm here? (Mhm). And I think 
going back to our, you know, your background, then it's more North American, which is also 
acceptable. Or, you know, a British way is a pack on the cheek ....or French is two, you know a 
bisou on both cheeks. So that again, I think it all depends on the place and the cultural context. 
So I think... um... you know if I meet an American in London I still just go for a hug (mm) ...rather 
than anything else. But if I met a French, or as I did over lunch, you know, a Dutch, then it's you 
know, 3 kisses that's the kind o f ... and you kind of adapt. And.... yeah ...personality and place.
L: That Is Interesting. And you're saying that you're, you're Korean In, In all the ways that you 
mentioned but you adapt to here. So following on from this way of thinking. I'm born In
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Canada and now I'm living In London, my attempts to adapt may be somewhat similar, and so 
... In your experience, how might our greeting be. In terms of the meeting the other person's 
culture, or Is It, do we do we then both take on the British culture...there's not a right or 
wrong answer I am Interested In how you have experienced this.
J: Hm! No I think um... it is the place it's the personality. But for example, you have this 
Canadian accent, so I take you as a more of a Canadian rather than a British. (Although I sound 
like a British I look Korean). So it really depends, um, you know a lot of people who've just 
spoken on the phone with me and then met me for the first time, are slightly, you can sense 
that they're shocked that there's a Korean with a British accent. Which was um.... not so 
common um 20 years ago (yes, yes). Now it's much more common, it's the same people have 
prejudices or stereotyping. Um because that's a comfortable way of doing things, you 
categorise people. And the funniest experience was, um, when I was working at Jessop's in New 
Oxford street during my undergraduate years when this, you know, Chinese woman came in 
and she spoke to me with an Aussie accent and I nearly fell off laughing. But I couldn't. Because 
she was a customer. But because you've got a preconceived idea of what that person you know 
should be saying, you know, if she spoke with a broken Chinese English accent, then that's 
acceptable, but it's, you don't expect that person to have an Aussie accent. So I think those kind 
of common cultural norms are common but also I think whether it's your first encounter with a 
person, or you kind of are building that relationship with any multicultural people uh, will also 
dictate how that relationship expands (mm) and how it ebbs because relationship, as you know, 
are two way rather than unidirectional (Yeah)
L: Can I just check with you how you are feeling right now? Is this interview going ok for you?
J: Oh! It's completely fine.
L: It sounds iike in adapting to you environment, it's a helpful skill you have found which 
makes other people feel comfortable around you. It also sounds like you're fascinated by 
observing different cultures and customs such as how Dutch people tend to kiss 3 times... I'm 
wondering where you are, what your way of greeting for example might be - not in relation 
to other people. Does that make sense?
J: Yes I think um, you know probably the question with regard to ego. Not in the ... but more
of a kinship terminology where you're mapping out different people within your relationship, 
father mother your cousins friends and at the centre is yourself which is referred to as you may 
know as ego, yourself. And I think there is a sense of identity crisis people go through because.
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having to adapt to different cultures and different norms ... different ways of being ... you 
sometimes wonder where your roots are and where your home is .... I think that sense of 
belonging ... I think a lot of people struggle with that sense of identity.... over the years.... 
especially in a multicultural environment. I think, again, looks are very important. Because 
human beings are very visual. If you do not look like the normal people within that setting so, if 
you are um ....you know, a white man in the Far East, you're going to stand out like a sore 
thumb. So your, your, your, sense of assimilation into the local culture is going to be a challenge 
(mhm). Vice versa for a non-European person to be adapting to a western culture where people 
visually can say 'you look different' (mhm). So I think there's a definition that you need to 
make where, you know, a Swedish living in London will be much easier than a Korean or a 
Japanese, living in London. Or a Western culture. From my experience it then puts to question 
....that identity crisis and I think I've had that over the years.... and you feel a sense o f ... 
loneliness. Despite the fact that you are surrounded by people ....you have that sense of 
loneliness within a crowd. Because, there's no real connection ...nobody has the same 
background. So I think there are also a lot of connections you feel what I call myself as the 1.5 
generation. Where you're not ...you weren't born, you know, outside of Korea. I was born, you 
come over, you still speak the language, and you understand the Korean cultures as well as the 
local cultures. And those 1.5 generation, I think, you know everyone has their challenges, but 
find it difficult because of that sense of identity. (Mhm). Because you're neither. Your home is 
neither Korea nor your local surrounding .(Yup). So I've actually gelled better with people from 
the 1.5 generations (mm)who when I go back and there's more Korean Americans who are of 
the 1.5 generations um, there's few in the UK .
L: And I'm just, this is maybe just my interpretation but it makes me think, you're talking 
about how... you have your own identity which can be ...confusing at times as you said, and 
then there's the identity that's reflected back to you by other people. (Mm) And as you said, 
being an ethnic minority flags up pre-conceptions others can have about you - whether you 
could look British or not. I wonder about how, in your appearance, there's this dichotomy 
there's the 'I look Korean but I speak with a British accent, and... I look Korean but I have 
blond hair'?
J: ..Oh so for example, when I joined um.... (Korean company) one of the difficulties .... Working 
for a Korean company, because I look Korean and I can speak the language they assume I'm a 
'normal' Korean. Not someone who has a different perspective from a guy who's just been 
educated and lived in Korea for most of his life or someone who has been seconded and sent
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over here. I think I made that first mistake by working for (Korean company). Outside I am the 
same but inside I'm different. Koreans think 'that's an odd guy, he speaks the language and 
he's a Korean but he behaves in a 'strange' way'. Then that creates tensions and 
misunderstandings. With my second job with [another Korean company] I went blond. I was 
the only blond Korean in the building! I wanted to give them a visual cue ... 'ah that guy is a bit 
different' then if you step outside of the normal Korean cultural norms, they kind of accept, 
because you're different. And I think getting that position has benefited me immensely.
Because in life, like marketing, advertising, it's how you position yourself and be accepted. And 
regarded. (Mm). So having learned that lesson. I think that's, that's one of the things. And you 
define yourself, because there's going back to human beings: First impressions last.
Appearances matter. So how you dress yourself, and package yourself, is important. In any 
culture.
L: Mm. And how about your email address, I know you've.... [private email] what does that 
mean?
J: Again, it's um, derogatory in the sense. Of um. Orientals who have been educated in the West 
are referred to as 'bananas': yellow outside, white inside. A black man who's been educated in 
the West will be known as a 'coconut': black outside, white inside. However, I've always 
thought, you know, if you could be self-deprecating, in the kind of the British humour, of being 
able to laugh at yourself, then you've kind of grown up. And, um, there are lots of cultures 
where you don't do that. You don't belittle yourself. (Mhm). But if you don't accept where your 
roots are, and what you are, nobody else will accept you. (Mhm). And I've lived, you know, 
been, and had a unique, relatively unique experience early in my life. And how do you play to 
that strength and be able to reveal that, um, has always been um, you know, what I've been 
taught. And I think that's what I believe. Rather than counting the things you haven't been 
blessed with, you count the blessings and move on.
L: Yep. Definitely.
J: So that was the reason for using [private email]
L: Mm. And just to come back to what you were saying about the identity crisis there can be, 
that feeling of being amongst people ... but feeling lonely. I'm wondering whether you could 
expand on that?
J: I think um it really depends. Also, I think you need to differentiate between the cultural 
settings and the personality of that person where, you know, they may be more prone to 
depression, self-analysis, much more self-aware. (Mm) And I think that's more of a personal
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trait rather than a cultural experience. And at the same time, um, it's difficult in that sense, to 
segregate where your sense of belonging, and I think it goes also on the US study of happiness 
index. And I think they did the research where, um, they were texting people ....randomly 
during the day. And asked them, you know, "what are you doing?", "what's your current 
happiness index from 0-10?". And they analysed the happiest moment they tend to be is when 
they're with their friends and family. And they are most miserable when they are at work. The 
highest point for most people is on their day of marriage. And then it goes downhill. But... I 
think in terms of my life, it's been where you kind of realise, you know, you're discovering 
yourself during your teen years. And that's probably also where you the hardest part when you 
a minority. All you've got is you know, your family, your religion, that sense of belonging in that 
culture. And I think it's important to be able to root it into the local culture wherever you live. 
But sometimes it's, it's not possible because of language, cultures. So I totally understand now... 
um, you know, the creation of cultural ghettos. Whether you're in the US, or, you know, in the 
UK, where you've got ....the French living around High Street Kensington, um, there's, you 
know, a French school. And I think Swedish school, German school around Richmond, Ealing 
you've got a lot of, I think, Japanese communities. I think Portobello has had a lot of the ex- 
Yugoslavian Slovaks because the first, you know, Greek Orthodox Church was around 
Portobello road. Also Paddington's known as the Beirut of London. So I think you get people 
who are coming from the same background sticking together (mhm) because of that comfort 
factor. And I think that.... um to me ....kind of helped going to Korean church. But I think, also, it 
has its downsides, in terms of assimilating to the local cultures.
L; mm ...what do you mean by that?
J :... at the end of the day, as you say, the individuals have different experiences, different 
personality, but I guess, one of your research is to bringing those common elements together...
I think for me, um... (Very long pause while he thinks) That's a hard thing to think about. I don't 
think it's something you dig deep .... You just kind of flow with the times and the environment. 
And you don't always have time to dig deep and reflect onto the more emotional side of
things But at the end of the day for me it's been a journey and you just ....accept. Rather
than try to you know question.(Yes). Because, you know.... sometimes if you keep questioning, 
and dig deep and you get frustrated because there, you might not find the answers that you 
require. And I think over the years all I've done is maybe ... move on and keep redefining myself 
... based on the circumstances.
L: Mm. Yes
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J: And I've always thought, yes you kind of reflect, but ....you always have to look forward (yes)
And ....that's probably the reason this is a difficult thing to think about.
L: Yes... I'm wondering if there's anything you feel is relevant that we haven't yet talked 
about?
J: I think, you know, going back to the self-identity, the ego, needs to be better understood. I 
don't know. And maybe, um, you know, now globalisation is very common and that's what also 
interested me in this project is with you, you know, the bigger global communities. Both from 
an anthropological view of cultures, and psychological view of understanding people's minds, 
how do you define that ego and understanding that person. And there have been a few books 
of Indians coming over here. Black Jamaicans coming over here and people of other countries 
of coming to a European culture. And where there will be a total difference of people who 
move. If you could better understand that process, and if you could ....be much more 
supportive of what the pitfalls are. Because I think it's an area that people kind of
 Understand but on an academic basis. (Mm). And I think you having also had different life
experiences, there's definitely a difference between being able to sympathise and empathise 
with the person. And actually having gone through that experience and knowing it firsthand.
And um...l think intelligent human beings can tell the difference when somebody, you know, 
can actually understand it to the depth that they have first-hand experience. And maybe that is 
something, you know, an area that, you can better define.
L: Helping to raise the awareness of these experiences with maybe peopie, psychoiogists, 
who wili never have that experience (mm) who have aiways and will always stay In UK?
J: Yes! And as you know, most psychologists you know, in terms of the academic field, it's either 
the US or very UK-centric. And bringing in a different cultural dimension, I think, is important. 
Because yes, human minds, you know, are, are alike. But there needs to be a cultural dimension 
to that. (Mhm). To better understand the context. (Mm). Um, and different cultural pressures 
that I think also come on board. (Mm). Especially now, with um, um Asians meaning, you know, 
Indians, Pakistanis, Sri Lankans, who've moved over here, and the generation gap between the 
conservative older generation, who are either the first generation, or 1.5 generation, or second 
generations to the new generation. And there is a definite gap. So for example, in the US, 
where the Korean ethnic history goes back a longer time. A father got put in jail for sexually 
abusing their children. Their daughters. But when you actually get down from a different 
cultural perspective, it's a cultural misunderstanding. So, you know, the father, when he was 
lying down watching the TV ... in Korean culture, it's rude for your children to be stepping over 
an elder. But they were doing that and, um, he grabbed one of the daughter's legs. And
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because she doesn't realise the cultural rudeness of stepping over an elder person, she thought 
her father was sexually abusing her. So that's a misunderstanding. For example, I experienced it 
here, in Korean church, which this brings to mind. I was ...one of the ministers kind of um... 
physically grabbed me and, and, kind of... not quite ... threw me. But.... that's what it felt like. 
And, um, although I was only 11,1 knew the British law was, you know, that could be taken as 
child abuse. Do I actually call this? And call the police and, and report this? Because that's ...the 
kind of anger. And then on the other hand, the Korean culture is. I'm a minister's son. He's 
another Minster. I don't want to get him into trouble, so how can we compromise and come to 
an agreement that he needs to apologise for exerting physical pressure on me, o r ... violence. 
(Mm). At the same time, he needs to realise that he can't do that. (Mm). I think there are lots 
of those kinds of cultural nuances that are not quite understood by the different groups. And if 
we can better define all these elements, there will be less conflict.
L; Yes, definitely. Thank you. I would iike to thank you very much once again for taking part in 
this research.
J: Ok thank you for giving me the space to talk, it's been surprisingly enjoyable to talk and think 
about things. I hope I've been able to help.
L: I will contact you in about a week's time to check how you are doing and maybe we could 
talk about any questions or thoughts you have had since the interview if you iike.
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